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Introduction
Public involvement was a critical element in the development of a transportation corririddor from
the University of Utah to the Airport and International Center in Salt Lake City . The deessignation
of a corridor from the University of Utah through the downtown area to the Airportt initiated
interesting discussion among participants in the public involvement process. Involvemnaem from
businesses, community councils, and interested persons was instrumental in de&iggul.i ng the
alternatives that are included in the MIS/DEIS . This public involvement report i& deess igoed to
demonstrate how the Wasatch Front Regional Council and the consu ltants interacted j w it h the
public throughout the MIS/DEIS process and document the comments raised by the puuhblic.
The goal of the public involvement program in the MIS/ DEIS was to have resiaddent.s and
businesses in each area along the proposed corridor guide Wasatch Front Regio nal! 1 Council,
cooperating agencies and entities , and the consultants in area transportation decisi orms for the
corridor, and to inform the public and document information about the proposed t.ranSSfpOrtation
corridor from the University of Utah to the Airport.

Public Involvement Process
Public involvement in the MIS/DEIS consisted of scoping meetings, the formation of · uocal area
committees, interviews with key downtown leaders , a general public meeting to discuss> !Pro posed
alternatives, written, telephonic and electronic public comments. In addition to these maone forma l
means of gathering public input, there have been a variety of informal contacts with tthte public,
including telephone calls, interviews with individual residents, and the distribution c:off relevant
information to interested parties. All of these contacts , both formal and informal, are dwrcumented
and on file .
Scoping Meeting
The public involvement process began on May 9, 1996 with a public scoping meeetting . The
meeting was advertised to offer two sessions: one beginning at 4 p .m . and one at 6 p>.m . Both
sessions were held in the cafeteria at Bryant Intermediate School in Salt Lake City . Ccmsultants
notified the public and agencies of the meeting by placing notices in the Federal Reeg ister and
posting over 400 fliers throughout the communities at such locations as libraries , grocce1ry stores,
retail outlets , post offices and bus schedule racks . The purpose of the initial meetimgs was to
introduce the srudy and the primary players to the public, and to solicit from the public: comments
and concerns regarding the corridor.
The consultants opened the scoping meeting with an introduction to the srudy, givin1g the basic
purpose and geographic scope of the MIS/DEIS . The introductory comments addresse!d how this
project integrated with other efforts to improve the Salt Lake Valley's transponatiom systemincluding the Salt Lake Area Long Range Transportation Plan and the Long Range T 'r:.ansi t Plan
being developed-and discussed the agencies and entities that would be involved witht rrhe srudy.
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Finally, the introduction provided the public with an overview of the public involvement process .
and invited their continued participation.

II

•

In the next segment of the scoping meeting, attendees asked questions and discussed their
concerns . Comments were recorded on flip charts and were reviewed and refined as the meeting
progressed. At the conclusion of the discussion, attendees were asked to identify the five
comments they fe lt were most important, and to indicate their decision by placing adhesive dots
next to the comments .

Report of Scoping Meeting Results
The Public Involvement Team organized the comments into subject-matter categories, and listed
them according to the number of "dots " each comment received. A complete list of the issues can
be found in the project file. Comments regarding convenience, ease of use , and accessibility
rece ived substantially more "votes" than any other category .
The following seven issues surfaced during the scoping meeting as the most important to the
meeting attendees.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Behavioral - getting people out of cars , and into alternate modes of transportation
Convenience and accessibility - making non-auto modes more attractive and convenient;
speed and number of stops
Expense - other modes need to cost less than driving
Congestion and traffic concerns
Importance of marketing, research , and education
Technical , such as a preference for certain types of technology or certain alignments
Environmental , land use, and safety concerns

The complete list of issues was reviewed by the East and West committees to determine if there
were additional issues that needed addressing.
Committee Meetings
To facilitate the process of gathering and addressing public comments, the public involvement
team formed three committees: one for each area along the corridor (East, Central (downtown),
and West). There were series of three meetings each with the East and West committees and one
joint meeting with all the committee members and interested public invited. While the Central
Committee did not met formally as a group , beginning in March, 1996, 20 key stakeholders were
interviewed by the consultant and the WFRC .
Beginning in June 1996, the West and East committees began meeting . In the first meeting , held
June 5, 1996 , the consultants and agency personnel assigned to each area introduced the study,
reviewed the results of the scoping meeting, and gave an overview of transportation modes. ln the
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second meeting, held at the end of June , the consultants reviewed the issues raised te> 1ddaate, gave
an overview of the basic purpose and need for the study , and began discussion •off · I potential
alternatives. The comminees met for the third time in mid-July to discuss the altematiwe!!S >and had
an opportunity to draw potential alignments on a corridor map.
The srudy team held a meeting on February l3, 1997 to brief all members of thae! regional
committees on the results of a detailed analysis of the alternatives . Approximately llt6GO people
received invitations in the mail two weeks prior to the meeting. Twenty-two committ:eee : rmembers
anending the meeting , which provide a forum for the consultants and agencies to discUJsss ; the data
generated by the analysis of the alternatives . The meeting entailed a two-hour discrussssi•ion , with
slides, during which meeting participants were presented with information, and encowr<agg~ed to ask
questions and make comments .

Public comments made in Committee Meetings
As a result of the meetings with the Eastern and Western Comminees and the individwaal l contacts
with downtown members , the foll owing issues , concerns, and questions have swrtfaacced from
participants .
West Committee
General Comments
•
There are few services in the western corridor; residents need the abi~iny 1 to travel
efficiently outside the corridor for their daily needs , or would like to have mcorre! services
located nearby.
•
It is difficult to cross the west corridor on foot or by car, due to the physical b>am riers such
as the highway , railroad , river. and industrial park. Accessibility between nei1glhlborhoods
on the west side needs to be addressed for pedestrians and vehicles.
•
Need to know as much as possible about other local planning projects ttD rm;ake good
planning decisions.
•
Concern regarding adequate emergency service ingress and egress to the are:a ..
•
Cheaper to change habits such as 40-hour work week than to change streets.
•
Opposed to widening of existing street.
•
Need more information on airport master plans.

Rail Transit and Potential Alignments
•
There needs to be a balance between frequent LRT stops for a neighborhoo1d I.IVith rapid
moving needs to the airport or university. LRT needs to serve neighborhoodls: ms well as
commuters.
•
North Temple businesses do not want and cannot afford to lose any more! )pedestrian!
business activity . The Northwest Merchants Association supports LRT aligmJmtent along
North Temple, and opposes any alignment that would fail to serve the area all o•ng North
Temple between 600 West and 900 West.
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•

11

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

LRT is usually put in commercial areas where no one lives. It would make more sense to
put it near residential areas - where people live .
300 North is attractive alignment because it gets under the highway
N . Temple too busy to add LRT .
For airport access need a system with fare transfers .
Couldn't the S.L. and Garfield RR (old Salt Air RR) be used for the western alignment .
theN. Temple retail merchants want LRT on N. Temple
Need to serve activity centers such as the State Office complex, State Fair Park, and highvolume seasons at the airport.
Look at 600 North for this alignment and as it goes east, jog south on 300/400 West to
get downtown and into east end of corridor.

TSMITDM
TSM improvements needed : Redwood Road and N . Temple, all at-grade rail crossings ,
9th West and S. Temple ; 9th South and 6th West , the traffic light at 300 West and 400
South, 300 North and 500 West , traffic light on the west end of viaduct (corne r of N .
Temple and 300 West) .

•

Bus and HOV
•
Change the bus service on west side to interact with the LRT line; more bus connections,
as there 's very little E/W bus traffic .
•
HOV on N. Temple and Redwood Road possibility.
East Committee
General Comments
•
Need to decrease automobile trips to and from the University .
•
Study the root cause of the traffic- maybe the cause needs to disperse itself so the traffic
is not all concentrated at a central location . Examples include satellite campus or clinics .
•
Look for ways to reduce demand , not ways to accommodate it.
•
Traffic generators are becoming so large themselves that people need a means of
transportation just to get around within the generator.
•
Don ' t jeopardize neighborhoods to solve traffic problems by turning them into
thoroughfares.
•
Too much traffic is being diverted to 400/500 South.
•
U of U employees opposed to increased parking fees.
TSMITDM
•
Study should be focused on TDM.
•
It was noted that all the alternatives are packages of ways of moving more traffic through
the corridor instead of limiting or redirecting traffic. We need more traffic-reducing
solutions. Roads are maxed out now , we need more controls .
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•

•
•

Need to reduce the demand and set goals to reduce instead of setting goarrs s to meet
demand such as , University by 2015: 180,000 vehicles; and CBD : what can' \We do to
reduce number of cars coming to CBD?
Provide a path of least resistance so that people are not funneling through neigbbbwrhoods .
Reversible lanes are too confusing, especially for senior citizens.

Bus and HOV
•
What is the UTA going to do to address the fact that 80 % of all use of buses is ddl!uring the
commute/peak times?
•
Consider HOV lanes, reversible lanes, exclusive bus lane to University .
•
Need to overcome the physical and technological limitations to bus se rrwice and
connections to light rail system.
•
400 South is already commercial and a highway and could handle HOV use.
•
The corridor needs more bus service running east and west, especially up to tlthte Health
Sciences Center at the University .
Rail Transit and Potential Alignments
•
Consider commuter rail as part of this project because of all the people com i nn~ into the
city from Provo and Ogden.
•
Designate corridors with the largest current traffic volumes, such as 400 Soutl h 1 and 500
South.
•
The area between 1300 East and 1000 East on 500 South will be controversiaall because
that is more residential than the area west of 1000 East on 400 South .
•
Study an alignment from downtown up South Temple over to 100 South, them up to the
Health Sciences Center through the University and then back downtown via 8({)(0 South .
•
Don ' t consider an alignment on South Temple because of the Historical DistriicH.
Downtown Interviews
General Comments
•
Access to and from Davis and Weber Counties important.
•
Transportation planning should be managed regionally .
•
What impact will the proposed Gateway project have on transportation?
•
What will the access to the corridor from the north be?
•
Concerned about vitality of downtown during the construction of any system.
•
Need good access between the hotel district and remainder of downtown (tciirculation
function)
•
Emergency Preparedness should be considered in planning .
•
Concern about the availability of federal funding.
•
Concern about the relationship of the East/West and the North/South Corrido,rs;.
•
Concern about transportation impact on residential neighborhoods .
•
Concern about potential impacts to wetlands .
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•
•
•

During the Olympics access is needed to housing at University/ Fort Douglas, Rice
Stadium, Salt Palace, Fairgrounds, International Center, Media Village (13,000 people)
Access and Expansion of Veteran's Hospital are a concern.
More state facilities are being built on Redwood Road and they will need service .

TDMITSM
•
•
•

Need more North Temple mid-block signal controlled crossings. Mid-block crossing
helping pedestrian safety problems.
West Temple should be reserved for automobiles only; keep mass transit off of West
Temple.
Concern about traffic generation and traffic control on North Temple.

Bus and HOV

•
•
•
•
•

Consider HOY facilities
Bus service should be more frequent.
More " visitor friendly " transit operations
Concern about overloading Main Street; move buses off Main Street
More service is needed for east side of downtown

Rail Transit and Potential Alignmenrs
•
Need to know locations of LRT stations.
•
Integrate the current University transit operations .
•
Concerned about current LRT proposal.

Alternatives Open House and Public Meeting
A Public Information Update was mailed September 6, 1996 that announced and invited people
to attend the open house and public meeting and described the alternatives being considered . The
Update was mailed to all who had participated to date and to every 5th address along the various
proposed alignments . A special effort was made to reach out to minorities , minority-owned
business, and the physically challenged . Additional copies of the flyer were also made available
throughout the corridor at such places as libraries, restaurants, bus information centers and the
University .
On September 16, 1996 a public meeting was held at the Rose Park Elementary School, located
in the western corridor, to solicit comments on the proposed conceptual alternatives . The format
included an open house, a brief presentation of the alternatives and an opportunity for comment.
The open house included maps describing alternatives, charts stating problems/purpose and need
information, a station describing the north/south light rail alignment (part of the No Build
Alternative) and environmental issues .
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As people registered for the meeting they were given a brochure with the agenda for the ml<eteeting.
The meeting provided an opportunity for comment on the range of alternatives and to identtii1ify any
conflicting issues between the sub-areas. At this time , no conflicting or competing issute ~s:s have
been raised . In addition to oral comments, mail in comment sheets and a lap top comput<e:r:r we re
available for people to use to submit comments.

Summary of comments made at the Public Meeting
General Comments
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Why isn'.t a LOOP being considered? There is more incentive to ride/more acc:eessible/
easier to ride/why not at the university?
Loop will tie in larger area- more people not just destination.
Measurements of corridor widths should be made available to the public.
If trying to keep traffic out of downtown, why building underground parking?
New air standards going to PM 2.5 (down from PM 10) - buses contribute to PN-1:22. 5, so
more buses will make PM pollution worse.
Don 't sacrifice neighborhoods-don 't go through them
Maximize ridership by going through nei ghborhoods.
Maintain residential character- do not create sacrifice zones- more cars/traffic
Judge Memorial High School -has buses-needs station to serve students
Concern about loss of parking in neighborhoods.
Make sure we serve schools, not just college students/staff
Make sure we consider customers, not just employees
500 S. -six-lane highway- don't like existing traffic , supports LRT if you don' t 1 replace
lost traffic lanes
lntermodal system provides more nexibility as fuel prices go up, and as Provo/SLC bbecome
single metro area.
Why are you bring in more cars? Why aren't you thinking about bringing in less te:aars?
Land use-cul -de-sac a problem- build up not out.

Rail Transil and Polential Alignmenls
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

These alternatives do not serve the Health Sciences Center and Research Park .
There needs to be good interface with campus and health science employment: is 1 there a
public review of university planning?
Why are the alternatives geared to handling high capacity crowds for a few events 1 instead
of regular dai ly traffic (students and employment centers- research park- VA- etc: . .. )?
These alignments are not U/ U friendly.
University needs to be supplemented with shuttle; U/U has shuttle system on carnnpus for
free .
Research Park growing and needs to be addressed .
Support LRT over bus.
Need a parking lot at 6th north and 2400 west also Fair Park on south side.

BEAR W£sr
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

South Temple doesn' t make sense for U/U access to downtown .
To get people out of cars you need park and rides .
900 west doesn 't work well for speed .
Concerned that LRT will cost more than promised
LRT is documented by several congressional studies as being economically unjustifiable
and Federal funding has dropped in recent years
Ridership projections never come in as predicted .
Bus cheaper than LRT?
LRT will only reduce congestion and pollution by 1-2%. Not worth 100s of millions of
dollars
1200 East/200 South - would like LRT on our street. It would help displ ace traffic
LRT on 400 S. will make traffic there worse ; also must consider where displaced traffic
would go-impact on adjacent streets and neighborhoods
How will ridership be from downtown to airport? Look at MART A (Atlanta) as an
example.
Hotels offer free airport shuttles, so why do we need public transit to the airport?
Intermediate stop between 7th E. and Uni versity
Bike interface with mass transit- need bike lanes/racks-transfer from auto to bike
Frequency of system is an issue-shouldn ' t need a schedule-LRT should be 6 min. Apart,
I 0 minutes is too long.
Analysis of frequency and convenience-! 0 min., 20 min., 30 min.-to project ridership
Need to look at flexible schedu le fo lks-at least 6 AM to I 0 PM
$ 13 M. will give I 0 min . Of frequency for ten years .
(300 S.) Do not sacrifice resident neighborhoods for LRT routes.
Concerned about the hi storic district houses on 300 S.
Opposed to the 300 South alignment- ridership needs review.
There are seismic problems along 300 South and 1000 East.
What is the ridership on eastern leg?
I st and 2nd South employment centers are they being considered?
Impact on streets- where will traffic go- into neighborhoods?
Concerned about hi storic district along II 00 E.
Wants LRT on streets that will draw cars out of neighborhoods.
What are the decibels-noise-vibrati ons?

TSM!mM
•
Why don' t we just emphasize flex time a nd compressed work week wou ldn ' t that solve
the problems?
•
Synchronization of lights must be broken! Fix this first- more cost effective- the
infrastructure is already there.
•
400 S. lights timed slows traffic speeds.
•
Supports reversi ble traffic lanes.

BEAR WEsr
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•

Must have a serious bicycle component.

Bus and HOV
•
HOV lanes in residential areas are not a good idea-freeway okay but not neighbbo rhood
street because they will increase the speed of traffic
•
HOV not enforceable; we can't even enforce speed limits, how can we enforce l HtOV?
Supports expandable bus system based on cost ridership.
•
•
Safety concerns-speeds of LRT; Can groom a busway to capacity you want.
•
Buses are safer than LRT.
•
Need HOV lanes so transit does not get caught in gridlock.
Written and Telephonic (Hotline) Comments Received on Alternatives
As of February 6 , 1997 , 28 written or transcribed oral comments have been received .
General Comments
•
Many neighborhoods in the Northwest quadrant have experienced isolatitiom and
deterioration because of poor long-term planning and freeways and railroad traaclks that
divide neighborhoods. Equally, neighborhoods on the East side have expoer·ienced
commercial encroachment from churches and medical facilities that increasses; daily
population and traffic , placing our sense of neighborhoods "at risk ." This rpl:anning
process should not divide neighborhoods .
•
As a crime prevention specialist working on the downtown area I feel I coullldl make
contributions to the committee that addresses that area . And as a resident of the N'J\W SLC
I have concerns that may need to be addressed by the " west" advisory commiwtee . I am
interested in what may be planned and how I might help.
•
I hope Salt Lake is not going to go into a frenzy of activity to "get ready '' ' Ifor the
Olympics in 2002. Too often in the rush to "do it now ," mistakes are made that can
adversely affect our whole metropolitan area .
•
By participating in your corridor alignment studies, I've gotten word of just one ' o ff many
changes that will be taking up much time and energy in our infrastructure planni.in;g. Can
it be true that the I-15 reconstruction, the railroad/gateway realignment, your 1wtestern/
eastern corridor plan, the downtown light rail. Zions at S. Temple & Main , the A\.ITilerican
Stores building, the LOS Church parking facility under Main, all are going to be !going on
at the same time? I get nervous when anybody tries to do too much in too shortt a time ,
and would urge the administration to prioritize one or two of these major projojects . By
allowing a focus to be placed on the careful accomplishment of one goal at a timue, fewer
blunders will end up in our transportation facilities.
•
Keep these goals in mind: Will it relieve congestion? Improve air quality? Whall a re the
risks that it will only impose on traffic already established by car-reliant coDmrnuters
creating more gridlock? Review existing city/neighborhood master plans to enssure that
what you are proposing is consistent. What are the transportation needs among tthe land-
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•

•

•

users? Greater incentives to use existing mass transit, downsizing existing bus fleet into
smaller jeepney-sized vans should be considered . Need to think long-term and g lobally
such as subways.
Consider the historic character of the city when making plans. Need a major land-use
study. The public has not been able to get full disclosure of information regarding routes.
Concern about ability to enter and ex it private drives and restriction on businesses for
deliveries and shipping. Need more detail. Why not improve the bus system?

Rail Transit and Potential Alignments
•
I believe to be progressive a light rail system is needed along with the HOV system . Also
I think one way systems are helpful.
•
LRT is the most attractive alternative if it is feasible and construction and operating cost
are justified . If only one segment can be justified it should be downtown to the
University. Western -C2 provides the fastest route ; the station at the airport must be
integrated with the terminal and closer than parking. Eastern D I best choice. Downtown route east/west line differently than no rth/south but link together; transfer should not
require walking across the street; use the Union Pacific Depot as the intermodal center.
Along North Temple and 4th South segregate LRT from normal traffic and limit
crossings.
•
I' m most in favor of East - West links (Airport). Of the proposals listed I feel that the
"D2 or D3 would either one be helpful. I would like to recommend the D2 opt ion as my
first choice. I question the most historically important street, South Temple, in SLC as
be ing the first choice. Lastly I would, as I am sure has been already discussed , be
concerned about the noise factor. I hope trains would run all the time not just a few hours
morning - daytime - evening. So if they are running late and very early the noise should
be held at a minimum .
•
If the LRT is to be built , it should be placed along 4th South not South Temple.
•
Alternative D, Eastern Corridor Recommendations Dl & D2 : First 02: Will my child and
other children in the neighborhood be safe to play in their yards? (I live at 3 12 S I 000 E)
How will LRT affect my property value? What will the noise level be like? Why put LRT
down the middle of a predominately owner occupied area on 10 east? LRT through
neighborhoods will contribute to population lost. Dl: This is the more log ical so lution.
•
I do not think the light rai l is a so lution to the problem. In fact, the people of the city
voted against it. Now they are trying to force it on us! Especially we are against a light
rail down South Temple . This is a beautiful , historic street and light rail would ruin it.
Upgrading and enlarging bus would be c heaper , more effective and more flexible . I ride
busses regularly and am satisfied but would never ride the light rail because it does not go
where needed.
•
It was our understanding that the light rail concept was defeated when voted upon.
However, with the insistence that it is going to solve the existing increased traffic snarl ,
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•

•

•

•
•
•
•

there is no excuse for considering the east-west corridor. If the need is bein;g heteded
between downtown and the airport so be it. When the premier "boulevard " i.s SLC is
South Temple, the aesthetics would be completely destroyed with light rail proceeedimg up
the middle of South Temple only to be connected with many jogs at the eastern enad o>f the
street. Pride has always been in our very wide streets, and that also would be deestnoyed
and would become narrow winding streets like other over-grown cities of the eastt. Itf this
problem has arisen at the prospect of the 2002 Olympics consider the increased ptrob•lems
this would create after they have gone, with our winters and snow rem ova I bei:ng a
constant problems forever. Fourth South is a more commercial street and wo tuld be a
more direct route from downtown to the University if it is needed at all. South Temple
should not be considered, ever, if we are to retain any semblance of gracious livi.n' g im Salt
Lake as does appeal to future tourists.
It would be a shame to allow light rail to travel up South Temple to 1300 Easlt. South
Temple is the most famous and historic street in the state of Utah. It is also o me o<f the
most beautiful. Each day brings a plethora of people, both form within Utah amd from
other states to view the avenue that was once called Brigham street. Wh.ile we :are very
definitely in favor of light rail , we do not feel that it should desecrate East South ' Tennple.
Comment on Cl: I would think that airport riders would not appreciate tthe time
(psychological maybe more than real) to traverse the Rose Park area if their antticipated
destination is downtown - or the University . Comment on C2: This route comceivably
would run adjacent to the new Gateway Park - a decided visual advantage when c<ompared
to either C 1 or C3 .
There are two points I'd like to bring out: First, I would urge DCCO to •Continue
developing alternative elements for the U niversity/Airport corridor. They should noi pull
up short at the light rail level and allow the city (as well as the state - SLC is the Capitol)
to explore the option for a subway . I feel that underground transportation will ewenrually
play a big part in keeping the city uncluttered in the future , so why not get it onto the
table now . Retrofitting a city for subways can and has been done .
I am very much in favor of a new mass transit system in the Valley . I would !!ike to be
kept informed of developments as they materialize.
I don't want light rail on 6th North. Home values will go down . There will be to much
noise and vibration at my home .
Light rail should go down North Temple where there is more business .
I am in full support of light rail/commuter rail transportation along the east/west .corridor.
Having used light rail in other major cities, i.e ., San Francisco, Minneapolis, Chicago
and Washington, D.C . as both a resident and a visitor, I suggest the following features :
(1) linkage of the airport to a transfer station downtown SLC , (2) cab and bus; transfer
station, located by the light rail, (3) frequency of light rail timed not to exceed 10 minutes
on major routes for the next train' (4) transfer passes acceptable between light rail and
busses , (5) bus lanes - designated along major roads - 4th South and Foothill. Please
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•

•
•

remember that a commuter system that is designed both convenient and accessible will be
used by both residents and visitors .
Intermodal Center would allow furure flexibility to incorporate commuter rail for Provo
to Ogden.
Any light rail system must have vehicle frequency of between six to ten minutes to ensure
ridership .

TSMITDM
•

•
•
•

Timing stop lights along 4th South wou ld result in higher adherence to speed limits as
motorists find that a constant speed will result in fewer stops. Witness Broadway in
Denver, for lOth Street to Englewood .
Incorporate bicycle capability onto light rail and busses to wider ridership area at both
ends. Remember : Transportation is still needed once we disembark .
The whole system needs to be user friendly .
Park and Ride lots need to be developed (along 1-215) with or without LRT .

Bus and HOV
•

After a recent visit to Manila , Philippines, I've become intrigued with Jeepneys. These
privately owned, eight-passenger trucks , constantly criss-cross the city. UTA should
rethink its huge, empty fleet of buses.

Summary of Comments Received Via the Hotlin e
General Commems
•
Concern about 2005 traffic projections and the gridlock
•
Need higher density housing so people can live and work close by . Need to reduce work
travel time.
•
CBD should not expand
•
Business should be offered an incentive to move west of SLC
University should have more satellite facilities
•
•
Concerned about neighborhood childre n safety . Need to understand demographics of
activity centers.

TSMITDM
•
•
•

Need to feel safe when you bike to your workplace ; bike lanes and parking .
When a road has a bike lane a portion of the traffic volume needs to be shifted to the
bicycle.
Use the 13 million it will cost to build underground parking in SLC for improving bike
travel.
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Rail Transit and Potential Alignments
•
Bikes are the most efficient way to access LRT
•
LRT needs to be able to carry bicycles .
•
HOV lanes should be built to accommodate traffic to and from LRT (east/we~st}l
•
Taxpayers should not pay for LRT; UTA should pay since they are making all thle 1 money
off it.
•
Concerned about poor ridership on UTA busses and that LRT would be the s;ame!.
•
Who will pay for LRT.
•
Strong supporter of LRT but as a resident of 300 South he can not support the a! ig;;nment.
•
D-2 would directly impact neighborhood by removing housing and commerciial izzation.
•
Mayor Corradini promised no additional impact to East Central neighborhootd.
•
Concerned about the LRT alignment on 1300 East and the loss of htomees as a
result.
Summary of Electronic Comments
Need to collect from WFRC

Participants
To date some 710 individuals have received mailed notices of public meetings . These 710 include
the nearly 160 who have shown an interest in participating in the regional commine:e meeetings.
The remainder are randomly selected individuals whose businesses or homes lite alcong the
alternative alignment routes . A total of 66 individuals participated in the two ses§ionss of the
scoping meeting . Twenty stakeholders have been interviewed . Forty-six indiv iidualls have
participated on the East and West Comminee meetings. Thirty-s ix individuals regis;te recd at the
Alternatives Public Meeting . Nine people left comments on the hotline and 21 submiitted wrinen
comments.
Representatives from Peoples Freeway, State Fairpark, Rose Park , Capitol Hill , Po]pularr Grove
Avenues, Sugar House , East Central , Foothill and Sunnyside East Community Counciils have
attended the comminee meetings . In addition. individuals from WFRC, Universitty mf Utah ,
UDOT , Hertz Rent-a-Car, Assist , Salt Lake Regional Medical Center, Catalyst Magazime , LOS
Hospital , UTA, Salt Lake City Transportation. Salt Lake City Mayors ' Office, Sallt Latke City
Community Affairs Office , Northwest Merchants Association , Downtown Alliance, Satlt Lake
City Airport Authority and the State Fair have also participated . In addition, several resialents of
Salt Lake County have participated as well as the SLC downtown business commurnity.

March 10, 1997
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APPENDIX B
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

APPENDIX 8
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES OF EAST-WEST
ALIGNMENT OPTIONS

5.1

LAND USE

This section addresses land use, secondary development (new development potential arising from
the project) and community impacts resulting from the alternatives.

5.1.1

Airport

Alternative A--No-Build
With the No-B uild Alternative, current growth trends and land development panerns will likely
continue. This wi ll mean a continuation of manufacturing and airport-related land uses in the area.
With this continuing panern it is unlikely that residential neighborhoods wi ll develop in the area, so
they will not be adversely impacted. Any potential for secondary development opportun ities on
the undeveloped land which increases density or encourages a higher use for the land is less likely
to occur with the No-Bui ld Alternative. The general public frequently complain of poor transit
service between downtown and the airport. With this alternative the airport would continue to be
inadequately served with public transportation.

Alternatives 81, C1, C2 and C3- West
Alignments in the Airport area do not change between these four western alternatives and do not
adversely affect existing land uses. Location of the corridor adjacent to or within the highway rightof-way {Cl and C3) or on an existing rail (C3) reduces any potential impact to adjacent business or
other land uses. The Airport would receive improved access to public transportation for both visitors
and employees, thus relieving parking pressures and Airport traffic congestion. Future potential
service to the Salt Lake International Center, a large planned business park, is accommodated.
Existing airport and airport-related land uses will benefit from proximity to a planned transportation
corridor. With proximity of transit or a major transportation corridor, secondary development
potential will likely increase and pressures for development will occur. Increased access to public
transit may increase the anractiveness of the area to residential development. In areas to the far west
this may be appropriate; however, in areas south of the airport residential uses should be discouraged
and consideration given to airport height restrictions and protection zones .
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5.1.2

West Central

Alternative A--No-Build
With the No-Build Alternative, current growth trends and land development panerns w vill likely
continue. This will mean a continuation of mixed use development including manwffacturing,
airport-related business, office park, strip commercial, and residential land uses in the arrea. Any
potential for secondary development opportunities on the undeveloped land which inc reas<e~ s density
or encourages a higher use for the land is less likely to occur with the No-Build Alternativ•e: because
of existing zoning. There would continue to be a lack of connection between the north amd south
residential neighborhoods, and a continuation of the compartmentalization that has occurred:l because
of natural and man-made existing barriers.

Alternative 8 1--West
North Temple is a wide street which can easi ly accommodate a dedicated HOY/Bus lane;: without
major changes. It does not adversely affect uses along the street and existing uses are c.o, mpatible
with this alternative. With the increased traffic associated with improved public transit a111d HOY
improvements, there may be some pressure to increase density and devel opment in the arrea.

Alternative C1 --West
With this alternative, LRT would not adversely affect existing land uses or development panerns.
The mixed use character of the area is not likely to change. The presence of LRT may § timul ate
activity in the area causing existing land uses to revitalize and under-uti lized propertiies to be
developed; however, there are not many opportuniti es for thi s to occur without displacing; exi sting
single fami ly residential uses. The low residentia l density along 600 North is not conduciwe to high
volumes of LRT ridership. However, Redwood Road has a relatively hi gh concentratio m of high
density, multi-family housi ng and vacant land which will almost certainly develop as hig lh density
housing.
The location of stations at Redwood Road, 600 North, 900 West, and 300 North Streets Wlill focus
increased anention on these areas, possibly increasing development pressure which would rudversely
impact residential neighborhoods. The existing neighborhood commercial center at 12!00 West
would also be a good station locati on. While access to LRT is increased for residents o ff the area
and may provide additional access to neighborhood commercial areas, it is not optimized! because
there are few destinations which would serve the interests of other riders from outside the innmediate
area. The location of LRT in the center of roadways would affect left turn access into adjacent
properti es.

Alternative C2 - West
This alternative follows the same route as B I, however, LRT is proposed, rather than HOY" and bus
improvements. LRT would be located in the center of the street where there is ample room .. It does
not adversely affect uses along the street. Ex isting uses are compatible with this alternative. With
the increased access provided by LRT, there may be some pressure to increase demsity and
development in the area. Excellent access is provided by stations conveniently located to U tah State
Fair Park, a nearby park and ride site, State Office Buildings located along North Temple, and other
mixed use commercial and neighborhood services in the area.
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Alternative C3 -West
This a lternative is simi lar to Alternative C2 along North Temple until it reaches 600 or 900 West
and then turns south to 200 North Street. With this alternative under-utilized commercial and
residential uses along 900 West may be stimulated to improve and revitalize. Nearby residential
uses wi ll have convenient access to LRT providing transportation to neighborhood services and
public faci lities in the area.
An additional alignment under consideration with C3 includes using the South Temple Railroad Spur
in lieu of North Temple Street. This spur goes through industrial property for the most part and
provides a "back door" look at the properties .

5.1.3

Downtown

No-Build Alternative
With this alternative the redevelopment potential of the west downtown area would be limited . It
is anticipated that development patterns and land uses will change dramatically because of other
improvements in the area and increased accessibility resulting from the removal ofl-15 viaducts.
While redevelopment will still occur because of these other improvements, access to an LRT system
would greatly improve accessibility. The system would serve multiple facilities such as the CBD
shopping areas, many government services and public facilities, major employers. and a large
concentration of cultural and sporting venues. The No-Build alternative reduces this potential for
improved access.

Alternative 81 - West
This HOY/Bus alternative does not change the configuration of North Temple street, nor does it
adversely affect uses along the street. Existing uses are compatible with thi s alternative. With the
increased traffic associated with improved public transi t and HOY improvements, there may be some
pressure to increase density and development in the area.

Alternative C1 - West
Land uses along 300 North and 400 West include industrial , office I business, and railroad uses with
some isolated , small residential areas. Density in the area is not great enough to support high
volumes of ridership, although there has been so me redevelopment interest already generated with
the renovation of warehouse structures to office buildings. Redevelopment interest along 300 and
400 West Streets and at the station at 300 North and 400 West is likely to continue and to be
enhance with LRT presence on the street. West High School is located between 300 and 400 West
Streets. LRT would provide excellent access to this facility , as we ll as nearby Triad Center, Delta
Center, and west downtown locations .

Alternative C2 -West
Affects of this LRT alternative along North Temple are similar to those just to the west in tthe West
Central area until it reaches approximately 600 West where the north Temple Viaduct beginss. From
this location to 400 West there is little development potential related to LRT access becausse of the
grade separation. As North Temple touches down at 400 West, a station location would servee nearby
office uses, and possibly increase interested in development at this intersection. Developm1ent and
redevelopment pressures could have a positive affect on the reuse of the Union Pacific De!pot and
afford excellent access to USES activity and attractions which may take place there .
Reconstruction of the North Temple overpass to accommodate LRT creates and opporttunity to
increase pedestrian and bicycle access between the east and west. With LRT and the poterntial for
new pedestrian and bicycle access over the railroad tracks development opportunities may iincrease
as well as opportunities ti improve access to both sides of the overpass.

Alternative C3 -West
This alternative uses 200 South Street which is intended to be a "Main Street" in the redevellopment
of the Gateway District. There is tremendous potential for land use change ar1d se<condary
development in these areas which would stimulate the kind of density and development necessary
to support high volumes of LRT ridership. The presence of LRT in the street wouldl attract
pedestrian traffic supportive of local business and would help to create the kind ofl ife and! vitality
needed and desired in an urban neighborhood. LRT would have positive affect on the a1rea, and
would be another catalyst in the development and redevelopment of the Gateway District and the
mixed use development anticipated. A similar effect is anticipated along 400 West where e:xcellent
access in provided to the Rio Grande Depot and anticipated inter-modal transit hub. This alttemative
includes a possible connection to North Temple along 600 West. Such and alignment wo,uld also
benefit land use changes in the area. A similar effect is relevant to 300 and 400 West strecets.

Alternative 82 - East
HOV and bus access along 400 South through this area would improve access to existimg retail
commercial and business uses, and access to public facilities such as the City County B:uilding,
Library, Court House, and others. Land uses are not likely to change, nor will they be adversely
impacted by this alternative. Activity at the location of the interface with the north/south L.RT ~i ll
become a major transfer point where people gather.

Alternative 01- East
This alternative has essentially the same impact on land use and transportation interrface as
Alternative 82- East, except that transit stops would present opportunities for concentrrutions of
people and opportunities for secondary development. 400 South Street includes a large amount of
commercial and office uses which would benefit from LRT access. There would, however, lbe some
left turn conflict affecting off-street parking.
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Alternative 02 - East
LRT access along 300 South creates a convenient transfer to the north/south LRT line, and it puts
riders with east/west origins and destinations closer to the CBD shopping, commercial and business
district. This alternative will not have much affect on land use because existing land use patterns
are fairly well established which includes several large office/retail complexes, commercial and other
Central Business District uses. Gal ivan Center and the new American Stores Headquarters Building
is immediately adjacent. There is some potential for redevelopment on the west just east of 400
West, where new hotel and mixed use development is already occurring. LRT on 300 South Street
is compatible and complementary to the existing uses and activities generating high volumes of
potential riders. Stations are conveniently located to adjacent development areas and high density
areas. Access to commercial and office uses along 400 South Street is also very convenient.

Alternative 0 3 - East
This alternative has very good interface with the north/south LRT line. On this eastern end, it serves
the LOS Church Headquarters and its many employees well, and provides good access to new
residential, office and retail commercial uses, and several churches as well as Temple Square and
other arts and cultural facilities. This alternative will not have much effect on land use because
existing land use patterns are established. LRT on South Temple Street is compatible and
complementary to the existing uses and activity , and stations are conveniently located to adjacent
development areas and high density areas. Access from the Avenues residential areas is also good .

5.1.4

East Central

No-Build Alternative
With the No-Build Alternative, current land use patterns will remain unchanged because they are
firmly established and intended to continue. Most of this area is an established mixed use residential
neighborhood with very little undeveloped land or incentive for redevelopment.

Alternative 82 - East
HOV/Bus improvements would not have an affect on existing land uses. Increased transit access
wou ld benefit the residential and business uses in the corridor; which when redevelopment
opportunities do arise, may encourage increased densities and thus ridership increases.
At approximately I 000 East, this alternative as well as 02 discussed in the following , converge on
500 South Street up the hill to the University. Whether the alternative involves HOV/Bus
improvements or LRT improvements, land uses are unlikely to change.

Alternative 0 1 - East
The discussion about B2 is relevant here, except that increased opportunities for secondary
development are provided with the transit stops associated with LRT .

Alte rnative 02 - East
An LRT corridor along 300 South provides convenient access to the medium and highcer· density
residential development in East Central. Access to commercial and business land uses ral10ng 400
South are also convenient from stations located along 300 South. While land use patterrn!s are not
likely to change, the existing land uses provide the highest density residential densities im tthe City.
These densities are compatible with and supportive of LRT ridership. Potential for redewe:lopment
is slight; however, when parcels do become available, it is very likely that they will aclcmowledge
the positive affect ofLRT proximity. City land use and development policy should encoumage such
development and may need to be changed.

Alternative 03 - East
Land uses along South Temple Street are established and not likely to change sigmidicantly.
Residential areas to the north are primarily low and medium density single family deve:lmpments;
residential areas to the south are higher in density. Numerous public facilities , health care !facilities
and offices are located along South Temple in either new or renovated structures. St.attions are
conveniently located to attract ridership and to adequately serve neighborhoods. As the :allignment
turns onto 1300 East Street, it again interfaces with existing neighborhoods and land us:e patterns
which will not change. Low density residential areas to the north are not likely to <COntribute
significantly to LRT ridership; however, the density of development an<d high
employment/student/staff base at the University, Medical Campus and VA Hospital will b>e highly
attracted to convenient and efficient public transit. This narrow street however, has the pto!Lential of
putting LRT closer to residential dwellings which may or may not be perceived as impac:ti:ng. even
though, hi storically, trolleys used the street.

5.1.5

Univers ity

Alte rnative A - No-Build
The o-Build Alternative does not solve any of the access problems to the primary land 1l.ls:es in the
area- University of Utah, University Medical Campus, and VA Hospital and the possibility of major
changes in land use is very unlikely. The University, Research Park and Fort Douglas areas will
continue to grow and develop, creating more demand for convenient and accessible transit and
parking. Existing streets and transportation systems will continue to be congested and ina dequate,
and parking both on campus and in adjacent neighborhoods will continue to be major problems in
the area.

Alternative 82 - East
HOY/Bus routes on Foothill Drive and Wasatch Boulevard provide improved acce s to the
University Research Park, VA Hospital , Fort Douglas and other University destinations . Land use
patterns are set and are not likely to change; however, there is still undeveloped land at University
Research Park which will benefit from transit accessibility.
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1\lternative 01, 02 and 03- East
'\ll of these alternatives converge on South Campus Drive and destinations at the University Medical
::enter. Again, land uses will not change; but continued development at the University and Medical
::enter and increased staff and employment will ftnd LRT access an alternative to the inconvenience
Jf parking and congestion. In addition to the employment and student transportation benefits, the
University is a major cultural and sports center in the City. Patrons of these facilities and activities
:ould use LRT and greatly reduce impacts to the nearby neighborhoods at these peak times. The
and uses in these areas will generate increased density which is supportive and compatible with
RT.

5. 2
5.2.1

VISUAL AND AESTHETIC CHARACTERISTICS
Airport

1\lternative A- No-Build
rhe No-Build Alternative will have no adverse consequences to visual quality and/or aesthetics.

1\11 Other Alternatives
rhere are no HOV/Bus alternatives or LRT alternatives which have a visual impact on views and
; istas, the visual setting or urban form in the Airport area. The important views are broad and
seneral including the Wasatch Mountains to the east and Great Salt Lake and the desert to the west.
The presence of busses or LRT in the foreground will not have an adverse impact on these long and
Jroad views throughout the valley.
Salt Lake International Airport is a principal gateway to the City and creates a first impression for
nany visitors. The airport itself is attractive, and convenient access to public transportation to
lowntown Salt Lake City would be a desirable asset to visitors and travelers. Undeveloped land in
his area will ultimately develop, especiall y with the introduction of any new public transportation
;ystems which better serve the area. The potential for change to the visual environment and impacts
o the gateway impression should be carefully considered .

l.2.2

West Central

\lternative A - No-Build
rhe No-Build Alternative will have no adverse consequences to visual quality and/or aesthetics
Jecause there will be no alterations to the existing environment. However, the existing clutter in the
trea will likely continue without the benefit of redevelopment potential to improve visual quality.

\II Other Alternatives
rhere are no identified view corridors or vistas in the area which have been identified by the City,
10r are they any identified gateways. The major views to the Wasatch Mountains and Great Salt
Jake and desert will not be adversely impacted by the presence of LRT or HOV /Bus on existing
·oadways. Views from the affected streets occur in either mixed use and residential areas, or the
:ommercial strip along North Temple. LRT or HOV/Bus will not affect visual quality, although
JRT will be visible in the center of the street. The redevelopment potential which may occur

because of transit development mayy be an opportunity for redevelopment and improvement of vis ual
quality in some areas along the rouute.
An additional route along the e~xisting railroad track at approximately South Temple is also
proposed. The tracks travel throug5h an existing industrial area which faces the "backdoor" of most
of the uses adjacent. It is not an ap?pealing route and offers very little opportunity for improvement
other than screening and bufferinpg. Views from the rail corridor are dominated by power lines,
stacks, and other industrial appearring elements.

5.2.3

Downtown

Alternative A -No-Build
The No-Build Alternative will hawe no adverse consequences to visual quality and/or aesthetics.
Some of the improvements associalted with the No-Build Alternative such as removal of the viaducts
and railroads will actually create: positive visual change in the area. With this activity and the
potential for redevelopment, the arrea will undoubtedly improve the entrance to the city and Gateway
District, in general.

All Western Alternatives - C11, C2 and C 3
From the western edge of this are!a and along 400 West where all alternatives converge and begin
the transition to an eastern alignmfent, views and vistas and visual quality in general in the area will
not be adversely impacted by trarnsit improvements. The opportunity to improve visual quality in
the area occurs with all three aligmments; but the most opportunity for improvement occurs with C3
along 200 outh Street. With recdevelopment in the area eminent, improvements associated with
LRT and its integration into the sttreetscape co uld be very positive visually and aesthetically.

Alternatives 82 and 01 - Easst
The 400 South alignments do not! affect any identified view corridor or vistas. The quality of the
visual environment along 400 Scouth is genera ll y good. 400 South Street is a heavily traveled
roadway, and the presence ofLRn or HOY/Bus lanes will not adversely impact visual quality.

Alternative 02 - East
The Urban Design Element identiifies 300 South Street views west to the Rio Grande Depot as an
important view corridor. The Dep>ot terminates the view. LRT alignment on 300 south coming off
of 400 West passes the Depot Wlhich is located in a neighborhood which includes many older
bui ldings which contribute to the visual character of the area. LRT would not adversely affect this
character and may be a stimulus; to further development and improvement in visual quality and
continuity.

.
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\lternative 03 - East
rhe entire South Temple corridor is identified as important and requires protection. The eastern end
erminates with view up to the mountains and the Federal Heights neighborhood. The western end
erminates with the Union Pacific Depot, with Triad Center and Delta Center on either side. It will
1e important to integrate LRT into the streetscape in says that are sensitive to the urban character
m the western end and sensitive to the historic character on the eastern end.

i.2.4

East Central

\lternative A - No-Build
rhe No-Build Alternative will have no adverse consequences to visual quality and/or aesthetics.

\lternative B2 and 01 - East
rhe 400 South alignments do not affect any identified view corridor or vistas. The quality of the
1isual envi ronment along 400 South is generall y good . 400 South Street is a heavily traveled
oadway, and the presence ofLRT or HOV/Bus Janes will not adversely impact visual quality.

\ lternative 02 - East
lOO South Street looki ng east is not identified as an important view corridor. The quality of the
1isual environment along 300 East is very pleasant and well established. The presence ofLRT must
Je carefull y integrated into the neighborhood. With proper attention and consideration, LRT should
tave no adverse impacts to visual quality in the area.
\lternative 03 -East
rhe entire South Temple corridor is identified as important and requires protection. The eastern end
erminates with view up to the mountains and the Federal Heights neighborhood. The western end
errninates with the Union Pacific Depot, with Triad Center and Delta Center on either side. It wi ll
Je important to integrate LRT into the streetscape in says that are sensiti ve to the urban character
m the western end and sensitive to the historic character on the eastern end.

i.2.5

University

\lternative A - No-Build
rhe No-Build Alternative will have no adverse consequences to visual quality and/or aesthetics.

\ II Other Alternatives
ere are no specifically identified important view corridors or vistas which would be affected by
he alternatives. The most important views identified are the broader views looking to the east
oward the Wasatch Mountain backdrop and to the west across the val ley toward Great Salt Lake and
he desert and Oquirrh Mountains beyond. Neither of these larger views would be adversely
mpacted by transit improvements.
fransit improvements fit well into the visual environment at the University and Medical Campus .
: xisting visual quality is well established and not likely to be adversely impacted by transit
mprovements.

5.3
5.3.1

HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL RESOURCES
Airport

There are no known historical or cultural resources in this area

5.3.2

West Central

Alternative A -No-Build
There will be no impacts to historic or cultural resources in this area.

All Other Alternatives
There are no historical or cultural properties or districts involved with Alternative C I . Alternatives
B I and C2 - West pass by Utah State Fair Park, but are not impacted by LRT or HOY/Bus..
Alternative C3 -West along 200 South Street passes by three structures which are not listed on eitheJr
the national or city register, but are identified as architecturally and historically significant sites.
There are no historic or cultural facilities which would be impacted by the use of the railroad track<
at approximately South Temple street.

5.3.3

Downtown

Alternative A - No-Build
There will be no impacts to historic or cultural resources in this area.

Alternatives C1 and C2 - West
There are no known historical or cultural resources in this area which will be affected by th<e
alternative.

Alternative C3 - West
There are several properties located along 200 South Street which have been listed on both th<e
National Register of Historic Sites. These are generally commercial structures which have beem
converted to office or other uses. The area between 300 and 400 West Streets is also identified a~s
a Warehouse Historic District. Many of the structures are in need of repair and renovation, Th<e
presence ofLRT in the area could provide the stimulus for adapti ve reuse of hi storic structures im
the area whi ch would be a benefit.
All of these western alternatives converge along 400 West Street which forms the western edge mf
Pioneer Park and the historic Rio Grande Depot. There are opportunities for intermodal connection!s
nearby the Depot which would benefit the area and the preservation of historic structures whiclh
could be used for their historic transportation uses. Opportunities for renovation and reuse mf
historic and older structures in the area would greatly contribute to the unique character of the are:a
and benefit the neighborhood.
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A ternatives 82 and 01 - East
These HOY/Bus and LRT alternatives pass through a portion of the Exchange Place Historic
District; however, the presence of transit will not adversely impact the area and may complement
office uses in the historic structures.
Alternative 02 - East
There are three structures listed on the National Register along 300 South Street in thi s area.
Alternative 03 - East
Along South Temple Street, this alternative passes by the Devereaux House which has been
renovated and is listed on the National Register. It also passes by historic Temple Square, the
Beehive House and Lion House. LRT is located in the center of the street and will not directly
impact historic structures any more than existing traffic conditions already impact the area.
5.3.4

East Central

Alternative A - No-Build
There will be no impacts to historic or cultural resources in this area.
Alternatives 82 and 01 - East
These alternatives follow 400 South Street where they pass the historic City and County Building
and Washington Square. Farther to the east they pass through the Central City Historic District and
the Uni versity Historic District. Both of these historic districts are primarily residential in character.
Tenth Ward Square at 400 South and 800 East is listed on both the National and City Registers. 400
South Street is a heavily traveled road with existing traffic conditions. The presence of LRT or
HOB/Bus on this route will not change conditions in the area in any important ways, and will not
affect historic resources in the area.
Alternative 02 - East
This alternative also passes the two historic districts mentioned above, and passes by two historic
properties. One site are listed on the National and City Register, and one is li sted on the City
Register. Nei ther will be adversely impacted by LRT.
Alternative 03 - East
Most of South Temple Street is in the South Temple Historic District which contains numerous
structures listed on either the National or City Register, and in many cases on both. It is an
important historic area of the City and will require sensitive treatment ifLRT is located on the street.
Historically, electric trolleys were located on South Temple during the early days of Salt Lake City.
The physical presence of LRT on the roadway will not adversely affect historic structures.
As this alternative turns south on 1300 East, it enters the University Historic District. Along 1300
East the district is a mixed use residential/commercial district service the University and
neighborhood with small restaurants, bookstores, and other small commercial/reta il uses. One
structure along 1300 East is listed on the National Regi ster.

5.3.5

University

Alternative A -No-Build
There will be no impacts to historical or cultural resources in this area.

All Other Alternatives
Alternatives which include LRT (Dl , 02, and 03- East) all pass through the University enroute teo
the Medical Center. As they do so, they pass historic Fort Douglas. The route does not enter thte
Fort and consequently does not impact the area.
Alternative 82, the HOV /Bus alternative, does not involve historic structures or districts.

5.4
5.4.1

PARKS AND OPEN SPACE
Airport

Alternative A - No-Build
There will be no impact on park land.

All Other Alternatives
There will be no impact on park land. There may be short term impacts related to
construction of the LRT.

5.4.2

West Central

Alternative A - No-Build
There will be no impact on park land.

All Other Alternatives
All LRT alternatives and HOV alternatives occur in the existing street right-of-way. There will be
no need for acquisition ofland and no impact on existing park lands. Access to parks may improve.
Short term impacts related to construction may occur.
The South Temple Railroad Spur does not impact any parks; however, it does cross the Jordan River
Parkway.

5.4.3

Downtown

Alternative A - No-Build
There wil l be no impact on park land.

All Other Alternatives
All three western alternatives converge on 400 West Street whi ch forms one boundary of Pioneer
Park. However, LRT is in the center of the roadway and does not impact the park. Short term
impacts related to construction may occur. All three alternatives may interface with the proposed
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continuance of City Creek Park as it winds its way through the Gateway District. Carefully
d·signed, they could compliment each other and provide access to the park.

54.4

West Central

Jlternative A - No-Build
ltere will be no impact on park land .

.«<I Other Alternatives
l1ere will be no direct impact on park land. Alternative D3 along South Temple Street passes by
R:servoir Park; however, there will be no need to acquire park land. Short term impacts re lated to
construction may occur.

54.5

University

Aternative A - No-Build
ltere will be no impact on park land.

AI Other Alternatives
l tere will be no direct impact on park land. LRT and HOV alternatives occur in the middl e of the
s·eet so there will be no need to acquire park land. Alternatives along Wasatch Boulevard may
iterface with proposed trail systems; however, there wi ll be no adverse impact to the system. The
ptential for intermodal connection between trai l and transit is positive. Short term impacts related
to construction may occur.
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55.1

SOCIO-ECONOMIC IMPACTS
Alternative A - No-Build

l tis alternative does not respond to the increasing traffic pressures from west to east in Salt Lake
Cty. Any alternative that results in added congestion will have likely detrimental impacts to the
eonomi c and social climates of the community. While there will be enhanced mobility and access
amg the 1- 15 corridor, there is little reli ef for the University/Research Park or Airport/I nternati onal
C:nter commuters. As a result, the area 's attractiveness as a commercial and employment center
my be reduced.
l te North-South LRT will distribute passengers into the Central Business District (CBD)-the
e1ployment hub in the corridor. This alternative wi ll primarily serve employees from so uth of Salt
Lke City who work on or near Main Street and customers who li ve in the southern portion of the
vlley but shop downtown. However, consumers/shoppers from south of Salt Lake City have other
aernatives to the downtown retail core, namely Fashion Place, Valley Fair and South Towne Malls
a well as numerous community shopping centers.
T e enhanced mass transit into the CBD should relieve parking pressures and ease, or at least not
iuease, congestion. Since excessive traffic and a perceived lack of parking discourage some CBD
cstomers now, ridership of the North-South LRT will help protect the commercial base now in

place. Otherwise, as traffic congestion increases, the long-term viability of the commercial ccxore of
the CBD may be threatened .
With the No-Build alternative, the West Central area would continue to be under-serve;ed by
transportation systems. Hoped for revitalization and development plans in the Gateway area "wo uld
not be promoted.
The No-Bui ld alternative does not address the growing traffic congestion in the East Centra I t! a rea,
or the de-stabilizing impact of the increased through traffic on neighborhoods in the eastern p part of
Salt Lake 's central city.

5.5.2

Alternatives 81 and 82

This alternative supports traffic flow through the most dense commercial areas of the conrridor,
relying on continued bus use, voluntary behavioral shifts and some technological changes. ·· This
alternative brings more people into the corridor without increasing congestion, thereby incre-easing
convenience in getting to and traveling within the corridor. Car pools and express busses "will be
used to get people to a specific destination , most likely to work, and so should support incr:reased
employment densities within the area. However, this alternative concentrates on moving ppeople
through the area as opposed to providing access to numerous local destinations with frequent 11 stops
and therefore will not likely encourage new commercial activity along the alignment. Ratheer, this
alternative is most supportive of continued development and economic activity in the threee main
"hubs": the University of Utah; the airport; and the CBD. The major improvements would be! slated
for major commercial streets. As a result, the potential negative impacts of traffic increasing thhrough
the residential neighborhoods are not as likely to occur.
This 400 South alignment ofHOV and Bus lanes would peripherally serve the residential popuulation
in the area, although the higher concentrations of potential transit users are located to the nortth . To
the extent that the HOV /Bus alternative provides this population with increased mobility teo local
shopping centers or to work, because it is designed to move people through the area, it is uunclear
how much convenience would be afforded to the immediate population.
Current plans show this alignment stopping at the Salt Lake International Airport. At a minnimum,
the ability to extend the line to the International Center should be considered. At present, ower 60
businesses employ over 9,000 people at the International Center. We recommend continui.ing the
transportation improvements to serve this employment center.

•
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5.5.:3

Alternative C1- West

The 600 North alignment would traverse a relatively low density residential area without any
conc:entrations of employment or population. There is very limited commercial activity, other than
so mre neighborhood retail centers. It is primarily residential, with single-family dwellings and with
low--to-moderate density apartment buildings. The only high density residential area is near
Red,wood Road . Light rail along this alignment would serve to move people through the area as
opposed to serving a fairly dense commercial and residential base. New commercial development
resuliting from LRT would be inconsistent with current planning for the neighborhood, and unlikely
to occur.
The Salt Lake City Police Department report on safety indicates this area is in transition with both
low <crime and high crime areas. Overall, however, the area is reasonably safe. More than anything,
this :area suffers from an aging housing stock and little reinvestment in recent years. It is unlikely,
thou:gh, that transportation improvements would result in renewal for the area without other major
pubLic investments.

5.5.4

Alternative C2 - West

orth Temple is primarily commercial and industrial with a very small residential component. Over
60 b1us inesses are currently operating along this alignment, employing between 9,000 and 11.000
peop1le. The biggest employers are Utah Power and Light, Utah State Tax Commission, Utah State
Department of Health, and Utah State Natural Resources Department. Many small eateries, fast food
restamrants, convenience stores, motels and hotel s are also located along this stretch of North
Temple.
\\hille the area has developed as "strip" commercial that is very automobile-oriented. this alignment
has potential for further commercial development- new business as well as expans ion of existing
businesses. A North Temple Corridor Econom ic Revitalization Plan has been recently developed
tojwmp-start this process. Light Rail along this alignment would likely enhance development efforts
b~· providing enhanced access. To assure that those riding the LRT would use local commercial
servnces, public investment in pedestrian-oriented infrastructure such as well landscaped parking
st:ips and inviting walkways should also occur. To the extent that infill development and expansion
w.re- to occur, there would be opportunities for new or expanded employment.
Tle area has suffered in recent years from heighte ned criminal activity. According to representatives
of Salt Lake City Police Department, the intersection of900 West and North Temple is one of the
highe st police-call generating areas in all of Salt Lake City. The police attribute this, in part, to the
II1ll1Y convenience stores in this area where people congregate. Prostitution is a growing problem
aiJng North Temple. Illegal drugs and gang activity is also prevalent. The viaduct at 300 West and
NJrth Temple attracts transients and the homeless. Crime concerns along this alignment should be
acdre ssed during the design phase of the LRT stations where safety features can be built into the
ervironmental design. The Salt Lake City Police Department has a staff of design experts in their
crime prevention unit to assist in this process.

55.5

Alternative CJ -West

Tlis alignment is a combination of the North Temple alignment discussed above with a "diversion"
tc200 South at 900 West. The LRT would serve the roughly 9,000 employees along North Temple
<ewell as employment in the immediate west downtown. At present, Gateway District employment

and population densities are sparse. Between 35 and 40 firms, mostly small, employ just owe:r 2,000
people. About 25 percent of this employment is accounted for by one firm ·· ElM CO) !Process
Equipment. Only three other businesses employ over I 00 people.
The strength of this alignment lies with the success of the Gateway Project with plans to co>mtpletely
revitalize the western downtown area and with the 2002 Olympics coming to Salt Lake Citty ·. This
is a perfect opportunity to implement transit-oriented development where the mix of dewe l<opment
projects and activities can be designed to facilitate access and increase ridership to 200 Soultht transit
stations. The economic benefit to individuals, businesses and the city could be significamt.
Putting the west alignment on 200 South would be a big step toward decreasing the real and
perceived separation between the East and the West sides of Salt Lake City because 200 Sotutln is one
of the few streets that have not been bisected by 1-15 and allow for easy movement betweern tthe east
and west sides. With proper environmental planning, pedestrian traffic would increase l!lll<d retail
development would be enhanced.
Plans are underway to build Olympic housing in the Gateway area, to be later converted to e:itlner low
income housing or market competitive moderate to moderately high density housing. The Ollyrnpic
Press Corps Headquarters is also proposed for thi s area. Light rail would clearly enhrunc•e these
projects by providing easy, economical access for residents and visitors.
At the present time, this alignment is not particularly safe. The area contains three horneles!S s;helters
and a variety of social service providers that attract transients and homeless people wrho often
become the victims of crime. Crimes against individuals as well as drug sales and gang vio•leJnce are
a problem in this area. Again, environmental design consi derations are critical to minim i~e such
problems. With the origination of new restaurants and retail shops that could result aroun a trans it
line, more people and legitimate activity on the s treets could result in reduced crime levte ls; in the
area. Toward this end, the City has recently invested heavily in reinvigorated law enforcement
activities in the area.
5.5.6

Alternative 01 - East

This alignment would follow the primary retail corridor in the East Central area that runs a.loog 4010
South between State Street and roughly II 00 East. A LRT alignment would provide access Jfor the
over 4,300 people who work in this area. However, this is not an area of high employment d<ensi ty,
but rather dispersed businesses along a strip. Because of the relatively low employment den:si ty, it
is not likely that mass transit would be a major factor in enhanced employment opportunity alorug
400 South. Also. because the 400 South businesses are not generally pedestrian-oriented, it is likdy
that the impact to local businesses ' sales due to increased exposure and access provided by LR T
would be fairly minimal. But the system would provide both customers and employees a! ike an
economical alternative to driving that could result in less future congestion in the area which may,
in fact, be supportive of the existing business base. Most of the land in this area has already bee:n
developed, so any future development activities would be reinvestment in existing busin ess or
redevelopment of existing sites.
There is a fairl y sparse population along 400 South, so this alignment would not directly serve a
higher density residential population. There is, however, a significant population located one to tw•o
blocks to the north that would be able to access the LRT line quite easily.
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This alignment would provide good access for the !3,000 employees and 27,000 students of the
University of Utah, particularly as it would interface with the north-south LRT line, providing access
to much of the valley. It has been suggested that this alternative would increase traffic in
surrounding neighborhoods because of conflicts between trains and cars along the route . lfthis were
to occ ur, the residential areas in the east downtown could experience negative impacts to quality of
life. Depending on the severity of the traffic impacts, and to the extent that the neighborhoods are
seen as throughways rather than safe and contained neighborhoods, the increased traffic could result
in disinvestment in the surrounding residenti al areas.
Due to its high commercial activity, the area along this alignment has a high incidence of larceny
and theft. It is unknown what improved exposure and access to the area would do to the incidence
of crime.

5.5.7

Alternative 02 - East

The 300 South alignment, including the area one block to either side from 200 and 400 South,
contains mixed use development with the commercial density along 400 South
described above plus an additional 7,000 employees in office buildings in the east downtown. US
West Communicati ons alone employs almost 2,400 people in their two facilities just north of200
South. This employee pool is complemented by a dense residential population near the 300 South
alignment, thus allowing service to a greater number and mix of users. In addi tion, many residents
of this area are low income, older and live alone- a good potential local market fo r a light rail line.
This a lignment would essentially function li ke the 400 South line, providing access to the University
of Utah for students, empl oyees and patients. In addition, however, the 300 South ali gnment mi ght
protect neighborhoods from additional car traffic diverting from 400 South to avoid congest ion (as
has been suggested would occur if the alignment were along 400 South). The LRT line wou ld truly
be an urban trolley, servi ng the neighborhoods as we ll as providing access through the
neigh borhoods. The 300 South LRT alignment would also provide access to the customer base for
the retail establishments along 400 South.

5.5.8

Alternative 03 - East

South Temple is mixed-use area with residential, commercial and office uses along the proposed
alignment. More than 55 businesses employing over 6,000 people office along this ali gnment.
About 850 people work at Salt Lake Regional Medical Center between lOth and lith East. The other
large employers include Steiner Corporation, Leucadia National Corporati on, ASC Services, IBM
~nd Sinclair Oil Company. Many of the other businesses and large employment centers located
nearer to the downtown could be served by the Mai n Street LRT line that will intersect South
Temple.
There are a number of hi gher density residential developments along South Temple. This street has
long been a prestigious address and continues to house well-maintained apartment and condominium
structures. Two of the city 's new multifamily proj ects are under construction along South Temple.
The are also provides access to the Avenues section of Salt Lake City. This hi storic area contains
fairly high density single family residential structures, particularly in the lower Avenues section.
A.n LRT alignment along South Temple would provide enhanced transportation access to this area

as well. The area is fairly established and built out, so it is unlikely that much new residennti:al or
commercial activity would be generated in the area because of increased access. South Temnp1le is
a fairly safe alignment. The crime that does occur happens closer to the Central Business D)i s:trict
than on the eastern end of the alignment.

5.5.9
400 West - Downtown Link
The 400 West alignment is void of residential population and accommodates modest corrunnell"cial
activity. Approximately 24 commercial entities employ a little over I ,000 people. S.ome
redevelopment is occurring along this alignment, including the renovation of the Salt Lake Harrdwa.re
Building, which houses professional offices. This area serves as the eastern edge of the Ga1teway
District and has potential for much greater development. This street contains some signi ifi·cant
activity centers including the Delta Center and the Triad Center. Potential future activity ccente:rs
include the Union Depot and the relocated Childrens' Museum (proposed near Pioneer Park) . . LR.T
along this alignment would enhance development and redevelopment opportunities.
Currently, Pioneer Park is the scene of a variety of criminal activity -ranging from homic;idle 'to
aggravated assault to illegal drug sales and use. Since 400 West borders this park, it share in itts
problems. Because much of this alignment is uninhabited, however, criminal activity is signifi·icamt:ly
less than along the 300 West parallel alignment. In addition, the City has devoted substtanti:al
resources to reduce crime levels in and around the park.

300 West - Downtown Link
Currently, the 300 West alignment has twice the commercial activity as its 400 West counherpatrt.
It is closer to hotels and restaurants frequented by downtown patrons. Twenty-six businesses ermplOJy
over 2,000 people along this corridor. The 300 West alignment is a better blend of comrrnerci,al
activity and residential units than is 400
West. New construction is underway for housing, hotels and businesses. Under the current scenarilO,
a 300 West light rail alignment would better serve the existing businesses and residents in th(e are1a.
With future plans for development of the West side of downtown Salt Lake City, 400 West. coulld
help to create exciting development patterns in the west side.
Because of more overall activity on 300 West than 400 West, crime is also higher. Since 300) We!st
borders Pioneer Park, it shares the same problems as 400 West.
As development and city clean-up continues, and sidewalks are more crowded, crime is ex1pect~d
to decrease (safety in numbers).

5.6

WETLANDS

This section will describe the potential environmental impacts to wetlands by each of the alternatiwe
alignments in the EW-MIS . Environmental impacts need to be identified because permits 1111ust bbe
obtained if wetlands are to be disturbed, filled or altered. Wetland resources are protected by S:ectioJn
404 of the Clean Water Act and by Executive Order 11990. The Clean Water Act re:quirees
coordination with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and resource agencies such as EPA and thhe
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service when wetland impacts are anticipated.
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Wetlands serve as a unique, transition ecosystem for aquatic and terrestrial species. As urbanization
rapidly expands, wildlife has found refuge in these habitats. Wetland dependent fish , animal s,
waterfowl, and timber provide important resources for harvest. Wetlands moderate the effects of
flooding, filter sediments and organics from stormwater, recharge groundwater, discharge
groundwater, retain nutrients, and stabilize shore lines.
5.6.1

Regulatory Authority

Wetlands are areas inundated or saturated by surface or groundwater at a frequency and duration
suffic ient to support, and that under normal circumstances do support, a prevalence of vegetation
typically adapted for life in saturated soil conditions. Section 404 of the Clean Water Act requires
landowners to obtain a permit from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (COE) prior to beginning any
non-exempt activity involving the placement of dredged or fill material in waters of the United
States, including wetlands. Two types of permits are issued by the COE. Individual Permits are
issued to a single entity (individuals or companies) to authorize specific activities. Once a complete
permit application is received by the COE, a public notice is issued which describes the proposed
project. The COE evaluates all comments received and makes a final permit decision. This permit
is typically required if impacts to wetlands will be greater than one acre.
Individual permits will usually require mitigation (restoration or creation of wetland in an area able
to support wetland ecology) for impacted wetlands. Mitigation can involve removal of waste
materials, grading of soil to enhance wetland hydrology, planting or seeding with wetland plants or
a combination of these activities. Mitigation may be performed on or off site.
General Permits (known as Nationwide Permits) are issued by the public-at-large to authorize
specific activities that have minimal environmenta l impacts such as bank stabilization activities or
onstruction of farm buildings. A general permit can be issued on a state, regional, or nationwide
basis. Activities authorized by a general permit require less review than an individual permit would
require. This permit is typically designed for wetland impacts of an acre or less, but may be applied
for if impacts are less than I 0 acres. The COE may also require mitigation to obtain a General
Perm it.
5.6.3

Impacts per Alternative

rhis section evaluates potential impacts of the proposed No-Build and LRT alternatives on wetlands.
It is assumed the ecological condition of the area at the time of project construction will be similar
to the current ecosystem condition. Most wetlands identified within the study are classified as
alus:rine by the National Wetland Inventory (conducted by the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service).
Palustrine wetlands are non-tidal wetlands dominated by trees, shrubs, persistent emergents or
emergent mosses or lichens.
This study assumes the corridor will include reconstructed Interstate 15, the Sandy to Downtown
LRT line, and changes in bus service to coordinate with the Sandy to Downtown LRT line. Because
the above projects are presently in the design stage and will soon be a reality, they are included in
the bzseline No-Build alternative. However, as these projects are under a separate jurisdiction and
fundi1g, the East West Major Investment Study/Draft Environmental Impact Statement will not
exam:ne the impacts these projects will have on wetland ecosystems.

Several measures will be employed to miti gate for temporary impacts to wetland areas from the I Ea!St
West Transportation project. These measures include the following; (I) removal oftempo raryf fill
material that may have been placed in a wetland; (2) use of wood or prefabricated equipment wa•ds
for moving heavy equipment; (3) re-vegetation of disturbed areas (4) use of environmental fenc ciog
where infringement is not to be allowed; (5) proper storage practices for topsoil (6 ) usee •of
established hazard materials and refueling practices (7) placement of sedimentation barriers armuod
wetland areas; (8) re-establishment of preexisting hydrological features ; and (9) compliance with1 tlhe
conditions of the Section 404 permit.
5.6.4

Alternative A - No-Build

Under the No-B uild Alternative, no action would be taken beyond the existing and commiittced
transportation system. No wetlands should be affected other than what is currently being impatctced
by existing infrastructure and other future projects.
5.6.5

Alternative 81 -West

Seven wetland areas are located within 100 meters of the proposed B 1 West Alternative aligrumeot.
However, since the road is not being expanded, no long term impacts are anticipated. Short tcenn
impacts with construction activities should implement Best Management Practices to prewe:nt
sedimentation into the wetlands. These types of impacts could include problems with parlkimg
construction equipment off road.
Wetlands Within 100 Meters of Alternative 81
10

Code Classification

Area
(acres)

1074

R2UBHX-Riverine, Lower Perennial , Unconsolidated Bottom ,
Permanently Flooded, Excavated

115.68

1546

PUSCX-Palustrine Unconsolidated Shore , Seasonally Flooded ,
Excavated

0.36

1551

PUSCX-Palustrine Unconsolidated Shore, Seasonally Flooded ,
Excavated

0.18

1552

PUBFX-Palustrine , Unconsolidated Bottom , Semi-Permanently
Flooded , Excavated

0.24

1590

PEM/USA-Palustrine , Emergent, Unconsolidated Shore,
Temporarily Flooded

6.12

1604

PUSA-Palustrine , Unconsolidated Shore, Temporarily Flooded

3.85

1605

PUSA-Palustrine , Unconsolidated Shore , Temporarily Flooded

4.71
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5.6.6

Alternative 82 - East

Alternative B-2 lies within 50 meters of one palustrine, aquatic bed, intermittently exposed wetland.
However, since the road is not being expanded, no long term impacts are expected. Short term
impacts with construction activities should implement Best Management Practices to prevent
sedimentation in adjacent wetlands. The types of impacts could include problems with construction
equipment off road .
Wetlands Within 100 Meters of Alternative 82

ID

Code Classification

1738

PABGX-Palustrine Aquatic Bed Intermittently Exposed
excavated

5.6.7

Area
(acres)

0.99

Alternative C1 -West

Alternative Cl West has seven wetland areas within 100 meters of the alignment. This alternative
may involve some road expansion on the airport extension and on 1-80. Wetlands could be affected
because of potential filling for light rail lines and station sites. Because this area is potentially
greater than one acre an Individual Permit from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers will have to be
obtained and wetland delineations must be conducted to ascertain the boundaries of the areas. Short
tem1 impacts with consnuction activities should implement Best Management Practices to prevent
sedimentation into adjacent wetlands. These types of impacts could involve problems with parking
construction equipment off road.
Wetlands Within 100 Meters of Alternative C1

ID

Code Classification

Area
(acres)

1074

R2UBHX-Riverine, Lower Perennial , Unconsolidated Bottom ,
Permanently Flooded, Excavated

115.68

1481

PF01A-Palustrine, Forested , Broad-Leaved , Deciduous,
Temporary Flooded

0.34

1551

PUSCX-Palustrine Unconsolidated Shore , Seasonally Flooded ,
Excavated

0.18

1582

PEMA-Palustrine, Emergent, Temporarily Flooded

2.89

1590

PEM/USA-Palustrine , Emergent, Unconsolidated Shore,
Temporarily Flooded

6.12

1604

PUSA-Palustrine, Unconsolidated Shore , Temporarily Flooded

3.85

1605

PUSA-Palustrine, Unconsolidated Shore, Temporarily Flooded

4.71

5.6.8

Alternative C2 - WEST

Alternative C2 West has seven wetland areas within 100 meters of the alignment. This alltemative
may involve some road expansion on the airport extension and on 1-80. Wetlands could bee affected
because of potential filling for light rail lines and station sites. Because this area is pcotentially
greater than one acre, an Individual Permit from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers will htave to be
obtained and wetland delineations must be conducted to ascertain the boundaries of the are!as . Short
term impacts with construction activities should implement Best Management Practices Ho prevent
sedimentation into adjacent wetlands. These types of impacts could involve problem s witlh parking
construction equipment off road .

Wetlands Within 100 Meters of Alternative C2
ID

Code Classification

A1rea
(a<eres)

1074

R2UBHX-Riverine, Lower Perennial , Unconsolidated Bottom,
Permanently Flooded , Excavated

1115.68

1551

PUSCX-Palustrine Unconsolidated Shore , Seasonally Flooded ,
Excavated

0 .18

1552

PUBFX-Palustrine Unconsolidated Bottom, Semi-Permanently
Flooded , Excavated

0 .24

1582

PEMA-Palustrine , Emergent, Temporarily Flooded

2.89

1590

PEM/USA-Palustrine , Emergent, Unconsolidated Shore,
Temporarily Flooded

(6 .12

1604

PUSA-Palustrine , Unconsolidated Shore, Temporarily Flooded

:3.85

1605

PUSA-Palustrine, Unconsolidated Shore, Temporarily Flooded

'4 .71

5.6.9

Alternative C3

Alternative C3 West has six wetland areas within I 00 meters of the alignment. This alternative may
involve some road expansion on the ai rport extension and on I-80. Wetlands could lbe affected
because of potential filling for light rail lines and station sites. Because th is area is potentially
greater than one acre an Individual Permit from the U. S. Army Corps of Engi neers will have to be
obtained and wetland delineations must be conducted to ascertain the boundaries of the arreas. Short
term impacts with construction activities should implement Best Management Practices to prevent
sedimentation into adjacent wetlands. These types of impacts could involve pr oblems with parking
construction equipment off road.
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Wetlands Within 100 Meters of Alternative C3
ID

Code Classification

Area
(acres)

1074

R2UBHX-Riverine, Lower Perennial , Unconsolidated Bottom ,
Permanently Flooded , Excavated

115.68

1551

PUSCX-Palustrine Unconsolidated Shore, Seasonally Flooded ,
Excavated

0.18

1582

PUSCX-Palustrine Unconsolidated Shore , Seasonally Flooded ,
Excavated

2.89

1590

PUBFX-Palustrine Unconsolidated Bottom, Semi-Permanently
Flooded, Excavated

6.12

1604

PUSA-Palustrine, Unconsolidated Shore , Temporarily Flooded

3.85

1605

PUSA-Palustrine, Unconsolidated Shore, Temporarily Flooded

4.71

Alternative 01
No wetlands were identified within 100 meters of Alternative Dl East. No wetland impacts are
anticipated.
G33

Alternative 02
No wetlands were identified within 100 meters of Alternative D2 East. No wetland impacts are
anticipated.

Alternative 03
o wetlands were identified within 100 meters of Alternative D3 East. No wetland impacts are
anticipated.

300 West- Downtown Link
No wetlands were identified within 100 meters of Alternative 3RD West. No wetland impacts are
mticipated.

South Temple Railroad Spur

The South Temple Spur Alternative had one wetland within I 00 meters of the route . No road
expansions are planned at this time for this route. However, short term impacts may occtur during
construction. Best Management Practices should be implemented where wetlands and waterway s
occur to prevent sediment runoff.
Wetlands Within 100 Meters of South Temple Spur
ID

Code Classification

1607

PUBFX-Palustrine, Unconsolidated Bottom , Semi-Permanently
Flooded , Excavated

5. 7

Alfea
(ac:res)

1.. 22

ECOSYSTEMS

Ecosystems include any aquatic and terrestrial habitats and the plant and animal po•pulatiom
associated with them. It is assumed the ecological condition of the area at the time of project
construction will be similar to the current ecosystem condition. Environmental impacts meed to be
exp lored because of the possibility of destroying important habitat for the survival of JPlant and
animal species. Because the study corridor encompasses urban, industrial , agriculturaD areas in
additi on to salt marshes , uplands and foothills, a wide variety of species may be affected. This
section will describe the potential environmental impacts to wildlife, vegetation, fi she ries, and
threatened and endangered species by each of the proposed alternative alignments in the East West
EIS/DEIS.
Natural ecosystems provide many economic, aesthetic, and recreational values. Hunttin g, bird
watching, fi shing, and wildlife photography bring money into Utah's economy. Trees provide shade
and shelter for both animals and people. Additionally, wildlife and plants shape various ecosystems
that make Utah unique. From foothill s, to forests , to palustrine wetlands, and to saltwater mud flats,
indigenous species are diverse .
5.7.1

Regulatory Authority

Specific agency regulations and restrictions will guide the placement of a transportatio n system
through the study corridor. The Utah Division of Wildlife regulates impacts to wildlife populations,
threatened, endangered and sensitive species within the state of Utah. Additi onally, identifying
impacts from the alignments is necessary because thi s project may receive federal funding and then
be classi fied as a "federal action." Federal actions must obtain a determinati on from the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service (USF WS) regarding potential impacts to plants and aruma! species li sted under
the Endangered Species Act (ESA) because of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). If
a USFWS biologist determines that the East West Transportation Al ternative impacts any of the
threatened and endangered species, they will
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" ... enter into ESA section 7 consultation with the most relevant Federal agency
funding and/or overseeing the project. .. Only a Federal agency can enter into formal
ESA section 7 consultation with the Service (USFWS). A Federal agency may
designate a non-Federal representative to conduct informal consultation or prepare
a biological assessment by giving written notice to the Service of such a designation;
however, the ultimate responsibility for compliance with ESA section 7 remains with
the Federal agency.
The proposed action should be reviewed and a determination made if the action may affect any listed
>pecies or their critical habitat. A determination also should be made if the action is likely to
1eopardize a proposed species or result in the destruction or adverse modification of any proposed
;ritical habitat. If the determination is "may affect" for listed species, formal ESA section 7
:onsultation should be requested by the Federal agency to the Assistant Field Supervisor at the
1ddress given above. In addition, if a determination is made that the proposed action may jeopardize
proposed species or result in the destruction or adverse modification of critical habitat, the Federal
1gency must confer with this office. At that time, the Federal agency should provide this office with
1 copy of biological assessment or any other relevant information that was used in reaching its
:onclusion.
Your attention is also directed to section 7 (d) of the ESA, which underscores the requirement that
.he Federal agency or the applicant shall not make any irreversible or irretrievable commitment of
·esources during the consultation period which in effect, would deny the formulation or
mplementation of reasonable and prudent alternatives regarding their actions on any endangered or
.hreatened species. (Leller from Robert D. Williams, Assistant Field Supervisor, USFWS, July 16,
1996. Please see Technical Memorandum on Wildlife and associated Allachments)

i7.2

Impacts per Alternative

'\!though the study corridor is primarily an urban setting, plants and animals will most likely occur
n foothill region in the east and near the Great Salt Lake to the northwest, because they are not fully
level oped and create ideal environments for wildlife. The north and northwest part of the study
:orridor is comprised of mud flats and marsh lands and serve as resting area for migratory birds and
1esting area for waterfowl. The Wasatch foothill region serves as a winter habitat for many animals
hat migrate to cooler, higher mountain elevations during summer months. Additionally, the streams
md rivers running through the corridor will create aquatic and riparian habitat.
Ibis study assumes the No-Build Alternative will include reconstructed Interstate IS, the Sandy to
)owntown LRT line, and changes in bus service to coordi nate with the Sandy to Downtown LRT
ine. Because the above projects are presently in the design stage and will soon be a reality, they are
ncluded in the No-Build Alternative. However, as these projects are under a separate jurisdiction
md funding, the East West Major Investment Study/Draft Environmental Impact Statement will not
:xamine the impacts these projects will have on wild life, vegetation, fisheries and threatened and
:ndangered species.

5.7.3

Alternative A - No-Build

Under the No-Build Alternative, no action would be taken beyond the existing and corrmmined
transportation system. Alternative A No-Build will have no known long term impacts to vege~etati cn,
fisheries, and threatened and endangered species. However, under the current transportation S)iystem,
it is possible to assume that road kills may increase over time in correlation with the increase i1in road
use by automobile traffic. Increased traffic would increase noise production, which may ddistu:b
wild life utilizing adjacent habitats. This traffic may also act as a visual barrier to perching s avian
predators and terrestrial prey, there by decreasing the efficiency of both predation and protee ction.

5.7.4

Alternatives 81 , 82, C1 , C2, C3, 01 , 02, 03, South Temple Spur,; and

300 West
Impacts per Alternative
Wildlife species are diverse within the ecosystems of the study corridor. Prominent avian s~peci es
within the Great Salt Lake marshlands included loons, grebes, ducks, geese, herons, ibis, plolovers.
sandpipers, phalaropes, gulls and terns. Raptors frequent upland and marshland habitat. Perll'egrine
falcon sitings occur yearly in the downtown region near Main Street and South Temple. Manmmals
of the Great Salt Lake area include a variety of species of shrews, bats, rabbits, squirrels, goophers,
mice, rats, beaver, porcupines, coyotes, foxes , weasels, black bears, badgers, skunks, rinngtails,
bobcats/cougar, elk and mule deer. Similarly to the avian species, the availability of natural hhabitat
for food and shelter shapes the population size. Amphibians and reptiles play an important 1role in
wetland ecosytems. They often are the predators within an ecosystem and can prevent popuulation
explosions of their prey. Reptile species in the Great Salt Lake area include: turtles, lizards, , toads,
and snakes. Amphibians include a variety of salamanders and frogs. It is important to nonte that
species particularly sensitive to disturbance, such as the interior-forest species of goshawk, elk.,, lynx.
and wolverine doe not occur in the area of the alternative alignments.
Wildlife predominates in the western ali gnments near the airport, along 1-80 and North Teemple.
Wildlife populations significantly decrease with the urbanization of North Temple. W/ ildlife
populations will increase in less urban areas east of the University. Most wildlife impacts will ! occur
along the proposed roadway expansions for light rail east of the airport extension and north oo f 1-80
on the C alignments .
Direct impacts to wildlife may include removal of utilized habitat, roadki ll s, electrocutiom, and
barriers to movement. Electrocution could occur when wildlife comes into contact wi th the lig;ht rail
lines. Impacts to vegetation through construction activities would be considered a direct imwact to
potential wildlife habitat and an indirect impact to wildlife as well. For example, the removal of the
typical planted upland grasses and impacts on existing wetlands, would remove potential breeding
and cover habitat for wetland wildlife species. Other indirect impacts may include noise prodtuction
and sight barriers.
During the construction period, increased traffic from construction vehicles and installallion o f
barriers along the length of the corridor would likely cause and increase in the number of road! kills.
The barrier may also impede wildlife movement and/or migration of small to medium sized
mammals across the corridor. Construction traffic may also act as a visual barrier to perching avian
predators and terrestrial prey, thereby decreasing the efficiency of both predation and protection.
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Road kills may also increase during construction traffic. Increased traffic could increase noise
prodruction, which may disturb wildlife utilizing adjacent habitats. It is important to note that species
parti<eularly sensitive to disturbance, such as the interior-forest species of goshawk, elk, lynx , and
wolv·erine do not occur in the project area. However, increased noise levels would likely not exceed
existing wildlife tolerance levels.
Sigmificant wetland ecosystems are located on the western corridor alignments from the intersection
ofN<Orth Temple and I-80, west on I-80, and then north towards the airport. Because the light rail
optioms may involve expansion of the road by approximately 30 feet in width, these wetland areas
could be affected. Migratory birds utilize these wetlands as nesting habitat. As these birds are
protected under the International Migratory Bird Treaty, nesting birds cannot be disturbed from
March through mid- August. Therefore, construction and land disturbance should occur before
March I to prevent migratory birds from nesting near the corridor. Once the land is disturbed. the
birds should not choose these areas to nest and further construction of the light rail alignments can
follow its outlined schedule without impact to migratory birds.
The Division of Wildlife requested that mitigation for wetland impacts be done adjacent to the
Farmington Bay Waterfowl Management Area. The Department of Natural Resources already had
a manager for that area. The mitigation should be a low maintenance type of wetland done in
coordination with Utah Department of Transportation, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and the
Department of Natural Resources. The Division of Wildlife would prefer that the mitigation also
be coordinated with the current wetland mitigation being conducted in Davis County along the east
Salt Lake shore.
In the urbanized areas, no known breeding sites or unique or significant wildlife habitats would be
eliminated through the implementation of the HOY or light rail alignments.

Impacts to Fisheries
In th e Great Salt Lake area fish species include: trout. carp, chubs, suckers, bass and sunfish.
Within the East West-MIS boundary, fish habitat was identified for the mountain whitefish, the Utah
sucker and the redside shiner in the Jordan River. Red Butte Creek contains the Utah sucker and the
redside shiner but these occur south of the study boundary.
Under the present assumptions, no significant alterations to existing stream channels or hydrologic
patterns would occur. Bridges may be widened over the Surplus Canal, the North Point
Consolidated Canal, and one branch of the City Drain for the western light rail alternatives. This
would occur with an approximate 30 foot road widening to accommodate the light rail north of I-80
and east of the airport extension. Water quality may be impacted by sedimentation or degradation
of water quality during construction or through storm water runoff. However, no significant
fisheries were identified in the Surplus Canal, the North Point consolidated Canal and the City Drain.
The eastern B2 alignment and the Park and Ride Site runs close to Red Butte Creek. During the
construction phase this could potentially affect the habitat of the Utah sucker and the reds ide shiner.
With the implementation of Best Management Practices and the revegetation of the area following
construction, no long term impacts to these fish are expected .

Because no road or bridge expansion were identified in the remainder of the aligrunents, nno known
impacts to fisheries are expected to occur.
Impacts to Vegetation
Most of the East West MIS study corridor is urban. Landscaping, golf courses and poarks also
provide a diverse range of introduced plant life. The west area of the corridor is naturally a 1 salt bush
and greasewood community. Tule marshes are in the northwest and are dominated by bbulrushes,
cattail and sedges. Great Basin sagebrush communities naturally make up the middle and 'east areas
and have few native forbs. Mountain mahogany-oak scrub inhabit the Wasatch foothills s.
Direct impacts to vegetation could be caused by associated construction activities (i.e. use< of staging
areas, vehicle parking, material storage) that would occur along the alternative routes. Darmage may
be more significant in areas in which road widening and bridge expansion would occur to
accommodate the light rail system along the 1-80 extension of the Band C alternative aliignrnents.
Indirect impacts would include the invasion of disturbed soils by noxious weeds, and de~gradati n
of soi l quality through chemical, erosion, or contaminated runoff from paved areas. The! Division
of Wildlife requested that during construction near the foothill area, any plant stand ofBllue Bunch
Weed Grass should be avoided . The Division doubted any stands were left, but wants 1to protect
these sensitive plants from impact if any are found.
In general, the proposed alternatives would directly impact previously disturbed well dratined soi ls
that have been planted with a standard seed mixtures along the road sides. The permanemt removal
of this vegetation would not be considered a unique or substantial impact. However, the crumulative
impact of increased vegetation removal will decrease landscape-level plant diversity rund habitat
availability. In some cases, wetland vegetation included in both jurisdictional and non-jurii sdictional
wetlands would be temporarily removed during associated construction activities or perrmanently
removed as a result of filling or dredging a wetland or altering current drainage patterns. t(This will
be further discussed in Wetlands section.) Extensive soil disturbance provides an awenue for
potential invasion by noxious weeds by removing weed competitors in the form of native tor planted
vegetation and by exposing weed seed sources stored in the soil.
Impacts to Threatened and Endangered Species
Endangered and threatened species are located within the study corridor. The U.S. Fish an<d Wildlife
Service noted that the following endangered/threatened species occur in Salt Lake Coumty: bald
eagle (Haliaee tus leucocephalus), peregrine fa lcon (Fa lco peregrinus), and Ute ladies' tresses
(Spiranthes diluvialis). Additionally, the spotted frog (Rana pretiosa) is a candidate speciies for the
listing under the Endangered Species Act and the USFWS requested the transportation comidor avoid
this species.
The Utah Natural Heritage Program also noted that the Wasatch jamesia (Jamesia amenicana var.
macrocalyx) and the tlarnmulated owl (Otusjlammeolus) are both designated as 'sensitive' lby Region
4 of the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) Forest Service. Additionally, the bald
eagle uses the region for both nesting and winter habitat.
Because limited road and bridge expansion would occur to the alignments, no known impacts to
these identified species or their habitats are expected to occur.
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WATER RESOURCES AND WATER QUALITY

rhis section will discuss the possible impacts the alternative alignments may have on water quality
md water resources within the East- West study corridor. Water resources include canals, lakes,
.treams, rivers, groundwater aquifers. Water quality greatly affects the habitat value of wetlands and
:an impact wildlife, vegetation, and threatened and endangered species.
lecause water resources supply clean water for industry, irrigation, recreation, and culinary use, the
mvironmental impacts to water volume and quality need to be investigated. Economically,
1revention of damage to water resources and quality is much less costly than restoration/cleanup of
mpacted water.

i.8.1

Reg ulatory Authority

e alignments both during construction and subsequent operation should be managed in such a way
ts to ensure ongoing compliance with R317 , Utah Administrative Code, Standards of Quality for
.Vaters of the State, which contains minimum water quality standards for the potentially affected
mbl ic waters.
n response to the 1987 re-authorization of the federal Clean Water Act, the U.S. Environmental
'rotection Agency (EPA) instituted a national pollutant discharge elimination system (NPDES)
1ermitting program for urban storm drainage systems. These permits are required in urban areas
vith populations greater than 100,000 persons. In Utah, these permits are administered throughout
he Utah Department of Environmental Quality as Utah Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
UPDES) permits. Permits are currently required on storm-water out-falls 36-inch or greater,
lrainages in excess of 50 acres, or discharges greater than two cubic feet per second (cfs). This
>roject may be required to obtain a UP DES permit if one of these criteria arc met.
Jnder UP DES, Salt Lake City is required to obtain a Municipal Permit for storm water discharge
nd report results of storm water testing to the State of Utah. The permit includes requirements for
•ublic education, implementation of "Best Management Practices" (BMP's) and efforts to improve
'Je quality of storm water discharges. Such practices include erosion control during construction,
1-line oil/water separators for runoff from parking areas, sediment traps prior to discharge, measures
J control litter entering storm drains, and efforts to reduce use of herbicide, pesticide and fertilizer.
\sa user of the Salt Lake City storm water system, it is possible that a transportation alignment will
e impacted by these efforts to improve stonn water quality. Future development of the alternatives
hould incorporate BMP's for both short term (construction phase) and long term protection of storm
vater quality. Under the same program, construction activities disturbing more than 5 acres are
equired to obtain a UPDES permit for storm water discharge .
VlY planned crossing or modification to a stream, river, or creek bank requires a permit from the
.tate of Utah under the Stream Alteration Act. This legislation provides coverage under a statewide
eneral permit from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to fulfi ll requirements of Section 404 of the
:lean Water Act. This could be necessary if any roadways or bridges are expanded.

The Safe Drinking Water Act is funded by the federal government and primarily administe1red tby
the state of Utah. This law establishes standards for Maximum Contaminant Levels in driinlkirng
water, sets standards for filtration and disinfection of drinking water, and protects sole ~s01 urcce
aquifers.
Groundwater resources, used for public water supply, are also protected under the Well 1-Jezad
Protection Program (WHPP) and are required to be employed by suppliers of potable water to• tt.he
public whose source is groundwater from a well. The requirements of a WHPP are determimatticon
of the zone of contribution (or recharge area) of the well and a management plan to prevent po•temti.ial
groundwater contaminant sources within the recharge area. Because the alignments a!Te mot
anticipated to impact the shallow groundwater of the study corridor, none of the regullat:ioons
associated with these laws should apply to this study.
In addition, several other permits may be required. These are issued by state, county, amd ciity
agencies. For example, to help fund required upgrading of storm water facilities. Salt Lake Ciity- haas
initiated a "storm water impact" fee for all properties dischargmg to the City drainage system .. !Feees
are based on percent of impervious area and are reduced for on-site detention.

5.8.2

Impacts per Alternative

Five major water courses could be impacted by the East West alternatives. These include:
Jordan River: The Jordan River runs from north to south almost directly in the center· of tt.he
project area. The annual mean flow of the Jordan River in this area is 145 cfs. Tl he
maximum flow was 449 cfs on August 20, 1986. It should be noted that most of th<e flo1w
in the Jordan River is diverted into the Surplus Canal to the south of the project bownd arry .
Surplus Canal: The Surplus Canal carries excess water from the Jordan River to the sOUlth
of the Salt Lake International Airport and then north to the Great Salt Lake. The avera~ge
flow is 371 cfs and the maximum flown the canal was 4,410 cfs on June I, 1984. The- b:anlo.ks
of the Surplus Canal create a levee that completely contains the 500 year flood . The wate!rs
of this canal are classified for the following beneficial uses : 3B, 30 and 4. In additi 10n, tthe
Surplus Canal has specific criteria for un-ionized ammonia and dissolved oxygen.
North Point Consolidated Canal: The North Point Consolidated Canal carries wate-r fro ~m
the Surplus Canal to the west of the project area. This canal is at a higher elevation than tthe
surplus canal and does not have a flood plain associated with it. Any changes in alig;nmemt
must be approved by the canal company which owns this canal.
Brighton Canal: The Brighton Canal is an irrigation canal that is also used to control storrm
water runoff. No flood plain is associated with this canal. Any changes in alignment mwst
be approved by the canal company which owns this canal.
Red Bulle Creek: The Red Bune Creek runs from the northwest side of the project are~a ,
wough the University of Utah campus and eventually into Liberty park. The average flo)w
for this creek is 4.23 cfs with a maximum flow of 105 cfs on may 28, 1983. A daun
approximately 1.5 miles upstream from the university campus forms Red Bune Res.ervoiir.
As the creek enters the valley, the channel alternates between above ground and belmw
ground sections. The conduits are sized to contain a 500 year flood . In the open chann1el
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sections of the stream of the 500 year flood plain is approximately 50 feet on either side of
the creek centerline.
f his study assumes the reconstruction of Interstate 15, the Sandy to Downtown LRT line, and
:hanges in bus service to coordinate with the Sandy to Downtown LRT line. Because the above
Jrojects are presently in the design stage and will soon be a reality, they are included in alignment
ayout. However, as these projects are under a separate jurisdiction and funding, the East West
\llajor Investment Study/Draft Environmental Impact Statement will not examine the impacts these
Jroj ects will have on water resources and water quality.
fhe Salt Lake City storm drainage system is also a limiting factor for future development. Down
facilities have limited capacity and future development should consider on-site detention
vith lim ited impervious area. Site planning of station sites and parking areas should incorporate
Jverland fl ow and use of vegetation to mitigate increased storm water runoff and also to enhance
Nater quality of surface runoff.

~radient

: onstruction of the parking lots required for the bus or LRT stations may increase the amount of
mpervious area and the potential for urban runoff and non-point source pollution. Best Management
'ractices should be used during the construction phases. These impacts will be mitigated through
he insta llation of onsite detention basins that will capture storm water runoff and reduce the volume
1f pollutant released to the drainages through the retention and capture of contaminated sediments
n the basins.
fhe implementation of a public transportation system may reduce the amount of cars traveling
vi thin the corridor. This may have a positive impact upon the water quality because oi ls and greases
tssociated with motor vehicle travel would be reduced.
\ltematives A, B, and D do not anticipate any road widening or bridge widening under the present
sumptions. Alternatives C for light rail may have road and bridge widening on the 1-80 alignment
10rtion. If bridges are built or if roads are widened , then runoff volume will increase due to newly
1aved impervious areas. Special permits will have to be obtained and regulations followed.
)ue to the proposed expansion on the north portion of 1-80 for the light rail , storm runoff
nanagement is expected to be more extensive than under current conditions. Storm runoff will be
·aptured in underground culverts or aboveground drainages placed in the median and/or along both
ides of the proposed expansion. Ex isting sedimentation basins will be expanded to accept
tdditional run-off. The detention basins will retain the majority of sediment in storm runoff and
hereby preserve water quality of all drainages that traverse the proj ect area. With the use of the
letention/sedimentation basins, there are no expected impacts to water resources or water quality
rom any of the alternatives.
Jpon completion of construction, all disturbed soils will either be paved, consist of compacted
~ave ! shoulders, or be revegetated and controlled for noxious weeds, thereby reducing the potential

or soil erosion and subsequent sedimentation into the adjacent water course .

5.8.3

Alternative A - No-Build

Under the No-Build Alternative, no action would be taken beyond the existing and comnm ined
transportation system. This study assumes the No-Build Alternative will include reconst:tructed
Interstate 15, the Sandy to Downtown LRT line, and changes in bus service to coordinate wvith the
Sandy to Downtown LRT line. Because the above projects are presently in the design stage arnd will
soon be a reality, they are included in the No-Build Alternative. However, as these projeccts are
under a separate jurisdiction and funding, the East West Major Investment Studyy/Draft
Environmental Impact Statement will not exami ne the impacts these projects wi ll have om water
quality and water resources.
Under the No-Build alternative, no action would be taken beyond the existing and com1mitted
transportation system. The No-Build alternative will continue to impact water quality throwgh the
runoff of contaminants from existing streets and parking lots. However, the difference in the wolume
of contaminants reaching receiving drainages from theses sources wi ll be negligible when cormparing
the No-Build and the other alternative alignments. This can be assumed because no new bri idge or
road expansions are plarmed with the alignment alternatives.

5.8.4

Alternative 81 - West

Alternative B I West crosses the Jordan River, the City Drain (two branches), the Brighton Canal,
the City Drain, the Surplus Canal, and the North Point Consolidated Canal (two times). Un4der the
present assumptions alternative B I West will not require any roads or bridges to be expand(ed. No
long term impacts to waterways should occur. As in the No-Build option, the B I Altematitve wi ll
continue to impact water quality through the runoff of contaminants from existing stre<ets and
parking lots.
The implementation ofHOV lanes and expanded bus routes may reduce the amount of cars tr::aveling
within the corridor. This may have a positive impact upon the water quality because oils and 1greases
associated with motor vehicle travel would be reduced.

5.8.5

Alternative 82 - East

Alternati ve B2 runs just north of Red Butte Creek, but does not cross any known streams or canals.
As in the No-Buil d option, the B2 Alternative will continue to impact water quality thrOlugh the
runoff of contaminants from existing streets a nd parking lots. Under the present assunnptions
alternative B2 East will not require any roads or bridges to be expanded. No long term imJDacts to
waterways should occur. However, the Park and Ride Station associated with 8 2 East may require
a Stream Alteration Permit, a UPDES permit, implementation of BMP's and a Municipal per.mit for
storm water discharge.
The implementation of a HOY Lanes and expanded bus routes may reduce the amount of cars
traveling within the corridor. This may have a positive impact upon the water quality becatuse oils
and greases associated with motor vehicle travel could be reduced.
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5.8.6

Alternative C1 -West

Under the present assumptions Alternative C I West will travel south along the east side of the
airport access road and then along the north side of I-80 and frontage roads. The alignment would
continue east along the north side ofl-80 until it meets up with North Temple. At that point, the
alignment would transition to the median of North Temple passing under I-2 15 . Alternative C I
West crosses the North Point Consolidated Canal, the Surplus Canal, the City Drain (two times), the
Brighton Canal, and the Jordan River. As in the No-B uild option, the C I Alternative will continue
to impact water quality through the runoff of contaminants from existing streets and parking lots.
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The alignment will not require any roads or bridges to be expanded east of the transition from I-80
to North Temple. However, the road and bridges may have to be expanded by an approximate 30
foot wide corridor north of I-80 to accommodate the light rail system. This would affect the
crossings of the Surplus Canal, the City Drain and the North Point Consolidated Canal. Although
no long term impacts to waterways are anticipated, it may be necessary to obtain a UPDES permit
and a Stream Alteration Permit. The latter permit only applies if no wetlands would be affected.
lfwetland impacts are anticipated a 404 Permit through the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers would
need to be obtained. Additionally, during the construction phases to install light rail, the
construction staging areas may impact some of 1he waterways through additional runoff. In this
case, a UPDES permit should be obtained and Best Management Practices should be implemented
to prevent erosion and stream siltation.
The implementation of a LRT public transportation system may reduce the amount of cars traveling
within the corridor. This may have a positive impact upon the water quality because oils and greases
associated with motor vehicle travel could be reduced.

5.8. 7

Alternative C2 - West

Under the present assumptions Alternative C2 West will travel south along the east side of the
airport access road and then along the north side ofl-80 and frontage roads. The alignment would
continue east along the north side of I-80 until it meets up with North Temple. At that point, the
alignment would transition to the median of North Temple passing under I-215 . Alternative Cl
West crosses the North Point Consolidated Canal, the Surplus Canal, the City Drain (two times), the
Brighton Canal, and the Jordan River. As in the No-Build option, the C2 Alternative will continue
to impact water quality through the runoff of contaminants from existing streets and parking lots.
The ali gnment wi ll not require any roads or bridges to be expanded east of the transiti on from I-80
to North Temple. However, the road and bridges may have to be expanded by an approximate 30
foot wide corridor north of I-80 to accommodate the light rail system. This would affect the
crossings of the Surplus Canal, the City Drain and the North Point Consolidated Canal. Although
no long term impacts to waterways are anticipated , It may be necessary to obtain an UP DES permit
and a Stream Alteration Permit. The laner permit only applies if no wetlands wou ld be affected.
If wetland impacts are anticipated a 404 Permit through the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers would
need to be obtained. Additionally, during the construction phases to install light rail, the
onstruction staging areas may impact some of the waterways through additional runoff. In this
ase. a UPDES permit should be obtained and Best Management Practices shou ld be implemented
to prevent erosion and stream si ltation .

Under the present assumptions alternative C2 West will not require any roads or bridges to !be
expanded. No long term impacts to waterways should occur. However, during the corustructi<Jn
phases to install light rail, the construction staging areas may impact some of the waterway:s through
runoff. In this case, a UPDES permit should be obtained and Best Management Practices could lbe
implemented to prevent erosion and stream siltation.
The implementation of a LRT public transportation system may reduce the amount of cars travelimg
within the corridor. This may have a positive impact upon the water quality because oils antd g reas:es
associated with motor vehicle travel could be reduced .

5.8.8

Alternative C3 - West

Under the present assumptions Alternative C3 West will travel south along the east sitde of tlhe
airport access road and then along the north side of 1-80 and frontage roads. The alignment wmnld
continue east along the north side ofl-80 until it meets up with North Temple. At that point, the
alignment would transition to the median of North Temple passing under 1-215. Altermative Cl
West crosses the orth Point Consolidated Canal. the Surplus Canal, the City Drain (two !limes), the
Brighton Canal, and the Jordan River. As in the No-Build option, the C3 Alternative wil li co ntinue
to impact water quality through the runoff of contaminants from existing streets and par·king lots.
The alignment will not require any roads or bridges to be expanded east of the transition from J-,80
to North Temple. However, the road and bridges may have to be expanded by an approx imate 30
foot wide corridor north of 1-80 to accommodate the light rail system. This would affect the
crossings of the Surplus Canal, the City Drain and the North Point Consolidated Canal. Although
no long term impacts to waterways are anticipated. it may be necessary to obtain an UPDJE permit
and a Stream Alteration Permit. The latter permit only applies if no wetlands would be affected.
If wetland impacts are anticipated at 404 Permit through the U.S. Army Corps of Engine.ers would
need to be obtained. Additionall y, during the construction phases to install lightt rail , the
construction staging areas may impact some of the waterways through additional runoff. In this
case, Best Management Practices can prevent erosion and stream siltation.
Under the present assumptions alternative C3 West will not require any roads or bridges to be
expanded . No long term impacts to waterways should occur. However, during the co nstructi on
phases to install light rail, the construction staging areas may impact some of the waterways through
runoff. In this case, an UP DES permit should be obtained and Best Management Practices should
be implemented to prevent erosion and stream siltation.
The implementation of a LRT public transportation system may reduce the amount of cars tra,eling
within the corridor. This may have a positive impact upon the water quality because oils and gr:!ases
associated with motor vehicle travel could be reduced .

5.8.9

Alternative 01 - East

Alternative D I East does not cross any known streams or canals. Under the present assurnrtions
alternative Dl East will not require any roads or bridges to be expanded. As in the No-Build O?tion,
the D l Alternative will continue to impact water quality through the runoff of contaminants from
existing streets and parking lots.
o long term impacts to waterways should occur.
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!be implementation of a LRT public transportation system may reduce the amount of cars traveling
within the corridor. This may have a positive impact upon the water quality because oils and greases
1ssociated with motor vehicle travel could be reduced .

Alternative 02 - East
Alternati ve 0 2 East does not cross any known streams or canals. Under the present assumptions
alternative 0 2 East will not require any roads or bridges to be expanded. As in the No-Build option,
the 02 Alternative will continue to impact water quality through the runoff of contaminants from
existing streets and parking lots. No long term impacts to waterways should occur.
The implementation of a LRT public trartSportation system may reduce the amount of cars traveling
within the corridor. This may have a positive impact upon the water quality because oils and greases
associated with motor vehicle travel coul d be reduced.

Alternative 03 - East
Alternative 03 East does not cross any known streams or canals. Under the present assumptions
alternative 03 East will not require any roads or bridges to be expanded. As in the No-Bui ld option,
the 03 Alternative will continue to impact water quality through the runoff of contaminants from
existing streets and parking lots. No long term impacts to waterways should occur.
The implementation of a LRT public transportation system may reduce the amount of cars traveling
withi n the corridor. This may have a positive impact upon the water quality because o ils and greases
associated with motor vehicle travel could be reduced.

300 West - Downtown Link
Alternative 3RD West, West does not cross any known streams or canals. Under the present
assumptions alternative 3rd West, West will not require any roads or bridges to be expanded. As
in the No-Build option, the 3RD West Alternative will continue to impact water quality through the
runoff of contaminants fro m existing streets and parking lots. No long term impacts to waterways
should occur.
The implementation of a publ ic transportation system may reduce the amount of cars trave ling
within the corridor. This may have a positi ve impact upon the water quality because oil s and greases
associated with motor vehicle trave l could be red uced.

South Temple Railroad Spur
The So uth Temple Spur crosses the Jordan River. Under the present assumptions alternative South
Temple Spur, West wi ll not require any roads or bridges to be expanded. As in the No-Build option,
the South Temple Spur Alternative will continue to impact water quality through the runoff of
ontaminants from existing streets and parking lots. No additional long term impacts to waterways
should occur.

5.9

FLOOD PLAINS

This section will discuss the possible impacts the alternative alignments may have on flocod plains.
The environmental impacts to existing flood plains are identified for three primary reasorns . First,
the potential of flooding may disrupt operations of the proposed project alternatives. Secc nd. the
alternatives may affect the magnitude of flood plains encroaching on existing developed are2as. Third,
the alternatives may impact beneficial flood plain values.

5.9.1

Regulatory Authority

Flood plains are mapped by the Federal Emergency Management Agency. Any modific;ation of a
flood plain or construction within a flood plain is governed by Salt Lake County code 19.774 "Flood
plain Hazard Regulations." These regulations call for special approval for work within the fl ood
plain and outline building methods, materials, minimum floor elevations, flood-prom fing and
structural requirements. The applicant must also ensure that the flood-carrying capaci ity of the
watercourse is not diminished.
Any alterations to existing streams must submit and obtain a permit under the Stream Alterration Act
from the Division of Water Rights, Utah State Department of Natural
Resources . This permit provides coverage under a statewide general permit from the UJ. S. Army
Corps of Engineers to fulfill requirements of Section 404 of the Clean Water Act. This pemnit must
detail the proposed changes and then go through a 2 1 day public review period.
Under the Utah Pollution Di scharge Elimination Program (UPDES), Salt Lake City is re:quired to
obtain a Municipal Permit for storm water discharge and report results of storm water test!ing to the
State. The permit includes requirements for public education, implementation of"Best Mamagement
Practices" (BMP's) and efforts to improve the quality of storm water discharges.. Future
development should incorporate BMP's for both short term (construction phase) and llong tenn
protection of storm water quality. Under the same program, construction activities disturbing more
than 5 acres are required to obtain a UP DES permit for storm water discharge.

5.9.2

Impacts per Alternative

The Surplus Canal diverts excess water westward around developed areas of the Ci ty from the
Jordan River to the south of the Salt Lake International Airport and then north to the Great :Salt Lake.
The Surplus Canal was constructed to alleviate some of the flooding problems in the Iow1er Jordan
River area below 2100 South Street. The average fl ow is 37 1 cfs and the maximum fl,ow in the
canal was 4,410 cfs on June I, 1984. The banks of the Surplus Canal create a levee that completely
contain the 500 year flood. It has significantl y reduced the extent of flood plain in the area. The
Surpl us Canal is in the I 00 year flood plain.
The waters of the Surplus canal are classified for the foll owing beneficial uses: 3B, 3D amd 4. (See
Technical Memorandum on Existing Data for Water Resources.) In addition, the Surplus <Canal has
specific criteria for un-ionized ammonia and dissolved oxygen.
The Jordan River runs from north to south almost directly in the center of the study corridor. The
annual mean flow of the Jordan River in this area is 145 cfs. The maximum flow was 4149 cfs on
August 20. 1986. It should be reiterated that most of the flow in the Jordan River is diverted into
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the Surplus Canal to the south of the study corridor. The l 00 year flood plain for the Jordan River
ts contained by channel banks north ofl-215. However, the 500 year flood plain extends as far south
'IS North Temple Street on the west side of the river. On the south side of 1-215, the 100 year and
500 year flood plains extend as far south as 13th South and from 3rd West to 12 West. (See Figure
XX.) Flooding along the lower Jordan River is common during periods of high seasonal runoff and
doudb urst activity.

The waters of the Jordan River are classified for the following beneficial uses : 2B, 3B, 3D and 4
(from Farmington Bay to North Temple Street) and 2B, 3B, and 4 (rrom North Temple Street to
confluence with Little Cottonwood Creek). (See Technical Memorandum on Existing Data for
Water Resources.) In addition, the Jordan River has specific criteria for un-ionized ammonia and
dissolved oxygen.
Alternatives A, B, and D do not anticipate any road widening or bridge widening under the present
assumptions. Therefore, there would be no impacts rrom these alternatives. Alternatives C for light
rail may have road and bridge widening on the l-80 alignment portion. If bridges are built or if roads
are widened, then runoff volume will increase due to newly paved impervious areas. Special permits
will have to be obtained and regulations followed.
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Due to the proposed expansion on the north portion of l-80 for the light rail , storm runoff
management is expected to be more extensive than under current conditions. Storm runoff will be
captured in underground culverts or aboveground drainages placed in the median and/or along both
sides of the proposed expansion. Existing sedimentation basins will be expanded to accept
additional runoff. The detention basins will retain the majority of sediment in storm runoff, thereby
preserving water quality of all drainages traversing the project area. With the use of the
detention/sedimentation basins, there are no expected impacts to flood plains from any of the
alternati ves.

The Salt Lake City storm drainage system is also a limiting factor for future development. Down
gradient facilities have limited capacity and future development should consider on-site detention
with limited impervious area. Site planning of s tation sites and parking areas should incorporate
overland flow and use of vegetation to miti gate increased storm water runoff and also to enhance
water quality of surface runoff.
5.9.3

I

Alternative A - No-Build

Under the No-B uild Alternative, no action would be taken beyond the existing and committed
transportation system. This study assumes the No-Build Alternative will include reconstructed
Interstate 15, the Sandy to Downtown LRT line, and changes in bus service to coordinate with the
Sandy to Downtown LRT line. Because the above projects are presently in the design stage and will
soon be a reality, they are included in the No-Build Alternative. However, as these projects are
under a separate jurisdiction and funding, the East West Major Investment Study/Draft
Environmental Impact Statement will not examine the impacts these projects will have on flood
plains.
The No-B uild Alternative will have no impact on flood plains because no bridge construction,
excavation, or placement of fill material will be required beyond what has already been approved.

5.9.4

Alternative 81 - West

Alternative B I West crosses the Jordan River, the City Drain (two branches). the
Brighton Canal, the City Drain, the Surplus Canal, and the North Point Consolidated Canal (nwo
times). The Surplus Canal is in the 100 year flood plain. Under the present assumptions, altemattive
B I West will not require any roads or bridges to be expanded. Therefore, implementation of tthris
alignment will have no impact on flood plains or flooding .

5.9.5

Alternative 82 - East

Alternative 82 runs just north of Red Butte Creek but does not cross any known stream s or can tal s.
Under present assumptions, Alternative B2 East will not require any roads or bridges to be expan,ded.
No long term impacts to flood plains should occur. However, the Park and Ride Station associmted
with B2 East may require a Stream Alteration Permit, and a UPDES permit. Implementation of Be-st
Management Practices (as discussed in the Environmental Impacts: Water Quality and Water
Resources section) should be followed.

5.9.6

Alternative C1 - West

Under the present assumptions, Alternative C I West will travel south along the east side of the
airport access road and then along the north side of 1-80 and frontage roads. The alignment woul d
continue east along the north side of 1-80 until it meets up with North Temple. At that point, the
alignment would transition to the median of North Temple passing under 1-215. Alternative: C I
West crosses the North Point Consolidated Canal, the Surplus Canal (two times), the City Drain (two
branches), the Brighton Canal and the Jordan River.
The al ignment will not require any roads or bridges to be expanded east of the transition from 1-80
to North Temple, However, the road and bridges may need to be expanded by an approxima!te 30
foot wide corridor north of 1-80 to accommodate the light rail system . This would affect the
crossings of the Surplus Canal, the City Drain and the orth Point Consolidated Canal. Because the
Surpl us Canal is within the I 00 year flood plain, it is necessary to follow Salt Lake County and Salt
Lake City ordinances and regulati ons to build within a flood plain and obtain a Stream AlterMion
Permit from the Division of Water Rights. All construction activities should follow JBest
Management Practices. No long term impacts to flood plains are anticipated .
Almost all of the Corridor Stations and TSM Sites have been located outside of the I 00 year and 500
year flood plains. Only one western corridor station is located within the 500 year flood plain. This
station would be at the northeast corner of the intersection of 6th North and Redwood Road . Similar
to the stream crossings, these structures would need to follow Salt Lake County and Salt Lake City
ordinances for building within a flood plain. A permit under the UPDES program must be obtained
for storm water discharge and construction activities must follow Best Management Practices.

5.9.7

Alternative C2 - West

Under the present assumptions, Alternative C2 West will travel south along the east side of the
airport access road and then along the north side of 1-80 and frontage roads. The alignment would
continue east along the north side of 1-80 until it meets up with North Temple. At that point, the
alignment would transition to the median of North Temple passing under 1-215 . The only bridge
construction will be the reconstruction to shorten the viaduct of North Temple from 3rd West to 4th
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West. This bridge is not over or near a water body. Alternative C2 West crosses the North Point
Consolidated Canal, the Surplus Canal (two locations), the City Drain (two branches), the Brighton
Canal and the Jordan River.
The alignment will not require any roads or bridges to be expanded east of the transition from 1-80
to North Temple, However, the road and bridges may need to be expanded by an approximate 30
foot wide corridor north of 1-80 to accommodate the light rail system. This would affect the
crossings of the Surplus Canal, the City Drain and the North Point Consolidated Canal.
Because the Surplus Canal is in the I 00 year flood plain, Salt Lake City and Salt Lake County
ordinances and regulations for building within a flood plain will need to be followed. Additionally,
a Stream Alteration Permit must be obtained from the Utah Division of Water Rights. All
construction activities should follow Best Management Practices. No long term impacts to flood
plains are anticipated.

5.9.8

Alternative C3 -West

Under the present assumptions Alternative C3 West will travel south along the east side of the
airport access road and then along the north side of 1-80 and frontage roads. The alignment would
continue east along the north side of 1-80 until it meets up with North Temple. At that point, the
alignment would transition to the median of North Temple passing under 1-215. Alternative C3
West crosses the North Point Consolidated Canal, the Surplus Canal (two locations), the City Drain
(two branches), the Brighton Canal , and the Jordan River.
The C3 West alignment will not require any roads or bridges to be expanded east of the transition
from 1-80 to North Temple, However, the road and bridges may be to be expanded by a 30 foot wide
corridor north ofl-80 to accommodate the light rail system. This would affect the crossings of the
Surplus Canal, the City Drain and the North Point Consolidated Canal.
Because the Surplus Canal is in the I 00 year flood plain, Salt Lake City and Salt Lake County
ordinances and regulations for building within a flood plain will need to be followed. Additionally,
a Stream Alteration Permit must be obtained from the Utah Division of Water Rights. All
construction activities should follow Best Management Practices. No long term impacts to flood
plains are anticipated.
Almost all of the Corridor Stations and TSM Sites have been located outside of the I 00 year and 500
year flood plains. The lntermodal Center is located within the 500 year flood plain towards the south
central area of the corridor. All construction activities will need to follow Salt Lake County and Salt
Lake City Ordinances for building within a flood plain. A permit under the UP DES program must
be obtained and implementation of Best Management Practices during construction must occur as
well.

5.9.9

Alternative 01 - East

Implementation of this alignment will have no impact on flood plains or flooding.

Alternative 02 - East
Impacts to flood plains and fl oodi ng will not be affected by the implementation ofaltem1ative 0 2
East.

Alternative 03 - East
Implementation of the D3 East alignment will have no impact on flood plains or

floodin ~.

300 West - Downtown Link
Implementation of the 3rd West alternative will have no impact on flood plains or floodimg .

South Temple Railroad Spur
The South Temple Spur crosses the Jordan River.
o road expansions or bridge widening are
anticipated. However, the Jordan River is in the I 00 year flood plain. Under thi s assum1ption, no
impacts on flood plains or flooding are expected. During construction of light rail , Best
Management practices should be implemented.
Regulations on building within a fl ood plain fo r Salt Lake County and Salt Lake City s:hould be
followed if roads or bridges need to be expanded or altered . Similarly, a Stream alteratiom Perm it
fro m the Utah Division of Water Rights will need to be obtained if a bridge is to be recomstructed
over the Jordan River on the South Temple Spur. Under this scenario, no long term impacts. on flood
plains or fl ooding are expected.
The Surplus Canal is crossed by the South Temple Spur (a C-2 option). Thi s area is in the I 00 year
flood plain. If road expansions are necessary, Salt Lake City and Salt Lake County flood reg ulations
and ordi nances will have to be met.

5.10 POTENTIAL CONTAMINANT SOURCES
This section will present information concerning the existing contaminant sites on or potentially
effecting the University of Utah-Downtown-A irport Transportation Corridor study area. Any site
under regulatory control is considered a potential "contaminant source." Existing regulatory
databases, documentation and file s on known and suspected contaminant sites were reviewed from
various regulatory agency information sources.

5.10.1

Regulatory Authority

The state of Utah Division of Environmental Response and Remediation (DERR) maintains three
databases: (I) The Underground Storage Tank (UST) Facilities database identifies registered tanks
(March. 1996). (2) The Leaking Underground Storage Tank (LUST) Sites database identifies
facilities with a potential leaking underground storage tank (February , 1996). Inclusion of a si te on
this li st does not confirm that a release has occurred. Sites where releases have occurred may be
undergoing investigation or remediation. (3) The Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation and Liability Inventory System (CERCUS) database lists documented hazardous
waste s ites where a release or potential threatened release has been investigated (January , 1996).
Hazardous waste sites are tracked from the initial di scovery to listing on the National Priorities List.
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The state of Utah Division of Solid and Hazardous Waste maintains a database of Resource
Conservation and Recovery (RCRA) facilities (April, 1996). The RCRA list identifies hazardous
materials from the point of generation to the point of disposal. This database (RCRJS) system tracks
events and activities related to facilities which generate, transport, treat, store, or dispose of
hazardous waste.

5.10.2

Potential Contaminant Sources

Three types of potential contaminant sources are displayed in the legend of the attached figure.
Leaking Underground Storage Tanks, RCRA Sites, and CERCLA Sites.
The sources identified within the corridor may have caused surface or subsurface degradation of
conditions. In the event of a property transaction(s), the new owner may incur liability for
characterization, mitigation, or remediation of problem areas in the alignment corridor even though
the problem originated from outside the alignment. Under an enforcement order issued by a
regulatory agency, the party responsible for the release of hazardous material is obligated to clean-up
the release. If the responsible party is unable to fulfill this obligation then the current property owner
is burdened with the responsibility. Construction through potential contaminant sources may add
health and safety concerns and effect construction budgets expenditures.

5.10.3

Impacts per Alternative

This study assumes the corridor will include reconstructed Interstate 15 , the Sandy to downtown
LRT line. and changes in bus service to coordinate with the Sandy to Downtown LRT line. Because
the above projects are presently in the design stage and will soon be a reality, they are included in
the transportation corridor alternatives. However, as these projects are under a separate jurisdiction
and funding , the East West Major Investment Study/Draft Environmental Impact Statement will not
any of the potential contaminant sources associated with these projects.
The potential contaminant sources identified along and adjacent to the eleven alternative alignments
within the transportation corridor study area may have caused surface or subsurface contamination.
These alignments are discussed below and include a review of LUST, RCRA, and CERCLA sites
within 100 meters of each alignment.

5.10.4

Alternative A - No-Build

Contaminant sources will not impact Alternati ve A as this is a No-Build option.

5.1 0.5

Alternative 81 - West

Route 8 I has 26 known LUST sites and 7 known RCRA sites within I 00 meters of the proposed
alignment, most of which are located on West North Temple.
Four known CERCLA sites are located within 100 meters of the proposed alignment: Jackobson
Drums at 1925 West North Temple and Utah Power and Light/American Barrel at 600 West South
Temple, Barber Company Tar Products at 1100 West North Temple, and Diamond Airport Parking
at 50 South Redwood Road.

5.10.6

Alternative 82 - East

Route B2 has 5 known LUST sites within I 00 meters of the proposed alignment.
No known RCRA or CERCLA sites are located within I 00 meters of this route.
5.10.7

Alternative C1 -West

Route Cl has 13 known LUST sites and four known RCRA sites within 100 meters of the Jproposed
alignment. The intersection of Redwood Road and West North Temple has a siignificant
concentration of LUST and RCRA sites that may impact this and other alignments.
Three known CERCLA sites are located within 100 meters of the proposed alignment: !Diamond
Airport Parking at 50 South Redwood Road, Barber Co. Tar Products at II 00 West North! Temple.
and Jackobson Drums at 1925 West orth Temple.
5.10.8

Alternative C2 -West

Route C2 which coincides with Route B I has 26 known LUST sites and 6 known RCRA sittes within
100 meters of the proposed alignment. The majority of the sites are located on West North1 Temple.
Four known CERCLA sites are located wi thin 100 meters of the proposed alignment: Diamond
Airport Parking at 50 South Redwood Road , Barber Co. Tar Products at II 00 West North! Temple,
Utah Power and Light at 600 West South Temple, and Jackobson Drums at 1925 w .est North
Temple.
5.10.9

Alternative C3 - West

Route C3 has 25 known LUST sites and 9 known RCRA sites within I 00 meters of the proposed
alignment . The majority of the LUST sites are located on West North Temple.
Two known CERCLA sites are located within 100 meters of the proposed alignment: J•ackobson
Drums at 1925 West North Temple, and Barber Co. Tar Products at II 00 West North Tlemple.
5.1 0.10

Alternative 01 - East

Route D I has 7 known LUST sites and one known RCRA site located within I 00 met•ers of the
proposed alignment.
No known CERCLA sites are located within I 00 meters of the proposed alignment.
5.10.11

Alternative 02 - East

Route D2 has 3 known LUST sites and 3 known RCRA sites located within 100 meters of the
proposed alignment.
One known CERCLA sites is located within I 00 meters of the proposed alignment: Employment
Security Administration at 120 East 300 South.
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Alternative 03 - East
i.10.12
toute 03 has I 0 known LUST sites and II known RCRA sites within I 00 meters of the proposed
tlignment.
-Jo known CERCLA sites are located within 100 meters of the proposed alignment.

300 West - Downtown Link
i. 10.13
toute 3rd West along 300 West has 2 known LUST sites located within 100 meters of the proposed
tlignment.
o known RCRA or CERLCA sites are located within 100 meters ofthis alignment.

South Temple Railroad Spur
i.10.14
rhe South Temple Spur located along the railroad spur south of West North Temple from Redwood
load to 900 West, has 5 known LUST sites and 3 known RCRA sites located within I 00 meters of
he proposed alignment.
-Jo known CERCLA sites are located within 100 meters of the proposed alignment.

5. 11 UTILITIES
J tility relocation is usually required for the construction of major civil projects, and the proposed
xoject is no exception. Existing utilities found in the project right of way were obtained from utility
lrawin gs provided by AGRC, and local utility agencies such as Salt Lake City Public Utilities
)epartment, Mountain Fuel and Utah Power and Light. This information served as the basis for the
mpact assessment.
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"ongitudinal or parallel lines will have more impact on the alternatives depending on location
·elative to the alternative within the Right of Way (ROW). If these lines are located under the
Jotential ROW for a LRT Alternative the maintenance and upgrade of these lines will be difficult
fnot impossible. In these instances it will be necessary to relocate the utility. Traverse or crossing
ines are of slightly less concern as these will not have their entire length covered by the alternative
'lOW. However, the impacts on these utilities can not be ignored. Access to these uti lities w ill sti ll
Je impacted by the alternative at the points of crossing.
rhe impacts of the No-Build Alternative, highway improvement Alternatives (B I & B2), and Light
hi! Transit Network Alternatives (C I, C2, C3 , 0 I, 0 2 & 03) are presented below.

3. 11.1

Alternative A - No-Bu ild

mplementation of the No-Build Alternative will require no utility relocation beyond baseline
:onditions and, therefore, will have no additional impact.

5.11.2

Alternative 81 -West

Implementation of Alternative B I will also require no utility relocation beyond baseline cconditio1s
and, therefore, will have no additional impact.

5.11 .3

Alternative 82 - East

Implementation of Alternative B2 will also require no utility relocation beyond baseline cconditiOJS
and, therefore, will have no additional impact.

5.1 1.4

Alternative C1 -West

Potential Utilities to be relocated for Alternative C I ru;e presented below.

Mainline
Electric: There are approximately 30 small communication wires crossing the potential right-ofway routes owned by Utah Power and Light. Of these, 12 are underground cables with the
remaining 18 being overhead cables. Additionally, there is one 12.5 kv underground cable: running
parallel to the alternative . This cable is located in the center of 400 West between North Te:mple and
! 50 South and could possibly be impacted by the alternative.
Teleph one: There are approximately 98 small communication wires crossing the potentiall right-ofway routes. Of these, 28 are underground cables with the remaining 70 being overhead cables.
There is also one underground cable running down the middle of600 North between 1400 'West and
Redwood Road . Thi s cable runs parallel to the a lternative and could possibly be impacte:d.
Gas: Gas lines owned by Mountain Fuel cross the right-of-way approximately 24 times :along the
corridor. These lines range in size from 2 inches to I 0 inches. There are no gas lines: that run
parallel to the alternative that will be greatly effected by this alternative.
Sanitary Sewer: The right-of-way is crossed approximately 18 times by sanitary sewers., ranging
from I 0 to 42 inches in diameter. There are also two additional sewer lines running down the center
of 600 North between 1400 West and 900 West (18" diameter) and down the center of 900 West
between 600 North and 300 North (40" diameter) . Both lines run parallel to the alternative and
cou ld potentially be impacted by the alternati ve.
Storm Drainage: Storm sewers cross the right-of-way approximate ly 40 times along the corridor,
ranging from 12 to 36 inches in diameter. There are also two additional storm drain lines running
down the center of 600 North from the Jordan River to 1500 West (18" diameter), and fr,om 1200
West to 1000 West (12" diameter) . Both lines run parallel to the alternative and could potentially
be impacted by the alternative .
Water Lines: Thirty seven potable water lines cross the right-of-way along the corridor, ranging
from I 0 to 36 inches in diameter. There are three additional water lines running down the center of
North Temple between I-215 and 2200 West (36" diameter), 600 North between Redwood Road and
1200 West (36" diameter) and down the center of 400 West between 300 North and 400 South (30
" diameter) . All three lines run parallel to the alternative and could potentially be impacted by the
alternative.
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Stations
rhe construction of stations along the Light Rail Network should not involve the relocation o f maj or
1tilities. However, water and sewer service wi ll be provided at the stations. Excavation will be
·equi red for the installation of such services.

5.11.5

II

Alternative C2 - West

otential Utilities to be relocated for Alternative C2 are presented below.

\/lain line
Elect ric: There are approximately 44 small communication wires crossing the potential right-ofway routes owned by Utah Power and Light. Of these, 13 are underground cables with the
·emaining 31 being overhead cables. Additionally, there is one 12.5 kv underground cable running
Jarall el to the alternative. This cable is located in the center of 400 West between orth Temple and
150 South and could possibly be impacted by the alternative.

.

relephonc: There are approximately 62 small communication wires crossing the potential right-ofway routes. Of these, 12 are underground cables with the remaining 40 being overhead cables.
!"here are no telephone cables that run parallel to the alternative that will be greatly effected by this
.1 lternative .
as: Gas lines owned by Mountain Fuel cross the ri ght-of-way approximately I 0 times along the
;orrido r. These lines range in size from 2 inches to 16 inches. There is also one underground gas
ine (4'' diameter) running down the middl e ofNorth Temple between 1200 West and 1000 West.
fhis line runs parallel to the alternative and could possibly be impacted.
5anitary Sewer: The right-of-way is crossed approximately 9 times by san itary sewers, ranging
rom I 0 to 42 inches in diameter. There is also one underground sewer line running down the
niddle of North Temple between II 00 West and 1-1 5 (12"). This line runs parallel to the alternative
md could poss ibly be impacted.
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) torm Dra in age: Storm sewers cross the right-of-way approx imately 28 times along the corridor,
·anging from 12 to 42 inches in diameter. There are three additional storm drain Jines all running
jown the center of North Temple from the Jordan River to I 000 West (84" diameter), between I 000
West to 1-15 ( 15" diameter), and between 600 West and 400 West (36" diameter). All three lines
un parallel to the alternative and could potentially be impacted by the alternative.
Water Lines: Eighteen potable water lines cross the ri ght-of-way along the corridor, ranging from
I0 to 36 inches in diameter. There are also two additional water lines running down the center of
\lorth Temple between 2200 West and 1-2 15 (36" diameter) and down the center of 400 West
Jetween orth Temple and 400 South (30 " diameter). Both lines run parallel to the alternative and
;ould potentially be impacted by the alternative .

Stations

The construction of stations along the Light Rail Network should not involve the relocatiiom of ma_ or
utilities. However, water and sewer service will be provided at the stations. Excavauic~n will oe
required for the installation of such services.
5.11.6

Alternative C3 - West

Potential Utilities to be relocated for Alternative C3 are presented below.
Mainline

Electric: There are approximately 47 small communication wires crossing the potenttia1l right-ofway routes owned by Utah Power and Light. Of these, ll are underground cabltes. with the
remaining 36 being overhead cables. There are no elecuical cables that run parallel to thte a lternative
that will be greatly effected by this alternative.
Telephone: There are approximately 23 small communication wires crossing the potenttiau right-ofway routes. Of these, 19 are underground cables with the remaining 4 being overhead catblles. There
are no telephone cables that run parallel to the alternative that will be greatly effeccted by this
alternative.
Gas: Gas lines owned by Mountain Fuel cross the right-of-way approximately 14 tim1es along the
corridor. These lines range in size from 2 inches to 16 inches. There are no gas lime:s that run
parallel to the alternative that will be greatly effected by this alternative.
Sanitary Sewer: The right-of-way is crossed approximately 17 times by sanitary sew1er~s, ranging
from I 0 to 42 inches in diameter. There are also two additional sewer lines running dowm the center
of North Temple between 1100 West and 900 West (12" diameter) and down the center o•f200 South
between 900 West and 700 West (15 " diameter). Both lines run parallel to the alternati,.,e and could
potentially be impacted by the alternative.
Storm Drainage: Storm sewers cross the right-of-way approximately 23 times along the· corridor,
ranging from 12 to 42 inches in diameter. There are three additional storm drain lines rwnming down
the center of North Temple from the Jordan River to I 000 West (84" diameter), als;o on North
Temple between I 000 West and 900 West (15" diameter) and down the center of200 Smuth between
900 West and 700 West (72 " diameter). All three lines run parallel to the altemativce and could
potentially be impacted by the alternative.
Water Lines: Twenty potable water lines cross the right-of-way along the corridor, ranging from
I 0 to 36 inches in diameter. There are three additional water lines running down the center of North
Temple between 1-215 and 2200 West (36" diameter), on 900 West between North Temjple and 200
South (30" diameter) and down the center of 400 West between 200 South and 400 'So•uth (30 "
diameter) . All three lines run parallel to the alternative and could potentially be impact<ed by the
alternative.
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Stations
rhe construction of stations along the Light Rail Network should not involve the relocation of maj or
uti lities. However, water and sewer service will be provided at the stations. Excavation will be
required for the installation of such services.

5.11.7

Alternative 01 - East

Potential Utilities to be relocated for Alternative Dl are presented below.

II

Mainline
Electric: There are approximately 78 small communication wires crossing the potential right-ofway routes. Of these, 21 are underground cables with the remaining 57 being overhead cables.
!"here are no electrical cables that run parallel to the alternative that will be greatly effected by this
1lternative.

.

Telephone: There are approximately 37 small communication wires crossing the potential right-ofway routes. Of these, 34 are underground cables with the remaining 3 being overhead cables. There
1re also two additional telephone cables running down the north side of 500 South between I 000
East and University Street and down the center of Medical Drive between Wasatch Boulevard and
the Health Science buildings. Both cables run parallel to the alternative and could potentially be
tmpacted by the alternative.

Gas: Gas lines owned by Mountain Fuel cross the right-of-way approximately 16 times along the
~orridor. These lines range in size from 2 inches to 16 inches. There are no gas lines that run

parallel to the alternative that will be greatly effected by this alternative.
Sanitary Sewer: The right-of-way is crossed approximately 20 times by sanitary sewers, ranging
from I 0 to 42 inches in diameter. There are also two additional sewer lines running down the center
Jf 400 South between 200 West and West Temple (42" diameter) and down the orth side of 500
South between 1000 East and University Street (I 0 " dian1eter). Both lines run parallel to the
1lternative and could potentially be impacted by the alternative.
torm Drainage: Storm sewers cross the right-of-way approximately 22 times along the corridor,
anging from 12 to 36 inches in diameter. There i s also one underground storm drain line running
down the middle of University Street between 500 South and 400 South (42" diameter) . This line
runs parallel to the alternative and could possibly be impacted.
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Water Lines: Fifty three potable water lines cross the right-of-way along the corridor, ranging from
I 0 to 36 inches in diameter. There are also two additional water lines running down the center of
~00 South between 200 West and West Temple (36" diameter) and down the North si de of 500
"outh between 1000 East and University Street (36 " diameter). Both lines run parallel to the
1lternative and could potentially be impacted by the alternative.

Stations
The construction of stations along the Light Rai l Network should not involve the relocation of major
utilities. However, water and sewer service will be provided at the stations. Excavation will be
required for the installation of such services.

5.11 .8

Alternative 02 - East

Potential Utilities to be relocated for Alternative D2 are presented below.

Mainline
Electric: There are approximately 45 small communication wires crossing the potential right-ofway routes. Of these, 26 are underground cables with the remaining 19 being overhead cables.
There are no electrical cables that run parallel to the alternative that will be greatly effected by this
alternative.
Telephone: There are approximately 44 small communication wires crossing the potential right-ofway routes. Of these, 39 are underground cables with the remaining 5 being overhead cables. There
are three additional telephone cables running down the center of 300 south between State Street and
Denver Street, and down the north side of 500 South between I 000 East and University treet and
down the center of Medical Drive between Wasatch Boulevard and terminus. All three cables run
parallel to the alternative and could potentiall y be impacted by the alternative.
Gas: Gas lines owned by Mountain Fuel cross the ri ght-of-way approximately 20 times along the
corridor. These lines range in size from 2 inches to 16 inches. There are no gas line that run
paralle l to the alternative that wi ll be greatly effected by this alternati ve.
Sanitary Sewer: The right-of-way is crossed approximately 24 times by sanitary sewers, ranging
from I 0 to 42 inches in diameter. There are three additional sewer lines running down the center of
300 South between 300 West and 200 West (42" diameter),300 South between West Temple and 200
West ( 15" diameter) and down the North side ofSOO South between 1000 East and University Street
(10" diameter). All three lines run parallel to the alternative and could potentially be impacted by
the alternative.
Storm Drainage: Storm sewers cross the right-of-way approximatel y 24 times along the corridor,
ranging from I 0 to 36 inches in diameter. There is also one underground storm drain line running
down the middle of University Street between 500 South and 400 South (42" diameter). This line
runs parallel to the alternative and could possibly be impacted.
Water Lines: Forty seven potable water lines cross the ri ght-of-way along the corridor, ranging
from I 0 to 36 inches in diameter. There are also two additional water lines running down the center
of 300 South between 400 West and 200 West (3 0" diameter) and down the North side of 500 South
between 1000 East and University Street (36 " diameter). Both lines run parallel to the alternative
and could potentially be impacted.
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Stations
The construction of stations along the Light Rail Network should not involve the relocation of major
tilities . However, water and sewer service will be provided at the stations. Excavation will be
required for the installation of such services.

5. 11 .9

Alternative 03 - East

Potential Utilities to be relocated for Alternative D3 are presented below.

Mainline
Electric: There are approximately 52 small communication wires crossing the potential right-ofway routes. Of these, 43 are underground cables with the remaining 9 being overhead cables. There
:ue three additional electrical cables running down the center of South Temple between 300 West
and 400 West, and down the center of South Temple between 300 East and B Street (I 2.5 kv) and
llso down the center of South Temple between 500 East and E Street (12.5 kv). All three cables run
arallel to the alternative and could potentially be impacted by the alternative.
fe lephone: There are approximately 30 small communication wires crossing the potential right-ofway routes. Of these, 25 are underground cables w ith the remaining 5 being overhead cables. There
s also one underground cable running down the middle of Medical Drive between Wasatch
oulevard and terminus . This cable runs parallel to the alternative and could possibly be impacted.
as: Gas lines owned by Mountain Fuel cross the right-of-way approximately 23 times along the
;orridor. These lines range in size from 2 inches to I 0 inches . There are no gas lines that run
arallel to the al ternative that will be greatly effected by this alternative.
'5anitary Sewer: The right-of-way is crossed approximately 19 times by sanitary sewers, ranging
"rom I 0 to 42 inches in diameter. There is also one underground sewer line running down the
11iddle of South Temple between Main Street and 700 East ( 15 "diameter). This line runs parallel
o the alternative and could possibly be impacted.
)torm Drainage: Storm sewers cross the right-of-way approximately 28 times along the corridor,
anging from I 0 to 38 inches in diameter. There is also one underground storm drain line running
Jown the middle of University Street between 500 South and 400 South (42 " diameter). Thi s line
-uns parallel to the alternative and could possibly be impacted.
Water Lines: Fifty three potable water lines cross the right-of-way along the corridor, ranging from
I 0 to 36 inches in diameter. There are three additional water lines running down the center of South
remple between West Temple and Main Street ( 16" diameter), and South Temple between 1000
:Oast and 1300 East (12" diameter) and down the center of 1300 East between South Temple and 500
:iouth (24" diameter). All three lines run parallel to the alternative and could potentially be impacted
>y the alternative.

Stations
The construction of stations along the Light Rail Network should not involve the relocation of major
utilities. However, water and sewer service will be provided at the stations. Excavation will be
required for the installation of such services.
The conflicts between each alternative and crossing utilities is summarized in the table below:
MIS/DEIS
University-Downtown-Airport
Crossing Conflicts with Existing Utilities
Electric

Telephone

Gas

Alternative Overhead Underground Overhead Underground Underground
~1

~2

~3
01
02
03

18
31
36
57
19
9

12
13
11
21
26
43

70
40
4
3
5
5

28
12
19
34
39
25

24
10
14
16
20
23

Sanitary
Sewer
Undert~round

18
9
17
20
24
19

\W;at«er
Storm
Drainage
Underground Undlerrgnround
'!37 1
40

28
23
22
24
28

-~ 8 3

20 )
53 3
1471
~53
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APPENDIX C
CULTURAL AND HISTORIC RESOURCES
Methodology
Historic and cultural resources were investigated using existing infonnation available from the Utah
Division of State History, the State Historic Preservation Officer, and the Salt Lake City Historic
Preservation Officer. Neighborhood planning documents were also reviewed when ne ighborhoods
were located in the corridor study area. No new investigations or evaluations were conducted.
For purposes of planning, the study area is divided into five segments which have distinct and
identifiable urban characteristics. Each area is described briefly, followed by a summary of the
important historic or cultural resources. A complete list of historical sites has been included in the
project files. Structures indicated with an asterisk (*)are shown on the National Register of Historic
Places list but they are also identified on the Salt Lake City Register of Cultural Resources.

Significance of National Register Designation
Designation on the National Register places the property on an official federal list of properties that
are significant in American history, architecture, archeology, and engi neering. A listing on the
National Register does not interfere with private property rights to alter, manage, or dispose of the
li sted property. The owner is not required to restore or maintain the property, or to keep it open to
the public; however, there are in some cases local ordinances which affect modifications to
structures. ln the case of Salt Lake City, any property on the National Register must be reviewed
by the Preservation Planner if exterior alterations are proposed.
To be e ligible for National Register designation, a property must be at least 50 years old. and have
retained most of its original appearance and character. lf properties on the National Register are
affected by the Locally Preferred Alternative, the State Historic Preservation Officer must be
consulted to detennine possible effects.
Applicable codes include Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 requiring
Federal Agencies to take into account activities affecting historic properties, and Section 9-8-404
of the Utah Code Annotated which requires State Agencies to take into account its activities
affecting historic properties.

Significance of Salt Lake City Register Designation
Designation on the Salt Lake City Register generally follows the same requirements of the Federal
Register. Again, use or disposition of the property is not affected except that exterior alternations
must be reviewed by the Preservation Planner who will make a detennination regarding review by
the Historic Landmark Commission. The Preservation Officer and Historic Landmark Commission
• These sites are also listed on the Salt Lake City Register.
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also review any action proposed within a Historic District. Applicable section of the Salt Lal<ke Ci ty
Zoning Ordinance include: Part II , Section 3-5 establishing the Historic Landmark Commissi<On.. and
Part lll , Section 17-1 describing procedures affecting Historic Preservation Overlay Di stri icts. If
properties listed on the Salt Lake City Register are affected by any proposed action, smc:h as
alteration, relocation, or demolition a Certificate of Appropriateness must be submined and appprroved
by the Historic Landmark Commission.

Airport Area
The Salt Lake International Airport and Salt Lake International Center areas contains no hti s:toric
districts or historic sites identified on either the National Register or the Salt Lake City Refgi s;ter.
Northwest Area
The Northwest area was the sening for one of the earliest senlements in the Salt Lake Wrulley.
Farming was the way of life for most senlers. In the Northwest area, there is no histori c dlis:trict.
However, there are some historic sites that are on National and Salt Lake City Registers.
National Register Sites :
Utah State Fairgrounds
1000 W. North Temple
Hom e of Utah State Fair, the park also hosts trade shows, livestock shows, and otlhew
events.
Fisher, Albert E. Mansion
1206 W. 200 South*
• This site is also listed on the Salt Lake Ci ty Register.
Salt Lake City Regi ster Sites:
29th Ward Assembly Hall
1102 W. 400 North
Chapman Branch Library
577 S. 900 West

Other Historic Structures
Salt Lake City also identifies 13 Architecturally and historically significant sites in thi s area .. They
are identified in the Salt Lake Citv Architectural Survey: Southwestern Survey Area.
Jordan Plant- Utah Light & Rai lway
St. Patrick's Church
St. Patrick's Rectory
Fisher Brewery Office
Albert Fisher Mansion
Albert Fisher Carriage house
Rio Grande/Baptist Church
Fisher Brewery Bonling Works
Fifteenth Ward Chapel

1200 W. South Temple
1050 W. 400 South
1072 W. 400 South
190 S. 1100 West
1206 W. 200 South
1200 W. 200 South
1044 W. 200 South
193 S. 1100 West
907 W. I 00 South

• These sites are also listed on the Salt Lake City Register.
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Strang Duplex
Susan J. Keith house
Thomas & Bridget Mahon house
32nd Ward Chape l

934
957
970
351

& 936 W. 200 South
W. Euclid Ave.
W. I 00 South
S. Navajo Street

Downtown Area
The Downtown portion of the study area contains two historic districts: Capitol Hill Historic
Di strict and Exchange Place Historic District. It also includes the primary shopping and cu ltural
center of the city with its many historic retail and office structures, Historic Temple Square and other
worldwide headquarters faci lities for the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints (Mormon),
The Joseph Smith Memorial Bui lding (formerly the Hotel Utah), The Eagle Gate. Lion House and
Beehive House, Abravanel Hall- home of the Utah Symphony, the Capitol Theater. Salt Lake Arts
Center. Salt Palace Convention Center, and many other historic structures and cultural facilities.
Capitol Hill Historic District
The Capitol Hill Historic District includes the residential areas to the west and south of the State
Capito l Building, and contains many important and historic residential structures. It also includes
portions of Memory Grove Park and City Creek Park.
Nationa l Regi ster sites:
Ottinger Hall
233 Canyon Road•
The hall was constructed by members of Veteran Volunteer Firemen's association as a
social hall in 1900. It now functions as a meeting place for the Avenues Community
Council and others.
McCune, Alfred Mansion
200 N. Main Street•
Morris. Richard Vaughn
314 . Quince Street
Platts, John house
364 . Quince Street•
Woodruff-Riter-Stewart
225 N. State Street
Council Hall
150 E. 300 North*
The building was once a Salt Lake Ciry Hall. and it was moved to its present location in
1960. It now houses the Utah Travel Co uncil, and the Utah Tourism and Recreation
Information Center.
Hawk. William Cabin
19th Ward Chapel & Relief Society

458 N. 300 West•
168 W. 500 North*

• These si tes are also listed on the Salt Lake City Register.

Salt Lake City Register sites:
Rawlings, Edwin house
Snow-Lieff-Stiefel house
Brownings-Aures house
Jonasson, Swen J. house
Brooks-Geoghgan house
Kimball , Heber C. house
Quayle, Thomas house
Christensen, Niels C. house
Carlson, August W. house
Morrow, Williarn!faylor, John W.
Bowman, Robert house
Kimball , J. Golden house
Woodruff-Riter-Stewart house
Beesley. Ebenezer house
Nuning, Reverend John house

318 Almond
21 7 Canyon Road
328 Center
390 Center
105 E. Capitol
41 Gordon Place
355 Quince
375 Quince
378 Quince
390 Quince
434 Quince
36 E. 200 North
95 E. 200 North
80 W. 200 North
161 W. 400 North

Exchange Place Historic District

Exchange Place Hi storic District was the Salt Lake City's major non-Mormon commercial di strict
and sported Utah's first skyscrapers.
National Register sites:
Salt Lake Stock & Mining
Judge Building

36-39 Exchange Place•
8 E. 300 South

Other Historic Structures

There are several other individual sites which occur in the study area but are not contained within
the boundaries of one of the historic disuicts. Including those listed in the above districts and those
which follow, there are a total of77 significant si tes listed on the National Register and the 47 sites
identified by the Salt Lake City Register of Cu ltural Resources included in thi s portion of the study
area.
National Regi ster sites:
ZCMI Cast Iron Front
First Security Bank
Mcintyre Building
Old Clock @ Zions Bank
Daynes Jewelry/Draft Block
Kearns Building
Tribune Building

5 S. Main Street•
67 S. Main Street
68-72 S. Main Street•
100 S. Main Street•
128 S. Main Street•
132 S. Main Street
137 S. Main Street

• These si tes are also listed on the Salt Lake City Register.
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!51 S. Main Street
Tracy Loan & Trust
163 S. Main Street*
Bamberger/Hussey Bank (ls.t tn'l.)
165-169 S. Main Street
Herald Building
200 S. Main Street
Continental Bank
236 S. Main Street*
Karrick Block
238 S. Main Street*
Loll in Block
242-256 S. Main Street
O'Brian, Keith Building
Clift Bui lding
272 S. Main Street
S.L. High School/Armory
126-140 W. Pierpont Ave.
!59 W. Pierpont Ave. •
General Engineering
Warehouse District
300-400 W. Pierpont Ave.
41 W. Post Office Place
Independent Order of Odd Fellows Hall
42 W. Post Office Place*
New York Hotel
165 S. Regent Street
Felt Electric
Tampico Restaurant
169 S. Regent Street
Denver Rio Grande Station
300 S. Rio Grande*
The restored Rio Grande Depot houses the Utah State Historical Society, which maintains
a museum preserving Utah 's History.
Joseph Smith Memorial Building
I E. South Temple*
Formally, the Hotel Utah. it houses LDS church administrative offices. chapel, two
restaurants, a Family Search Center. and a large screen theater.
Beehive House
67 E. South Temple*
The former home of Brigham Young was built in 1854. It has been restored and is
furnished with original pieces and period artifacts.
Temple Square
50 W. South Temple
Construction began in 1853, the temple was dedicated April6, /893 after 40 years of
work. It is constructed ofgranite blocks from Lillie Couonwood Canyon.
Devereaux House
334 W. South Temple*
The house was a showplace of Salt Lake's high society during the pioneer era. It has
been renovated and is now a restaurant.
Union Pacific Depot
400 W. South Temple*
The building was completed in I 909 and is a reminder of the opulence of railroad era.
State Capi tol Building
N. State Street
The capitol was built in 1915 and was modeled after the nation's Capitol.
Orpheum, Theater/Promised Valley

128 S. State Street*

* These sites are also listed on the Salt Lake City Register.

This restored 19th century theater was a showplace at the turn of the century. lt now
hosts a variety ofstage performances.
214 S. State Street
Clayton Building
260 S. State Street
Brooks Arcade
137 . West Temple•
Gibbs-Thomas house
121 S. West Temple
Hotel Albert
126 S. West Temple
Hills, Lewis S.
270-280 S. West Temple
Peery Hotel
22 E. 100 South•
Utah Commercial & Savings Bank
10 W. 100 South
McCormick Block
Sears-Bennet Glass & Paint
61 W. 100 South
Japanese Church of Christ
268 W. 100 South
43 W. 200 South
S.L. Stamp Co. Building
Orpheum (Capitol) Theater
46 W. 200 South
The structure was renovated in 1975. and is the home of Ballet West, the Repertory
Dance Theater, the Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company, the Theater League of Utah , and
the Utah Opera Company.
Bertolini Block
Hotel Victor
Decker-Patrick Dry Goods
Smith-Bailey Drug Co.
Warehouse Hi storic District
Henderson Block
Central Warehouse
Building to rear
Building
Building
Hills, Lewis S.
Smith, Albert
Kelly, Albert
Kelly, John B.
Beesley, Ebenezer
Greenwald Furniture Co.
McDonald, J.G. Chocolate
Broadway Hotel
Park Hotel (Rio Grande Hotel)
Utah lee & Storage Co.
Technical High School (WHS)
Wasatch Springs Plunge
Holy Trinity Greek Orthodox Church

145-147 W. 200 South
155 W. 200 South
159 W. 200 South
171 W. 200 South
300-400 W. 200 South
375 W. 200 South
520 W. 200 South
537 W. 200 South
561 W. 200 South
592-598 W. 200 South
126 S. 200 West
349 S. 200 West
418 S. 200 West
422 S. 200 West
80 W. 300 North
35 W. 300 South
155-159 W. 300 South
222 W. 300 South
422 W. 300 South
551 W. 300 South
241 N. 300 West
840 N. 300 West
279 S. 300 West

• These sites are also listed on the Salt Lake City Regi ster.
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Old Pi oneer Fort Site
Salt Lake City Register sites:
Jenkinson, Charles H.
Eagle Emporium
Groesbeck, Nicholas house
Widdi son, Robert R.
Young, Bri gham Lion House
Alta Club
Rocky Mountain Bell Telephone
Mullet, Charles James house
Eagles/Equitable Building
Musical Emporium

300 S. 300 West

3 1 Gray Avenue
I 02 S. Main Street
82 W. North Temple
464 Pugsley A venue
63 E. South Temple
100 E. South Temple
56 S. State Street
680 Wall Street
404 S. West Temple
45 W. 100 south

I
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' These sites are also listed on the Salt Lake City Register.
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East Central Area
There are four historic districts in the East Central eighborhood Area. They are the Universi1ty
Neighborhood Historic District, the South Temple Historic District, the Avenues Historic District.
and the Central City Historic District. These four historic districts are included on the Nation:al
Register of Historic Places and include several individual structures which are also listed on tine
National Register.

University Neighborhood Historic District
The University Historic District is between approximately 50 South and 500 South, and Virgiruia
Street and II 00 East Streets. It consists of low to medium scale structures that are primarily
residential. It also contains an abundance of large , mature street trees and historic residenti1al
structures. The area contains some neighborhood business activity between 200 South to 300 South.
and between University Street and the Alley.
National Register sites and Salt Lake City Register sites (properties appearing on both lists rure
indicated by and asterisk):
306 Douglas Street
McAllister, James G.
Neldon, William A.
1172 E. I 00 South*
1211 E. 100 South*
Covey, Almond A.
1229 E. I 00 South*
Covey, Hyrum T.
1265 E. I 00 South*
Neuhausen, Carl M.
1270-1280 E. 200 South
Cluff Apartments
229 S. 1200 East
Baldwin. Charles
274 S. 1200 East
Orem, Frank M.
258 S. 1300 East*
Fire Station #8

South Temple Historic Distri ct
The South Temple Historic District includes the South Temple street frontage between
approximately 300 East and Virginia Street. It is a symbol of the wealth of Salt Lake City during
the tum of the century and remains a premier boulevard in the City. Salt Lake City's most influential
residents lived on the South Temple Street, and many of their historic homes still exist including the
Keams Mansion which is occupied by the Governor of the State of Utah, and many other beauti ful
homes and cultural institutions.
ational Register sites:
Cathedral of Madeleine
331 E. South Temple*
The Romanesque cathedral ofgray sandstone was built in 1889 by Lawrence Scanlon,
the first Catholic Bishop of Salt Lake City. It has a Gothic interior.
Keith-Brown mansion & carriage house

529 E. South Temple*

• These sites are also listed on the Salt Lake City Register.
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Keams, Thomas, mansion & carriage house 603 E. South Temple*

The mansion was completed in 1902. and it has become the home of Utah's governor.
Kahn, Emanuel house
Downey, George house and carriage house
Lad ies Literacy Club
Lyne, Walter C. house
Salt Lake City Register sites:
First Presbyterian Church

678 E. South Temple*
808 E. South Temple*
850 E. South Temple*
113 5 E. South Temple*

347 E. South Temple

This red sandstone Gothic-revival structure was built in 1902 and
contains several unique stained glass windows.
Wall , Enos A. house

411 E. South Temple

The mansion was built in 1880for mining magnate Enos Wall. 1tnow houses the LDS
Business College.
Gentsch-Thompson house
Evans. Morris R. house
Walker, Matthew H. house
G lendenning, James house
F ife, William E. house
Shennan-Jackling house
Haxton Place
Stiehl, George F. house
Holy Cross Hospital Chapel
Town Club
Franklin, Pedar house
Scheid, Karl A. house
Harfield-Lynch house
Annstrong, WW house
Grant-Walker house
Terry, Louise L. house

576 E. South Temple
601 E. South Temple
6 10 E. South Temple
617 E. South Temple
677 E. South Templ e
713 E. South Temple
940 E. South Temple
966 E. South Temple
1045 E. South Temple
1081 E. South Temple
1116 E. South Temple
1127 E. South Temple
1167 E. South Temple
1177 E. South Temple
1205 E. South Templ e
1229 E. So uth Temple

Avenues Historic District
The Avenues Historic District is located north of South Temple Street between Virginia Street and
Canyon Road. It contains one of the older and most important residential areas in Salt Lake, and is
characterized by the smaller scale street grid and block system. Houses were built at the turn of the
century for mostly businessmen, many of these homes are listed on the National Register.

• These sites are also listed on the Sal t Lake City Register.

National Register sites:
Beer, William F. Estate
181 B Street•
The house was built in 1899 by prominent Utah architect Richard K.A . Kletting. The
original owner was Dr. William Francis Beer, a well-known Salt Lake City phys:ician .
Culmer, William H.
33 C Street•
The 2-story brick mansion was built in 188 1, and the original owner was
William Harrison Culmer.
Rowland Hall/St. Marks School

205 First Avenue•

Salt Lake City Register sites:
Armstrong, Wm. Francis house
140 B Street
The house was built in 1892for Henrietta Dyer Ellerbeck. It refl ects the rransit:ion from
the Victorian styles to the Neo-Classicism.
! 57 B Street
Barton house
This is one of the oldest remaining homes on the Avenues, and was built in 1865i for
William Bell Barton
Evans, John A. house
174 B Street
The house was built in 1889 fo r Jo hn A. Evans who was 1he general manager of I he
Deseret News. It was designed by German-born architect Richard K.A . Klelting
Savage, Charles R. house
80 D Street
The house was buill in 18 71, and characlerizes the ltalianate style. The original owner
oflhe house was Charles R. Savage who was a prominent fnl ermoumain Wesl
pho10grapher.
Dicki nson-Gardner-Wolf house
273 E. Capitol
First Avenue
Bri gham Young Grave site
pry, William house
368 First Avenue
Dani sh Evangelical Lutheran Church
387-389 First Avenue
The building is characterized by 1he Gothic Revival style, and was buill in 190 7-191 I by
Theodore Lauridsen.
Darling, Elmer E. house
1007 First Avenue
The house was built in 1892for Frank E. McG urrin. II idemifies Shingle style.
207-209 Fourth Avenue
Cobbleknoll
This was built in 1909, and its design is rare in Salt Lake City although popular in I he
East.
• These sites are also listed on the Salt Lake City Register.
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Murdoch, David Lennox house
73 G Street
The house was built in 1892-189-1, and its style is Victorian Eclecticism.
Tripp, Dr. house
328 G Street
140 Second Avenue
C layton, Nephi B
The house was built in 1890 with the Queen Anne style.
Ell is, Adrian C. house
607 Second Avenue
The house was built in 1905-1906/or Salt Lake lawyer, Adrian C. Ellis, Jr. Its
symmetrical plan, evaluation, and design are characterized as Georgian Revival style.
Taylor-Pendleton house

1203 Third Avenue

Central City District
The Ce ntral Ci ty district was established for settlement of the Mormon pioneers with a gridi ron
pattern of wide streets and large 10 acre blocks. The settlement was based on Joseph Smith's "Plat
of the C ity of Zion", and lots were provided as homesteads for farmers. This part of the city remains
primarily residential in character and includes many homes listed on the National Register.
National Register sites:
Armista Apartments
Bamberger, Simon house
Royle, Jonathan C. & Eliza K house
Langton. James & Susan R. house
A rmstrong, William Francis
Beattie, Jeremiah house
Corne ll Apartment

555 E. I 00 So uth
623 E. I 00 South*
635 E. I 00 South•
648 E. I 00 South •
667 E. 100 South*
65 5 E. 200 South
101 S. 600 East

Salt Lake City Register sites:
ali sbury, O.J. house
Peck , Thorid house
Bettles. Alfred J. house
Boxrud , Anton H. house
Kimball , Edwin P. house
Whiteley, Rose Hartwell house
August & Annie Rudine house

574 E. 100 South
466 S. 500 East
53 S. 600 East
57 S. 600 East
124 S. 600 East
132 S. 600 East
780 S. 600 East

Oth er Historic Structures
There are several other individual si tes which occur in the study area but are not contained within
the boundaries of one of the historic districts. Including those listed in the above distri cts and those
which follow, there are a total of 55 significant sites listed on the National Register and the 76 sites
• These sites are also listed on the Salt Lake City Register.

identified by the Salt Lake City Register of Cultural Resources included in this portion of the s;tudy
area.
National Register Sites:
Nelson- Beesley
533 E. Eleventh Ave
The house follows a Swiss variation oft he Bungalow style. It was built in 1918, and
owned originally by Joseph Nelson.
Cramer House
241 S. Floral Street
1340 E. Second Ave
Hall, Nels G.
Mcintyre, William & Carriage
259 E. Seventh Ave•
This most pretentious home on the Avenues was built in /896 for GillS. Peyton, and later
purchased by William H Mcintyre.
S.L. Public Library/J-Iansen Plan.
15 S. State Street•
S.L. City & County Building
451 S. State Street•
The building stands on the sires where the first peace treaty between the Utes and
Shoshone was signed. It was the Utah capiro/for /9 years after Utah gained statehood
in 1896.
St. Marks Episcopal Cathedral
231 E. I 00 South*
Begun in 1870, the cathedral was built with Utah sandstone and has
wooden roof trusses.
Hollywood Apartments
Lincoln Arms Apts.
Dinwoodey. Henry house
Coro na Apartment
First Methodist Episcopal Church
Fritsch, J.A. Block
Stratford Hotel
Emanuel Baptists Church
Meyer, Frederick A.E. house
Smith Apartments
Congregation Montefiore Synagogue
First Church of Christ Scientist
lvarthoe Apartments
Malin, Millard F.
B'Nai Israel Temple
Davis Deaconess house
James Jensen granary
Rumel, Eliza Gray

234 E. I 00 South
242 E. I 00 South
411 E. 100 South*
335 S. 200 East
203 S. 200 East
158 E. 200 South
175 E. 200 South
40 I E. 200 South*
929 E. 200 South*
228 S. 300 East
355 S. 300 East
352 E. 300 South*
417 E. 300 South
233 S. 400 East
249 S. 400 East•
347 S. 400 East
626 S. 400 East •
358 S. 500 East

• These sites are also listed on the Salt Lake City Register.

Tenth Ward Square
Anselmo, Fortunato

400 S. 800 East•
!54 S. 900 East•

Salt Lake City Register sites:
Donelson, Charles house
436 Alameda Avenue
381 Eleventh Avenue
Keyser, Malcom A. house
The house is the most complete realization of the Prairie style on the
Avenues. It was built in 1913 for prominent businessman, Malcolm A.
Keyser.
Hills, Lewis and Theresa B. house
Baddley, George house
Keyser, Aaro/Cullen, Matthew house

425 E. 100 South
974 E. 300 South
941 E. 500 South

University Area

Jl

The vicinity of the University of Utah includes several important rustoric and cultural resources. The
Univers ity of Utah is the State's oldest and largest public institution of higher education. The
campus contains several important hi storic bui ldings which are listed on the National Register,
including buildings on Presidents Circle such as Gardner Hall , The Park Building, the Utah Museum
ofNatural History and others. In addition to being an important educati onal and medical faci lity,
it is a center of cultural life in the State with its many museums, performing arts theaters, and other
cultural and sporting facili ti es. The University of Utah campus and Red Butte Garden and
Arboretum at the mouth of Red Butte Canyon make up the State Arboretum of Utah.
This area of the corridor study also includes "This is the Place State Park" which is on the National
Register. It includes Old Deseret Village which is an important cultural resource in Utah depicting
a living history of pioneer life, and the monument celebrating the centennial anniversary of Salt Lake
City's discovery by Mormon pioneers and marking the end of their trek. A new visitors center was
recently completed and rededicated with a grade opening celebration.
Hi storic Fort Douglas is almost completely surrounded by University of Utah property. It includes
several buildings from the 1860's, a military museum, and a layout of old residential structures which
surround a parade ground. Many of the buildings are constructed of native sandstone. Bu ildings on
the Fort Douglas Officers Circle are designated on the National Register and the Salt Lake Ci ty
Register.
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APPENDIX D
EAST/WEST CORRIDOR
SJMMARY OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS TO MINORITY HOUSEHOLDS, MINORITY-OWNED
BUSINESSES AND LOW-INCOME HOUSEHOLDS

CATE,ORY OF IMPACT

NO-BUILD

BUSIHOV

LRT

Land l e/ Secondary
Develoment

No environmental justice
impact identified.

No environmental justice
impact identified.

No environmental justice
impact identified.

Socioeonomics

No environmental justice
impact identified.

No environmental justice
impact identified.

Increase in regional income
and employment during the
construction phase
assuming some minorities
will be hired to complete
construction activities.

Reloczion

No residences or
businesses wi II be
relocated.

No residences or
businesses will be
relocated.

No residences or businesses
will be relocated.

Visual mpacts

No adverse impacts
identified.

No adverse impacts
identified .

No adverse impact
identified.

Air Qulity

??Negative impact to all
residents in corridor.

??S light positive impact

??S light positive impact

Noise

No environmental justice
impacts identified.

No environmental justice
impacts identified.

No environmental justice
impacts identified.

Ecosy~ems

No environmental justice
impacts identified.

No environmental justice
impacts identified.

No environmental justice
impacts identifi ed.

I

Wetlarls

No environmental justice
impacts identified.

No environmental justice
impacts identified.

No environmental justice
impacts identified .

I

Water Zemurces/Water
Qua lit:

No environmental justice
impacts identified.

No environmental justice
impacts identified.

No environmental justice
impacts identified.

Flood 'lains

No environmental justice
impacts identified.

No environmental justice
impacts identified.

No environmental justice
impacts identified .

Histori:al & Archeo logical
resoures.

No environmental justi ce
impacts identified.

o environmental j ustice
impacts identified.

No environmental justice
impacts identified.

Parklruds& Open Space

No environmental justice
impacts identified.

No environmental justice
impacts identified.

No environmental justice
impacts identified.
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Vibration

EAST/WEST CORRIDOR
SUMMARY OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS TO MINORITY HOUSEHOLDS, MIN!OIRITY-OWNEDI
BUSINESSES AND LOW-INCOME HOUSEHOLDS
CATEGORY OF IMPACT

NO-BUILD

BUS/HOY

LRT

Hazardous Materials

No environmental justice
impacts identified.

No environmental justice
impacts identified.

No en viiJ"onmental j u st iice
impac:ts identified.

Utilities

No environmental justice
impacts identified.

No environmental justice
impacts identified.

No eruvi.ronmental justiice
impacts identified.

Energy Impact

No environmental justice
impacts identified.

No environmental justice
impacts identified.

No eruvi.ronmental justiice
impacts identified.

Public Safety & Security

No environmental justice
impacts identified.

No environmental justice
impacts identified.

No envtronmental j lllst iice
impacts identified.
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APPENDIX E
MAINLINE UTILITIES
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MAINLINE UTILITIES
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Electric: There are approximately 46 different locations were small communication cables cross
the right-of -way of Al ternative C-LRT. Of the 46 locations, 17 contain underground cab les, with
the remaining 28 contain ing overhead cables. Table I shows a detailed list of possible conflicting
electrica l utiliti es along the Alternative C--LRT ri ght-of-way in the west corridor, Tab le 2 shows
possible confli cts in the east corridor.
West Corridor

Table 1
Potential Conflicts With Electrical Utilities
Description

Number

Size

Loca tion

Ove rhead Cable

3

#410 AL-25 KV

West of Airport

Underground Cab le

I

#2AL-15 KV

1-80 Airport Exit Ramp

Overhead Cable

4

# JIDACSR

2400 West I North Temple

Overhead Cable

I

#4W

2400 West I North Temple

Overhead Cable

I

# 13-12.5 KV

North Temple I 2200 West

Overhead Cable

3

NIA

No rth Temple I 2200 West

Overhead Cable

4

#2ACS

Nort h Temp le I 2 100 West

Underground Cable

I

NIA

North Temple I 2 100 West

Overhead Cable

4

#4A CS R

North Temple I 1950 West

Overhead Cable

I

#4W

North Temple I 1900 West

Overhead Cable

I

# 13

North Temple I 1800 West

Unde rgrou nd Cable

I

# 14

No rth Temple I 1800 West

Ove rh ead Cable

I

#4

North Temple I 1768 West

Overhead Cable

I

NIA

North Temple I 1770 West

Overhead Cable

I

NIA

No rth Temple I 1750 West

Ove rhead Cab le

I

NIA

Nort h Templ e I 173 5 West

Overhead Cable

I

NIA

North Temple I Redwood Rd.

Overhead Cable

4

#2 ACSR

Nort h Temple I 1600 West

Overhead Cable

I

NIA

North Temple I 1520 Wesl

Underground Cable

I

# 12

North Temple I 1407 West

Ove rh ead Cable

I

NIA

No rth Temple I 1270 West

Overhead Cable

4

#500-1 2.5 KV

North Temple I Jordan River

Unde rg rou nd Cable

2

#6BC

North Temple I I 175 West

Underground Cable

2

#4ACSR

North Temple I 11 25 West

Overhead Cable

4

#2ASC R

North Temple I I 030 West

Unde rground Ca ble

2

#68C

North Temple I I 0 I I West

Ove rh ead Cable

I

NIA

North Temple I I 0 II West

Overhead Cable

3

# ISTR

North Temple I I 000 West

Ove rhead Cable

I

NIA

No rth Temple I 963 West

Non h Te mple 1 925 West

Overhead Cable

I

NIA

Overhead Cable

3

#110 AL- 15 KV

Nonh Temple 1900 West

Overhead Cable

3

# I/O AL- 15 KV

Nonh Temple I 800 West

Overhead Cable

3

#75 0MCM

Nonh Temple 1 600 West

Overhead Cable

4

#4ACSR

Non h Temple I 500 West

Ove rhead Cable

4

#4ACSR

Nonh Temple 1 428 West

N/A. Size Not Available

East C orridor

Table 2
Potentia l Co nflic ts With E lect r ica l Utilities
Nu mber

Size

Locatio n

Overhead Cable

I

NIA

400 South 1 225 East

Overhead Cable

5

NIA

400 South I 300 East

Overhead Cable

I

NIA

400 South I 400 East

Overhead Cable

4

#2 ACSR

400 South I 500 East

Overhead Cable

3

#310ACSR

400 South I 700 East

Overhead Cable

I

NIA

400 South I 705 East

Overhead Cable

4

#500MCM

400 South I 800 East

Overhead Cable

4

# JIOACSR

400 South 1900 East

Overhead Cable

I

NIA

500 South I I 0 14 East

Overhead Cable

I

# 12

500 South I I I 00 East

Underground Cab le

I

NIA

500 South I 13 19 East

Desc riptio n

NIA- Size No t Available

Telephone: There are approximately II small buried communicalion cables crossing the Westt
Corridor LRT Alternative ROW. There were no telephone cables nmning parallel to the a liernalive:
that were identified. Table 3 shows a detailed list of possib le conflicti ng telephone uti! ities along;
the West Corridor LRT Alternative.
M ISIDE IS
W es t Corrido r LRT Alt ern ative
Ta ble 3

Potenti a l Co nni cts With T elep hone Utilities
Desc ription

Numbe r

Loca tion

Buried Cable

2

Nonh Temple 12400 West

Buried Cable

I

Nonh Temple 1 2190 West

Buried Cable

I

Nonh Temple 1 2 100 West

Buried Cable

I

Nonh Temple 12000 West

Buried Cable

I

Nonh Temple I 1850 West

I
I

I
I

Buried Cable

I

North Temple I Redwood Rd .

Buried Cable

I

North Temple / 1650 West

Buried Cable

I

North Temple / 1350 West

Buried Cable

I

North Temple I 1280 West

Buried Cable

I

North Temole / 900 West

Drive between Wasatch Drive and the Medical Center. Both cables run parallel to the alternative
and could potentially be impacted by the alternative. Table 4 shows a detailed li st of possibl e
confli cting telephone utilities along the East Corridor LRT Alternative. There are approxi mately 12
small buried communication cables crossing the East Corridor LRT Alternative ROW . There are
also two additional telephone cables running down the center of Wasatch Drive between Hempstead
Road and Medical Drive, and down the center of Medical
M IS/DE IS
East Corridor LRT Alternative
Table 4
Potential Connicts With Telephone Utilities

Description

Number

Location

Buried Cable

I

400 South I 800 East

Buried Cab le

t

500 South I I 000 East

Buried Cable

I

500 South I I040 East

Buried Cable

I

500 South I I 120 East

Buried Cab le

I

500 South I 1230 East

Buried Cable

I

500 South I 1320 East

Buried Cable

I

400 South I Univers ity Ave.

Buried Cable

3

South Campus Dr. I North of Institute

Buried Cable

I

South Campus Dr. I North of Parking Lot

Buried Cable

I

South Campus Dr. / South Annex Bldg.

Buried Cable

I

• Ce nter Wasatch Dr. ( Hempstead Rd - Medical Dr.)
Approximately 1200 ft

Buried Cab le

I

• Ce nter Medical Dr. (Wasatch Dr. - Medical Center)
Approximate ly 2000 ft

Parall els Alternative ROW

Gas: Gas lines owned by Mountain Fuel cross the West Corridor LRT Alternati ve ROW
approximately eight times along the corridor. These lines range in size from 2 inches to 16 inches
in diameter. There is also one underground gas line (16" diameter) running down the center of North
Temple between 1200 West and 1000 West. Th is line runs parallel to the alternative and could
possibly be impacted. Table 5 shows a detailed Ji st of possible confl icti ng gas utilities along the
West Corridor LRT Alternative.

MIS/DEJS
West Corridor LRT Alternative

Table 5
Potential Connicts With Gas Utilities

Description

Number

Size

Location

Buried Line

I

3" Diameter

1-80 Airport Exit Ramp I 3350 West

Buried Line

I

3" Diameter

North Temple I 2400 West

Buried Line

I

2" Diameter

North Temp le I 1975 West

Buried Line

I

2" Diameter

North Temple I 1950 West

Buried Line

I

2" Diameter

North Temple I 1800 West

Buried Line

I

6" Diameter

North Temple I 1680 West

Buried Line

I

16" Diameter

Center North Temple (1200 West1000 West) Approximately 700ft

Buried Line

I

4" Diameter

North Temp le I I 000 West

Buried Line

I

2" Diameter

North Temple I 600 West

• • Parallels Alternative ROW

There are approximately I 0 small gas lines crossing the East Corridor LRT Alternative ROW. These
lines range in size from 2 inches to 6 inches. There were no gas lines running parallel to the
alternative that were identified. Table 6 below shows a detailed list of possible conflicting gas
utilities along the East Corridor LRT Alternative.
MJSfDEIS
East Corridor LRT Alternative

Table 6
Potential Conflicts With Gas Utilities

Description

Number

Size

Location

Buried Line

I

2" Diameter

400 South I 300 East

Buried Line

I

6" Diamete r

400 South I 3 SO East

Buried Line

I

6" Diameter

400 South I 500 East

Buried Line

I

2" Diameter

400 South I 550 East

Buried Line

I

2" Diameter

400 South I 700 East

Buried Line

I

2" Diameter

400 South I 800 East

Buried Line

I

2" Diameter

400 South I 900 East

Buried Line

I

2" Diameter

400 So uth I I I 00 East

Buried Line

I

2" Diameter

400 South I 1200 East

Buried Line

I

4" Diameter

University Ave. I 500 South

Sanitary Sewer: The West Corridor LRT A lternative ROW is crossed approximately 10 times
by sanitary sewers, ranging from I 0 to 66 inches in diameter. There is also one underground sewer
line running down the center of North Temple between II 00 West and 1-15 (12" diameter). This line
runs parallel to the alternative and could possibly be impacted. Table 7 below shows a detai led list
of possible conflicting sanitary-sewer utilities along the West Corridor LRT Alternative.

MIS/DEIS
West Corrido r LRT Alternative

Table 7
Potentia l Co nfli c ts With Sanit ary Sewer Ut ilities

•

Description

Number

Size

Location

Buried Line

I

24" Diameter

1-80 Airpon Exit Ramp I Nonh Temple Street

Buried Line

I

24" Diameter

1-80 Airpon Exit Ramp I 3350 West

Buried Line

I

I0" Diameter

Nonh Temp le 1 2400 West

Buried Line

I

15 " Diameter

Nonh Temple 1 2250 West

Buried Line

I

48 " Diameter

Nonh Temple I !800 West

Buried Line

I

12" Diameter

Nonh Temple I Redwood Rd.

Buried Line

I

12" Diameter

Buried Line

I

12" Diameter .

North Temple 1 1500 West

Buried Line

I

66" Diameter

Buri ed Line

I

36" Diameter

North Temple 1900 West

Buri ed Line

I

48" Diameter

Nonh Temple I 500 West

Center Nonh Temple (II 00 W- 115)
North Temple I 1000 West

The East Corridor LRT Alternative ROW is crossed approximately 5 times by sanitary sewers,
ranging from I 0 to 21 inches in diameter. There is a lso one additional sewer lines running down the
center of University Ave. between 500 South and South Campus Dr. (12" diameter). This line runs
para ll el to the alternative and could possibly be impacted . Table 8 shows a detailed li st of po ss ibl e
connict in g sani tary sewer utilities along the East Corridor LRT Alternative.
MIS/DEI S
East Co rri dor LRT Alternative

Table 8
Potential Conflicts With Sanitary Sewer Utilities

I ·

Description

Number

Size

Location

Buried Line

I

21" Diameter

400 South I 300 East
400 South I 700 East

Buried Line

I

I 0" Diameter

Buried Line

I

2 1" Diameter

400 South 1 300 Eas t

Buri ed Line

I

I0" Diameter

500 South I I 050 East

Buri ed Li ne

I

12" Diame ter

• Center University Ave.
South 400 South) Approxima e ly 800 ft

Buried Line

I

t 0" Diameter

South Campus Dr. I 1500 East

poo

Parallel s A l t~mat1vc ROW

Storm Sewer: Storm sewers cross the West Corridor LRT Alternative ROW approximatel y 15
times along the corridor, ranging from 15 to 84 inches in diameter. There is an additional stormsewer line running down the center of North Temple between the Jordan River and 600 West (84"
diameter). Thi s line runs parallel to the alternative and could possibly be impacted. Table 9 below
shows a detailed list of possible connicting storm-sewer utilities along the West Corridor LRT
Alternative .

MISIDEIS
West Corridor LRT Alternative

Table 9
Potential C onflicts With Storm Sewer Utilities
Descript ion

Number

Size

Location

Buried RCP

I

60" Diameter

North Temple I 1900 West

Buried RCP

2

18" Diameter

North Temple I Redwood Rd .

Buried RCP

I

15" Diameter

North Temple 1 1660 West

Buried RCP

I

18" Diameter

North Temple I 1590 West

Buried RCP

I

18" Diameter

North Temple I 1575 West

Buried RCP

I

18" Diameter

North Temple 1 1550 West

Buried RCP

I

18" Diameter

North Temple 1 1525 West

Buried RCP

I

18" Diameter

North Temple 1 1475 West

Buri ed RCP

I

18" Diameter

North Temple 1 1450 West

Buried RCP

I

18 " Diam ete r

North Temple I 1430 West

Buried RCP

I

18" Diameter

North Temple 1 1400 West

Buried RCP

1

15" Diameter

North Temple 1 1350 West

Buried RCP

I

IS " Diameter

North Temple I 1325 West

Buried RCP

I

Buried RCP

I

IS" Diameter

North Temple I 1275 West

84" Diameter

• Center Nort h Temp le (Jordan River -

600 West) Approximately 5 100 ft

I • · Parallel s Alternative ROW

I

Storm sewers cross the East Corridor LRT Alternative ROW approximately 21 times a l omg the
corridor, ranging from 12 to 42 inches in diameter. There is also one underground storm-dr·aitn line
runn ing down the center of University Ave. between 500 South and South Campus Dr. (42"
diameter). This line runs parallel to the alternati ve and could possibly be impacted. Table I tObelow
shows a detailed list of possible conflicting storm sewer utilities along the East Corridor LRT
Alternati ve.

MI SIDE IS
East C orridt>r LRT Alternative

Table 10
Potential Conflicts With Storm Sewer Utilities
Description

Number

Size

Location

Buried RCP

I

IS" Diameter

400 South 1 200 East

Buried CMP

1

15" Diameter

400 South I 400 East

Buried RCP

I

15" Diameter

400 South I 500 East

Buried RCP

I

IS" Diameter

400 South I 700 East

Buried RCP

I

24" Diameter

400 South I 800 East

Buried VCP

I

12" Diameter

400 South 1900 East

Buried RCP

I

24" Diameter

500 South I I000 East

Buried RCP

I

15" Diameter

500 South I 1100 East

I

I

*

I

I

•

•

•

Buried RCP

I

27" Diameter

500 South I 1200 East

Buried VCP

I

12" Diameter

500 South I Douglas St.

Buried RCP

I

30" Diameter

500 South I 1300 East

Buried RCP

I

42" Diameter

• Center University Ave. (500 South400 South) Approximately 800 ft

Buried RCP

I

36" Diameter

South Campus Dr. I 1400 East

Buried RCP

I

36" Diameter

South Campus Dr. / 1450 East

Buri ed CMP

I

15" Diameter

South Campus Dr. I 1500 East

Buried RCP

I

15" Diameter

South Campus Dr. I 1525 East

Buried RCP

I

12" Diameter

South Campus Dr. I 1650 East

Buried RCP

I

15" Diameter

South Campus Dr. I 1700 East

Buried RCP

4

15" Diameter

Wasatch Dr. & Medical Dr.

I • - Parallels Ahemative ROW

I

Water Lines : Twelve potable-water lines cross the East Corridor LRT Alternative ROW along
the corridor, ranging from I 0 to 36 inches in diameter. There is also one additional water line
running down the center of North Temple between 2400 West and 2200 West (36" diameter). Both
lines run parallel to the alternative and could potentiall y be impacted by the alternative. Table II
below shows a detailed list of possible conflicting water utilities along the West Corridor LRT
Al ternative .

MIS/DEIS
West Corridor LRT Alternative

Table 11
Potential Con fli cts With Water Utilities
Description

Number

Size

Location

Buried Line

I

36" Diameter

1-80 Airport Exit Ramp / 2500 West

Buried Line

I

36" Diameter

• Center North Temple (2400 West 2200 West) Approximately 1600 ft

Buried Line

2

12" Diameter

North Temple I Redwood Rd.

Buried Line

I

I 0" Diameter

North Temple I 1550 West

Buried Line

I

14 " Diameter

North Temple I 1350 West

Buried Line

I

I 2" Diameter

North Temple I I 000 West

Buried Line

I

24" Diameter

North Temple / 900 West

Buried Line

I

12" Diameter

North Temple / 900 West

Buried Line

I

12" Diameter

North Temple I 800 West

Buried Line

I

N/A

No rth Temple / 7 10 West

Buried Line

I

NIA

North Temple / 690 West

Buried Line

I

N/A

North Temple / 600 West

t-Il!' pa}~~fe~0A~e"rWJffi.1f ROW

Eighteen water lines cross the right-of-way along the corridor, ranging from I 0 to 36 inches in
diameter. There are also two additional water lines running down the center of 500 South between
1000 East and University Ave. (36" diameter) and down the Center of South Campus Rd . between
1700 East and Wasatch Dr. Both lines run parallel to the alternative and could potentially be

impacted by the alternative. Table 12 shows a detai led list of p>ossible conflicting walter util it ies
along the East Corridor LRT Alternative.
MI S!DE IS
East Co rridor LRT Alternative
Table 12
Potential Conflicts With Water Utiilities
Descript io n

Number

Size

Location

Buried Li ne

I

NIA

400 South I 200 East

Buried Line

2

NIA

400 South I 300 East

Buried Line

I

NIA

400 South I 400 East

Buried Line

I

12" Diameter

400 South I 500 East

Buried Line

I

NIA

400 South I 500 East

Buried Line

I

NIA

400 South I 600 East

Buried Line

2

NIA

400 South I 700 East

Buried Line

I

I 0" Diameter

400 South I 800 East

Buried Line

I

NIA

400 South I 800 East

Buried Line

2

NIA

400 South I 900 East

Buried Line

I

12"" Diameter

400 South I 1000 East

Buried Line

I

36" Diameter

• Cemter 500 South (I 000 East ·Un iversiity Ave .) Approx imate ly 33100 ft

Buried Line

I

24" Diameter

500 South I 1300 East

Buried Line

2

I 0" Diameter

Solllth Campus Rd. I 1400 East

Buried Line

I

16" Diameter

SoUith Campus Rd . I 1600 East

NIA

• Center South Campus Rd (1700 East -' Wasatch)
Approximatel y 2000 ft

Buried Line

I

I

~~~ i>~~~Te1i0At1eW,i!ff'Jf ROW

Stations
The construction of stations along the Light Rai 1 Network should mot involve the relocatio n of major
utilities. However, water and sewer service wi ll be provided at the stations. Excavatiion will be
required for the installati on of such services.
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APPENDIX F
NOISE DATA SHEETS

I
I
I

PROJECT

ENGINEER

E/W MIS/DEIS

T. Luc

DATE

02111197

LOCATION

SITE NO.

1876 W. No rth Tern
SOUN D LEVEL .'1.1 ET ER

:-iOTE

LD 870
CAL IBRATOR

LD CA 250

06:48A

METER SETTING

A-WE IG IH ED; SLOW

TI ,\ ·I E
START

06 :52A

END

07 :08A

Ll

77 .2

1.10

68.2

LM IN

L90

66

63 .9

59.8

58 .1

SKETCH

Sk y Harbor Apart ments
539-8002

North Temple

PARSONS ENGINEERING·SC:IENC:E, INC:-

56.8

LMAX

83 .7

...
66 .7

NOTES

1 aircraft flyover

PROJEcr

DAT E

I; NGINEE R

E/W MIS/DE IS

0211 1/97

T. LUC

LOCAT ION

SITE NO.

MOBIL E HOMES - 1300 WEST

2

~~II CROPHONE

SOUND LEVE L MET ER

LD 870

NOT E

1/2"

rALdD

CA LIBRA TO R

LD C A 250

r "IE

114

:>t ETER SETT ING

A-WEI G HTED ; SLOW

TIME

Ll

uo

07:45A

72.8

69.6

68 .4

07:45A

07:50A

69 .5

67.6

16:47

17:07

69.8

66.7

START

END

07 :18A

SKETCII

DfA.X

L99

67

62.8

59.1

57 .7

77 .9

67.4 1 hela wy truck with
engoime idling at 50'

66.4

64.8

60.8

56.1

55.9

70 .8

65.2

65.3

63 .3

56.9

52.3

51

76 .8

64.1

LSO

mobolehomes

LMIN

mollole homes

~
0
0

M

NORTH TEMPLE
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APPENDIX G
OPERATION & MAINTENANCE
COST TABLES

I

Bus System Resource Build-up
Equations and Productivity Factors

1. Administration and Scheduling of Transoortation Operations- Labor
$=
Platform hours x vehicle operator full-time equivalents/ platform hours x administrative
and scheduling employee equivalents/ vehicl'e operator equivalent x average annual
wages and salaries per administrative and scheduling employee x fringe multiplier
Platform hours x 0.00053• x 0.10409. x $30,759• x 2.3o·
Platform hours x $3.90
Productivity Factor= 9.6• full-time vehicle operator equivalents per administrative and
scheduling employee.
2. Operator Wages and Fringes
$=
Platform hours x pay hours/ platform hours x operators salaries and wages/ pay hours x
fringe multiplier
Platform hours x 1.087' x $12.46. x 2.38•
Platform hours x $32.23
Productivity Factor= 1.087' pay hours per platform hour.

I
I

I

3. Fuel and Lube for Buses
Vehicle miles x gallons of fuel per vehicle mile x average fuel cost per gallon
Vehicle miles x 0.250• x $0.6947'
Vehicle miles x $0.174

$ =

Productivity Factor= 3.998• miles per gallon .
4. Tires and Tubes for Buses
S=
Peak buses x tire and tube cost per peak bus
Peak buses x $2 ,404.
Productivity Factor= one complete tire change per year at 50,000 miles per year.

I

I
I

5. Vehicle Maintenance Administration - Labor
$Vehicle miles x full-time maintenance equivalents per vehicle mile x administrative
employees per maintenance equivalent x average annual wages x fri nge multiplier.
Vehicle miles x 0.000010· x 0.310. x $29,012. x 2.8o·
Vehicle miles x $0.252
Productivity Factor= 3.02 full-time vehicle maintainers per vehicle maintenance
administrator.
6. Facilities Maintenance Administration - Labor
$ =
Garage/light maintenance facility x cost per facility.
Garage/light maintenance facil ity x $16,290.
7. Servicing Revenue Vehicles- Labor
• Indicates data supplied by UTA that is most current as of February , 1997. All data is in 1995
dollars.

I

$

=

Peak buses x cost per bus.
peak buses x $0.5276•

8. Inspection Maintenance and Repair of Revenue Vehicles - Labor
$ =
Vehicle miles x full-time maintenance and inspection employee equivalents per vehicle
mile x average annual wages per employee x fringe rate.
Vehicle miles x 0.000010• x $29,011. x 2.38•
Vehicle miles x $0 .69
Productivity Factor= 99.933. annual vehicle miles per maintenance employee.
9. lnsoection Maintenance and Repair of Revenue Vehicles- Materials and Suoplies
$
Vehicle miles x cost per vehicle.
Vehicle miles x $0.158•

=

10. Inspection Maintenance and Servicing of Service Vehicles
$

=

Peak buses x road calls per peak bus x cost per road call.
Peak buses x 6.96• x $31 .10.
Peak buses x $216
Productivity Factor= 6.96• road calls per peak bus.

11 Maintenance of Fare Collection and Counting Equipment
$=

Peak buses x cost per peak bus.
Peak buses x $653•

12. Maintenance of Fare Collection and Counting Equipment
$

=

I

S=

I

$=

~

I

Peak buses x cost per peak bus.
Peak buses x $1 05•

13. Ma intenance and Repair of Bu ildings Grounds and Equipment
Bus garage/light maintenance facility x cost per facility.
Bus garage/light maintenance facility x $142,254.

14. Ticketing and Fare Collection
Annual unlinked passenger trips x cost per unlinked passenger trip .
Annual unlinked passenger trips x $0.0061.

15. Injuries and Damages !Uninsured Claims)
$=

Vehicle miles x injuries and damages cost per vehicle mile .
Vehicle miles x $0 .0013.

16. General Insurance Premiums
S=

Peak buses x general insurance cost per bus .
Peak buses X $1 00•
One half of costs in th is cost category allocated to garages and one half allocated to peak buses.

I

I
I
I

17. System Security
$=

Number of light maintenance and storage facility x security expenses divided by number
of light maintenance and storage facility .
Number of light maintenance and storage fac ility x $207.218./ 3.

r

·Indicates data supplied by UTA that is most curren t as of February, 1997. All data is in 1995
dollars .

Number of light maintenance and storage facil ity x $56,005

J

I

I

'

I
I

I
• Ind icates data supplied by UTA that is most current as of February, 1997. All data is in 1995
dollars.

LRT Resource Build-up
Equations and Productivity Factors

1. Operator Wages and Fringes
$=
Platform hours x pay hours/ platform hours x average hourly wage x fringe multiplier
Platform hours x 1.27 x $12.46. x 2.38•
Platform hours x $37.66
2. Administration and Scheduling of Transportation Operations- Labor
$=
Platform hours x vehicle operator full-time equivalents/ platform hours x operations
support labor equivalents/ veh icle operator equivalents x support labor annual salary x
fringe multiplier
Platform hours x 0.00053• x 0.39216 x $30,759• x 2.3o·
Platform hours x $14 .70
Productivity Factor= 2.55 full-time vehicle operator equ ivalents per administrative and
scheduling employee.
3. Propulsion Power
a. Energy Charge
$=
Annual vehicle miles x t<YN hours/ vehicle mile x energy consumption charge per kWH.
Annual vehicle miles x 6.75 x $0.029'
Annual vehicle miles x $0.196
b. Peak Demand Charge
$=
Annual vehicle miles x kWH/vehicle mile divided by hours of system operation per year
x peaking factor x monthly kilowatt draw ch arge x 12 months.
Annual vehicle miles x 6.75 divided by 5600 x 1.5 x $8.45' x 12
Annual vehicle miles x $0.183
c. I2l2!

$=

Annual Vehicle Miles x ($0.196 + $0.183)
Annual Vehicle Miles x $0.379

4. lnsoection Maintenance and Repairs of Revenue Vehicles - Labor
$=
Vehicle miles x vehicle mainta iners per vehicle mile x average annual wage of vehicle
maintainers x fringe multiplier
Vehicle miles x 0.000028 x $29.011. x 2.38•
Vehicle miles x $1 .93
5. Servicing Revenue Vehicles - Labor
Peak vehicles x vehicle servicing personnel per peak vehicle x average annual wage of
veh icle servicers x fringe multiplier.
Peak vehicles x 0.1878 x $12.46. x 2080 x 2.38.
Peak vehicles x $11 ,584

$ =

•indicates data supplied by UTA that is most current as of February , 1997. All data is in 1995
dollars.
+ Data supplied by Utah Power & Light
@ Data assumed using inflation rate of 3%. Data is in 1995 dollars .

Productivity Factor= One servicing employee per 5.32 peak vehicles.
6. Inspection Maintenance Repair and Servicing of Revenue Vehicles - Materials and Supplies
$=
Vehicle miles x total labor hours for inspection and maintenance per vehicle mile x
inspection, maintenance and servicing materials and supplies cost per labor hour for
inspection and maintenance.
Vehicle miles x 0.0699 x $5.76c
Vehicle miles x $0.403
7. Vehicle Maintenance Administration - Labor
$=
Vehicle miles x vehicle maintainers per vehicle mile x supervisors and administrators per
vehicle maintainers x average supervisory salary x frings multiplier.
Vehicle miles x 0.000028 x 0.225 x $29.012• x 2.8o·
Vehicle miles x $0.512
Productivity Factor= 4.44 vehicle maintainers per vehicle maintenance supervisor.
8. Ma intenance of Roadway and Track- Labor
$ =
Directional track miles x track maintainers per directional track mile x average annual
wages x fringe multiplier.
Directional track miles x 1.33x $29,012. x 2.38•
Directional track miles x $91 ,834
Productivity Factor = 0.75 directional track miles per maintainer.
9. Maintenance of Vehicle Movement Control Systems - Labor
$=
Directional track miles x expenses/directional travel miles
Directional track miles x $1271 _72c

10. Maintenance of Communication Systems- Labor
$=

Directional track miles x expenses/directional track miles.
Directional track miles x $348.94c

11 . ROW and Systems Maintenance - Materials and Supplies
$=

Directional track miles x expenses/directional track miles.
Directional track miles x $17 ,675.45<=

12. Opearations and Maintenance of Electnc Power Facili ties- Labor
$ =

Operational track miles x expenses/directional track miles
Directional track miles x $19,507.10<=

13. Operations and Maintenance of Electric Power Facilities- Materials and Supplies
$=

Directional track miles x expenses/directional track mile.
Directional track miles x $3185.6911»

14. Ma intenance and Repair of Buildings Grounds and Equipment- Materials and Supplies and

l.2QQr
(Assumed to be the same as for UTA's bus garages and maintenance facilities.)

•indicates data supplied by UTA that is most current as of February, 1997_ All data is in 1995
dollars .
+ Data supplied by Utah Power & Light
@ Data assumed using inflation rate of 3%. Data is in 1995 dollars.

15. Maintenance of Fare Collection Eauipment
(Assumed to be the same as for UTA's bus farebox costs.)
16. Maintenance Administration- Facilities
(Assumed to be the same as for UTA's bus system.)
17. Ticketing and Fare Collection
(Assumed to be the same as for UTA's bus system.)
18. lnjurjes and Damages (Uninsured Claims)
(Assumed to be the same as for UTA's bus system.)
19. System Security
(Assumed to be the same as for UTA's bus system.)
20. General Insurance Premiums
(Assumed to be the same as for UTA's bus system.)

• Ind icates data supplied by UTA that is most current as of February, 1997. All data is in 1995
dollars.
+ Data supplied by Utah Power & Light
@ Data assumed using inflation rate of 3%. Data is in 1995 dollars.
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APPENDIX

H:

PROSPECTIVE SOURCES OF THE lOCAl SHARE : ALTERNATIVE

C: lRT/TDM / TSM

This is a description of prospective sources of financing for the local share of Alternative C:
LRT / TDM/ TSM.
At this time, none of t he co ncepts have been en dorsed by the prospective funding partner
although nearly all concepts have been introduced. T he projects are not in priority order. The
project numbers are for the reader's convenience. The list and descriptions that follow will be
refined, amended, subtracted from and added to as ideas unfold.

I

PROSPECTIVE SOURCES OF LOCAL FUNDING BEING PURSUED

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
IS .
16.
17.
[ 18.

Page#
A irport Authority Land Lease or Dedication for Right-of-Way .......... ...... 3
Airport Authority Terminal Multi-Modal Transportation Center . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Airport Authority LRT Investment In Lieu of Parking Structure Spaces .. . ..... . 4
Airport Authority Environmental Mitigation Credits . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
University of Utah Olympic Stadium Public Reception/Transportation Center . . . 5
University of Utah Olympic Village Land Bridge . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
University of Utah Olympic Village Parking . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
University Land Lease or Dedication for Right-of-Way . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
State of Utah: Land Lease or Dedication for Right-of-Way . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7
LOS Church: LRT Investment In Lieu of Parking Structure Spaces . . . . . . .
8
Electric Utility Improvements . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. ..•. . .•.. . 8
Savings- Joint Use of Maintenance Facility. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9
Te lecommunications I ITS Corporate Partners . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9
UDOT: Telecommunications I Fiber Opt ics Shared Right-of-Way ......... . ... 9
Landscaping Enhancements in the Downtown Area ... ..... .......... . ...... 10
Joint Development Opportunities......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
Delayed Use of UTA Sales Tax Revenues for Capital .... . ................... II
UTA Operating Subsidy Support .... . . . ......... . ... ..... ....•.. . . . ... . 11

,\t this point in the analysis, t he dollar value of some sources of funding have been estimated
v hile others have not. The list includes several types of funding sources.
Some sources of funding are direct provision of cash to finance LRT system components (3,
10, 17, 18);
Some sources of funding are an in-kind provision of the LRT system components at below cost
or no cost (1, 4, 8, 9, 11, 13);
Some sources of fund ing are logical project en hancements or extensions which would be
funded locally (2, 5, 6, 7, 16);
Some sources of funding are cost savings achieved by dual use of needed LRT components (12).
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PROSPECTIVE SOURCES OF THE LOCAL SHARE, T YPE, AND E STIMATED VALUE
Source of the Local Share

I.

2.

In-Kind

Direct
Provision
of Cash

Provision

Airport Land Lease or
Dedication of Right-of-Way
Airport Authority Terminal

Airport Authority: LRT
Investment in lieu of Parking

Savings
by Dual
Use

Estimated

Value
$61 0,935

*

s17,000,000

*

Multi-Modal T ransportation
Center

3.

Project
Enhancement
o r Extension

N/A

*

4. Airport Autho rity:

N/A

*

Environment al Mitigation

Credits
5.

Univ. Of Utah: O lympic
Stad iu m Transportation Center

*

$1 ,600,000

6.

Univ. Of Utah: Olympic Village
Land Bridge

*

$3,200,000

7.

Univ. Of Utah O lym pic Village
Park ing

*

$3 ,000,000

8.

Unive rsity Land Lease or
Dedication of Right-of-Way

9. State of Utah: Land Lease or
Dedication of Right-of-Way
10. LOS Church: LRT Investment
in lieu of Parking

*

$662 ,545

*

$544,500

N/A

*

11. Electric Utility Imp rovements

Up to
$27,600,000

*

12. Savings- Joint Use of
Maintenance Facility

*

13. Telecommunicat ions I ITS
14. UDOT: Telecommunications I
Fiber Optics Shared Right-ofWay

*

15. Landscaping Enhancements in
the Downtown Area

I

*

*

*

*

N/A

*

N/A

16. Jo int Development
Opportunities
17. Delayed Use of UTA Sales Tax
Revenues fo r Capital

N/A

*

Corporate Partners

Up To
$18,826,000

*
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N/A

I

Jl

I
l

r

PROSPECTIVE SOURCES OF THE LOCAL SHARE, TYPE, AND ESTIMATED VALUE
Source of the Local Share

Direct

Provision
of Cash
18. UTA Operati ng Subsidy
Suppo rt

ln-Xind
Provision

Project
Enhancement
o r Extension

*

Savings j
by Dual
Use
I

I

:

Estimated i
Value

SI.S to S3 .0
per year

In addition to the financing concepts still being pursued are other ideas that have been considered
and dismissed for a variety of reasons . These inacti ve financing ideas are presented at the
co nclusion of the list.

,_

Airport Land Lease or Dedication for Right-of-Way for LRT Line,
Stations and Park and Ride Jots

Fu nding Partner:

Salt Lake City Internatio nal Airport Authority

Project and Funding
Arrangements:

Airport Authority might provide the right-of-way for the LRT line,
stations, and park and ride facility that traverses its property.
The Airport Authority staff estimate that its land has a market value of
$1.25 to $1.35 per square foot.

(Placeholder real estate figures)
Estimated 13,700 linear feet x 26' width - 356,200 square feet
Estimated parking lot {350 cars x 325 sq.ft. per car) - 113,750 square
feet.
Market Value: $1.30 per square foot x 469,950 square feet- $610,935
Considerations:

Airport Authority would need to secure "permissio n" to offe r the land
from the airlines and the FAA, since they originally funded the
acquisition of the land for airport use.

2.

Airport Terminal Multi-Modal Transportation Center

Funding Partner:

Salt Lake City International Airport Authority

Project and Funding
Arrangements:

Airport Authority staff estimate this project will cost $1 7,000,000.
There are no plans to seek federal funding for thi s project. Funding
would come from passenger facility charges and other local reve nue
sources .

This facilit y would be built abutting the new terminal.
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It would

intercept light-rail, the land-side people mover, taxi, bus, and shuttle
vans.

Considerations:

While this project is not part of the $662,000,000 Airport Expansion and
Modernization Plan, the Airport Authority staff believe that the MultiModal Transportation Center would be more appealing to the airline
companies than other land side facilit ies. The facility needs to be
designed more specificall y and in coordination with the East-West LR T
line.

3.

Airport Authority : LRT Investment in Lieu of Parking Structure
Spaces

Funding Partner:

Salt Lake City International Airport Authority

Project and Funding
Arrangements:

The $662,000,000 Airport Expansion and Modernization Plan includes
construction of one or more parking structures. Parking structures are
not eligible for FAA AlP funding. The provision of an LRT line
which ends co nven iently within in the terminal may reduce the
demand for parking spaces.

Considerations:

At this time, Airport Authority staff are uncomfortable with the
theory that an LRT line and station at the terminal will reduce their
need for parking by any more than a nominal amount. The
relationship between transit and airport parking will be researched
further in an effort to measure the replacement effect of transit for
airport parking.
The Authority has received communication from the Utah Division of
Air Quality questioning construction of additional parking.

4.

Airport Authority Environmental Mitigation Credits

Funding Partner:

Salt Lake C ity International Airport Authority

Project and Funding
Arrangements:

The Airport Authority has developed more acres of environmentall yapproved wetlands than it needed to complete its land development.
Therefore, there is "excess" wetlands that is available as a credit against
future devel opment that uses wetlands.
T he current capital budget includes $4.5 million for unspecified
environmental mitigation.

Considerations:

The Airport Authority would need to determine if the wetlands is
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truly "excess" given development plans for the future. Environmental
engineers would need to determine the acreage of wetlands that the
LRT would disturb and therefore would need to be mitigated.

5.

University of Utah Olympic Stadium Public Reception and
Transportation Center

Funding Partner:

University of Utah

Project and Funding
Arrangements:

This is the University's fourth highest priority Olympics-related
project. Rice Stadium will host the opening and closing ceremonies for
the Olympic Games; the stadium improvements are being funded with
other sources.
This project is for related transportation improvements, including
pedestrian gathering areas, sidewalks and plaza areas, transit and
transportation drop-off/loading zones, service access, etc.
The project is also included in the University's LRP Oong-range
development plan) The lo ng-term utility would be as a major bus/LRT
transfer point, collecting transit patrons from Foothills Parkway. If
built, bus service cou ld be redirected to this University transit station
in lieu of continuing downtown.
University Facilities Planning staff estimate the capital cost at $1.6
million. No institutional funds have been identified.

Considerations:

The University has requested this project be included in the FY98
ISTEA funding package. If successfu l, then the project cannot also be
counted as local share for the East/ West LRT. If the project is funded
with State or private resources, it may become eligible as a local share
for the East/West LR T.

6.

University of Utah Olympic Village land Bridge

Funding Partner:

University of Utah

Project and Funding
J'.rrangements:

This is the University's highest priority Olympics-related project. The
Olympics-related use would be to connect the Olympics Residential
Zone and International Zone (health/physical education complex) via
a bridge across Wasatch Boulevard. The bridge would accommodate
pedestrian traffic, motorized shuttle service and large vehicles.
The project is also included in the University's LRP Oong-range
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development plan) The long-term utility of the land bridge would be
to enhance access from the heart of the University to the proposed
Health Services LRT station, thereby increasing transit ridership .
University Facilities Planning staff estimate the capital cost at $3.2
million. No institutional funds have been identified.
Considerations:

The University has requested this project be included in the FY98
ISTEA funding package. If successful, then the project cannot also be
counted as local share for t he East/West LRT. If the project is funded
with State or private resources, it may become eligible as a local share
for the East/West LRT.

7.

University of Utah Olympic Village Parking

Funding Partner:

University of Utah

Project and Funding
Arrangements:

This is the University's third highest priority Olympics-related project.
It is construction of 10 to 15 acres of parking. The Olympics-related
use would be to provide parking for service vehicles, trams, shuttles,
Olympics media, coaches, officials, National Olympic Comm ittees,
and University staff and faculty who are displaced.
The project is also included in the University's LRP Qong-range
development plan). The long-term utility and relationship to the LR T
would be to enhance park and ride access from the proposed end of the
line station near the Health Sciences Center.
University Facilities Planning staff estimate the capital cost at $3.0
million. No institutional funds have been identified.

Considerati ons:

The University has requested this project be included in the FY98
ISTEA funding package. If successful, then the project cannot also be
counted as local share for the East/West LRT. If the project is funded
with State or private resources, it may become eligible as a local share
for the East/West LRT.

University Land Lease or Land Dedication for Right-of-Way for
LRT Line, Stations and Park-and-Ride locations

Funding Partner:

University of Utah

Iroject and Funding
/rrangements:

The University might provide the right-of-way for the line, stations
and park and ride for the LR T facility that traverses its property. At
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t
r

i

this time, four LRT stations are proposed on University property.
(Placeholder market values and real estate amounts)
The University staff estimate that its land has a market value of $1 .25
to $1.35 per square foot.

Estimated 6,850 linear feet x 26' width = 178,100 square feet
Estimated parking lot (350 cars x 325 sq.ft . per car) - 113 ,750
square feet .
Estimated Rice Stadium Transportation Center (5 acres, 217,800
square feet)
Market Value: $1.30 per square foot x 509,650 square feet - $662,545
Considerations:

The University would need to authorize the land lease or transfer of
land to the UTA or othe r appropriate operating agency.

9.

State of Utah Land Lease or Land Dedication for Right-of-Way
for LRT Line, Station and Park -and-Ride location

Funding Partner:

State of Utah, Department of Administrative Services, Division of
Facilities and Constructio n Management

Project and Funding
Arrangements:

The State might provide the right-of-way fo r the line, station, and park
and ride lot for the LRT facility that traverses its property. One
station is proposed which could use the Fair Park surface parking lot.
The surface parking lot remains effectively vacant 50 weeks of the year
and full for t wo weeks around t he State Fair event.
The Fair Park is charged with the respo nsibility of becoming
financiall y self-sufficient. The Park Board has retained the services of
a consultant to propose alternative means of attracting more revenue
to the Fair Park. The addition of a light-rail station stop significantly
enhances the potential utility of Fair Park land.
The Fair Park charges for parking at the lot during the two weeks of
service. It cannot lose money from the prospective of light-rail service
and would like to be able to make money.
(Placeholder market value and real estate amount)
The State estimates that its land in the vicinity of the Fair Park has a
market value of $2.50 per square foot.

Estimated parking lot (5 acres x 43560 sq.ft .) - 217,800 square feet.
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Market Value: $2.50 per square foot x 217,800 square feet - $544,500
Considerations:

The State would need to authorize the land lease o r transfer of land to
the UTA or other appropriate operating agency. The Fair Park is likely
interested in some form of revenue sharing for use of the parking lot,
if and as possible.

10.

LOS Church : LRT Investment in Lieu of Parking Stru cture
Spaces

Funding Partner:

LDS Church

Project and Funding
Arrangements:

The LDS C hu rch plans to construct a 38,000 seat assembly hall in close
proximity to the Temple. For functions where all seats are used, there
may be demand for an add itional 12,666 parking spaces. The C hurch
plans to add underground parking spaces below Main Street. Since a
number of functions are held during the weekend, other surface and
structured parki ng would be available for participants use.
A request will be made to the C hurch to consider an investment in
light rail as a replacement for additional structured parking dow ntown.
Participants in Assembly H all functions would be encouraged to park
at one of the outlying park and ride fac iliti es (at the Airport, the Fair
Park or the University) and ride transit in lieu of parking dow ntown.

Considerations:

A member of the DeLeuw Cather team will contact the Church and
request consideration of a n investment in transit.

11 .

Electric Utility Improveme nts

Funding Partner:

Utah Power and Light

Project and Funding
Arrangements:

The installation of utility service fo r this electrically-run light-rail is a
considerable expense. The very preliminary estimate is $27.6 million.
Utah Power and Light is o ne of few entities that will benefit financially
in a direct and continuing manner from usage of light rail service. It
seems reasonable that they be approached to participate in funding the
initial capital investment.

Considerations:

Unlike most ideas in this memorandum, this one has not been
introduced to the prospective funding partner, Utah Power and Light.

f

r
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12

Savings - Joint Use of Maintenance Facility

FUidi.ng Partner:

Utah Transit Authority

Prcject and Funding
Ar:an gements:

The capital costs estimates show an entry of $18.8 million for a
maintenance facility. To the extent that the East/West LRT can share
a maintenance facility with the funded North/South LRT, then capital
costs decrease and t he local share financial requirements decrease
accordingly.

C01siderations:

As the engineering feasibi lity and associated cost estimates for the
East/West LR T are refined, then the savings potential of a joint use
maintenance facility can be measured more specifically.

13

Telecommunications / ITS Corp orate Partnership

FUJding Partner:

Unspecified corporations providing advanced technology.

Prcect and Funding
Arnngements:

There are a variety of opportunities for corporations who make
advanced technology equipment to showcase t heir products and
services before an unprecedented international audience at the 2002
Winter Olympics.
This is a very cost-effective way of gaining
extraordinary exposure the broadest possible market. The concept is
to secure the provision of advanced technology products or services at
no cost or a substantially reduced cost in return for recognition at the
Winter Olympics. Direct corporate sponsorship in the Winter
Preliminary
Olympics costs tens of millions of dollars.
communications with a few prospective corporations suggest this
concept has merit.

CoJSiderations:

This source of funding requires thoughtful one-on-one communication
with prospective corporate sponsors and a careful selection process.

14.

UDOT: Telecommunications I Fiber Optics Shared Right of Way

Furling Partner:

Utah Department of Transportation or Salt Lake City and selected
telecommunications firm

Pro!ct and Funding
Armgements:

UDOT has issued a request-for-proposals which calls for a partnership
between a telecommunications service or system provider and the State
wherein the State would provide rights-of-way and other pub lic assets
and the partner would provide no-cost or low-cost provision of
telecommunications services. The State specifically notes the need for
telecommun ication services in support of ITS applications and in
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support of the Olympic Games. One of the proposed alignments for
"backbone" fiber optics is along South 4th, which is also an LRT
alignment.
Considerations:

There may be opportunities for cost savi ngs or cost sharing in the
provision of ITS and/ or telecommunications services and construction
of the East/West LR T.

15.

Landscaping Enhancements in the Downtown Area

Funding Partner:

Ian C ummings, a local philanthropist

Project and Funding
Arrangements:

Mr. Cummings is considering the provision of considerable landscap ing
upgrades along portions of the LR T line in downtown Salt Lake City
as a personal contribution to the City.

Considerations:

The D eLeuw Cather consulting team wi ll continue conversations w ith
Mr. Cummings landscape architect to determine if his desires and the
project needs are compatible. If the projects are compatible, then his
contribution may become a part of the local match.

16.

Joint Development Opportunities

Funding Partners:

Public and pri vate property owners adjacent to proposed LRT stations.
There are several specific locations where joint development
opportunities are realistic possibilities. These potential LRT statio n
areas include:
The Airport at 2400 West for development of a hotel;
O n Union Pacific property in downtown Salt Lake City;
On State of Utah, Fair Park property;
at the Health Sciences Center o n the Uni versity of Utah

Project and Funding
Arrangements:

Joint development arrangements might take the form of the provision
of rights-of-way, air rights, reductions in parking requi rements, cost
savings from turnkey co nstruction,

Co nsiderations:

This will not likely be listed as a quantified source of funding unless site
specific joint development arrangements are negotiated prior to federa l
funding. The Redevelopment Agency is available to lend technical and
liaison support to this effort.
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17 .

Delayed Use of UTA Sales Tax Revenues

Funding Partner:

Utah Transit Authority

Project and Funding
Arrangements:

The primary source of local share for t ransit projects is the 0.25% sales
tax t hat the Utah Transit Authority imposes on retai l sales within its
service area. The forecasted sales tax revenues are already committed
to fu nd operating subsidy plus the local share of capital requirements
for the North/South LRT. T hrough t he year 2003, sales tax revenues
are committed to these and other improvements.
Beginning with the year 2004, UTA's forecasted net capital available
for capital projects begins to increase. These increasing revenues are
needed to finance the potential operating subsidy associated with the
East/ West LRT line. However, t here may be supplemental sales tax
revenues in future years which could be pledged to help finance the
local share of the East/ West LRT line or used to bond for a portion of
the local share or used to reimburse local entities that financed the
local share.

Conside rations:

The DeLeuw Cather consulting team is working with UTA to forecast
net revenues available fo r capital in future years.

18.

UTA Operati ng Subsidy Support

1°undi ng Partner:

Utah Transit Autho rity

]'reject and Funding
An angements:

The UTA is the likel y operator of the East/West LRT. Histo rically,
the UTA has used sales tax revenues to help finance its operating
subsidy for its bus service and plans to use sales tax revenu es to finance
the operating subsidy for the North/ South LRT.

Cmsiderations:

The key consideration is whether the UTA is able to also fund the
operating subsidy associated with t he East/West LRT. To make this
preliminary determination, pat ronage fo recasts are needed.

lna~tive Financing Ideas No Longer Being Pursued. The following is a list of financing ideas
tha: were considered but are no longer being pursued at this time for a variety of reasons .

1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

Increasing statewide motor fuel tax;
Establishing a local option motor fuel tax;
Increasing UTA 's sales tax rate or Salt Lake City's local option sales tax rate
Imposing a parking tax or assessment on downtown property owners.
Imposing an employee or head tax on employers/ employees near transit stations;
Imposi ng a surcharge on Airport, downtown and/or University parking.
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